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Black Protest Tradition in Nova Scotia, 1783-1964 

Sheridan Hay 

April 18, 1997 

"Black Protest Tradition in Nova Scotial1 explores the 
black communityts history of protest in Nova Scotia £rom 
the arriva1 of the Black Loyalists to the destruction of 
Africville. mile the white community in Nova Scotia has 
economically, politically, and çociaily rnarginalized the 
black comrnunity, the black community has resisted this 
treatment. À1though the black 6ommunityrs protest 
tradition has been limited by ideological constraints, a 
legacy of protest and resistance has endured in response 
to an ideology that has been fashioned and refashioned 
over two centuries to prevent blacks from receiving the 
rights of firsl class citizens. This history of 
resistance has been the dominant influence in any post- 
Second World War black .protest movement in Nova Scotia. 
Despite an ongoing public perception that black protest 
activity has been largely derived £rom the American 
experience, particularly the civil rights movement, this 
thesis demonstrates that black protest is firmly rooted 
in the history of Nova Scotia. 
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Although 1 began this t h e s i s  a number of years ago, m y  des i re  

t o  explore t h i s  topic  s t a r t e d  much earlier. M y  f i r s t  

experience with race  occurred when 1 was only six years old .  

MY family had recent ly  a r r ived  i n  South Africa - bir thplace of 

my f a t h e r  and mother - and w e  were s taying with m y  mother's 

paren ts  i n  Pretoria. I was introduced t o  t h e i r  servant ,  

Viole t ,  who was considered t o  be 'part of the family'  . 

Unaware of the s o c i a l  ramificat ions of the apar the id  regime, 

I wondered w h y  one ' pa r t  of the family' stayed i n  a s m a l l  

shack i n  the back of the yard and performed the  majori ty of 

the  household chores. Everywhere 1 went, black people seemed 

to be performing s i m i l a r  tasks f o r  white people. Although 1 

f e l t  uncornfortable, 1 did become accustomed t o  blacks being 

servants, and £ r o m  my s i x  year old point of view, I presumed 

they l i k e d  t h e i r  pos i t ion .  With the  exception of my irnmediate 

family, a d u l t s  around m e  seemed t o  believe t h e  same, perhaps 

because they had grown up i n  a soc ie ty  tha t  encouraged and 

s t r i c t l y  enforced black servitude.  I f  I could begin t o  accept 

b l acks f  servi tude i n  a matter of rnonths, it is not hard t o  

imagine what the r e s u l t  would be i f  one were surrounded by 

such a regime f o r  a lifetime. 

None of my irnrnediate family rnembers were ever cornfortable 

with the conditions Violet  l ived  o r  worked under. 1 do n o t  

believe t ha t  either m y s e l f  o r  m y  s ib l ings  had consciously 
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worked out a critique of apartheid, but 1 do know that, to 

us, Violet was 'family' first and black second. At that time, 

1 was unaware t h a t  an ideology l ay  behind the apartheid 

regirne; an ideology that constructed two houses. My house, 

the house of my family and the white community, provided many 

political, social and economic opportunities. It was a house 

that others could only enter if they were invited, and even 

then, they had to follow orders. The other house, Violet's 

house, was a small one, with few opportunities and little 

freedom. Violet could only leave that house when beckoned by 

the white community. It was an ideology that depended on the 

maintenance of two houses, which was accomplished by 

relentless repression of t h e  non-white community rather than 

their cooperation. 

By the time 1 was t h i r t e e n ,  we were living in Ottawa and 

my mother had become involved with the anti-apartheid 

movement. Throughout my teenage years and beyond, 1 was 

immersed in anti-apartheid literature, activists and 

discussion. Learning £rom literature and first-hand accounts 

about the horrors of the apartheid regime, 1 was confronted 

with an overt system of racism. Hearing the inspiring 

testirnonies of dedicated activists and witnessing the 

commitment of my mother to the defeat of apartheid in her 

native country, I felt inspired and unsettled at the same 

time. I was inspired by my motherts commitment, and as much 

as I involved myself in anti-apartheid activities, 1 knew that 
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racism existed in Canada too,  and that as a member of the 

white community, 1 had a responsibility to confront its 

existence here, The trouble was, 1 knew little about the 

nature of racisrn in this country, which encouraged me to 

inquire into its past- 

This thesis explores the ideology that was constructed in 

Nova Scotia from the arriva1 of the Black Loyalists to the 

destruction of Africville. It was an ideology that managed to 

marginalize the black community socially, economically and 

politically without being as consistently overt as the 

Southern United States or South Africa. It was an ideology 

that divided the working class, separated black men and women 

from white men and women, and secured control by a dominant 

elite. The power of this ideology is demonstrated by 

examining the black communityts resistance to their 

marginalization and the difficulty even the black community 

had of being able to resist t h e  hegemonic power of the 

ideology. Drawing £rom both Canadian and some American 

historical scholarship, the intent of this thesis is to bring 

to light the ideological construction of race in Nova Scotia, 

the nature of t h e  black community's resistance to it and how 

that tradition of protest was t he  most in£ luential force in 

the civil rights rnovement which was to follow, rather than 

being a movement that was derived from the Arnerican rnovement. 

By defining race as a social construction rather than a 

biological r e a l i t y ,  racism in Canadian h i s t o r y  can be exposed 
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as a Canadian creation, rather than an imported phenomenon, 

and rooted in the actions of Canadians, rather than being the 

result of a timeless and foundationless prejudice of one group 

of people towards another. 

The first chapter provides a survey of relevant 

historical scholarship. This chapter looks at how racism in 

Canada has been overlooked and what scholarship now exists 

that will help in understanding race, ideology and resistance. 

The central questions that this chapter explores are how race 

has and should be defined, the meaning of resistance in the 

context of a repressive ideology and how Canadian scholars 

have denied blacks recognition for agency. The second chapter 

examines the construction of a racist ideology in the social, 

economic and political life of Nova Scotia £rom the arriva1 of 

the Black Loyalists to the beginning of the Second World War. 

This chapter demonstrates how the black community initially 

provided a labour pool and were maintained in that subservient 

position by the constant and pervasive act of defining blacks 

as slavish, lazy, helpless and content. Such perceptions were 

rein£ orced in various contexts, such as education, 

entertainment, leisure and the media, and later, through 

popular notions of science. 

The third chapter explores the resistance of the black 

community to this ideology of race in the same tirne period, at 

times challenging the white cornmunity through petitions and 

organizations such as the AUBA. At other times, the black 
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community accepted the difficulty of their position and 

encouraged more accommodationist strategies, such as setting 

up the Home for Colored Chilàren, which taught children skills 

t h a t  would provide limited employment opportunities. This, in 

turn, instilled limited aspirations. In chapter four, black 

community resistance £rom the end of the Second World War to 

t h e  destruction of Africville is examined, focusing on how the 

tradition of protest  and t h e  inability of the black community 

t o  escape the power of the ideology limited the success of 

their resistance efforts. By the tirne Africvillets f i r s t  

house was bulldozed, the black commuiity no longer subscribed 

to the hegemonic ideology that surrounded them and lost Eaith 

in the society t h e y  had once t r u s t e d .  

The black cornmunity's tradition of resistance 

dernonstrates n o t  only the existence of racism in Canada, bu t  

of an ideology of race that has been able to resist challenges 

and capable of adapting itself to the social, political and 

economic life of Canada for two c e n t u r i e s .  T h i s  t h e s i s  

explores t h a t  tradition. 



Racisrn is a problem in Canada. Such a simple statement 

might seem obvious to some people, while to others it 

represents a rash oversimplification of the social, cultural 

and economic challenges that the people of Canada face. There 

is no doubt that the term racism simplifies a complex problem. 

For the Black community in Nova Scotia, racism has been a very 

real problem for a few hundred years. This racism has not 

been an inevitable historical process, rooted in either innate 

prejudice between groups or the natural superiority of one 

group of people over another. Nor has the black community's 

marginal position in Nova Scotia corne about naturally, with 

blacks seeking low wage employment, social segregation and 

limited educational opportunities . 

However, racism is not an explanation for the black 

communityrs marginalization. Racism as a term only names the 

problem, it does not explain why or what it is:' an ideology 

that has been socially constructed to marginalize non-white 

communities and maintain an unequal balance of social, 

economic and political power in favour of a ruling white 

minority. It is an ideology that has been challenged by the 

blacks in Nova Scotia for centuries. 

Unfortunately, while historical scholarship focusing on 

'~arbara Jeanne Fields, aSlavery, Race and Ideology in the 
United States of America, " New Left Review No. 1 8 1  ~ay/~une 
1990: 100. 



the African Nova Scotian community has demonstrated that the 

black community has been victimized economically and 

politically, it bas not adequately explained the reason for 

their marginal status nor their response to it. Studies have 

only presented what has resulted £rom centuries of racism, 

failing to explore why the racism existed in Nova Scotia 

originally, what forms it has taken or how it continues to 

survive at the end of the twentieth century. By exploring the 

African Nova Scotian communityfs response to marginalization 

and discrimination, the racism being challenged can also be 

exposed. It is through those challenges to the ideology of 

race that the motivation behind the racism and the ideas that 

support it can be seen most clearly.' Kay Anderson has argued 

in Vancouver's Chinatown that the Chinese have faced "hostile 

receiving populationsv and serve as good "commentaries on the 

attitudes and behaviour of the host so~ieties.~~~ Black 

settlements in Nova Scotia should be examined for the same 

reasons . 

One place to begin examining the response of the black 

' ~ a y  Anderson , Vancouver l s Chinatown (Montreal : McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 1991): 9. 

b b i d ,  p .9 .  It is the commentary revealed by such an 
examination that is the subject of this study. While focusing 
on the black community in Nova Scotia, the intention of this 
thesis is not to provide a history of African Nova Scotians. 
Instead, the intent is to expose and understand the racism 
that shaped the last two centuries of Nova Scotian history, 
both for the black Nova Scotians who were faced with racism 
and the white community that maintained it. 



community is in the years directly following the Second World 

War. It was a period of potential change that was taken 

advantage of by the black comrnunity in the United States, and 

it raises the question of what the black community in Canada 

was doing at the same time. If there was no movement in 

Canada, why not? The answer that would follow £rom much 

historical scholarship would suggest that Canada was the land 

of freedorn, that slavery did not exist here and that racisrn 

did not exist here, or that the black community failed to 

react to their marginalization.' If there was a movement, it 

was a movement that responded to a Canada that was a land of 

freedom for some, slavery for some and racism for all. 

The question of whether or not there was a civil rights 

rnovement in Nova Scotia, or anywhere in Canada, is an 

important place to begin challenging the assumption that 

racism is only an American problem. Adrieme Shadd writes in 

Institutionalized Racism and Canadian History : Notes of a 

Black Canadianu that "racisrn is, and always has been, one of 

the bedrock institutions of Canadian society.~~ Canada's 

racism is Canadian, shaped by Canadian attitudes, acted upon 

4 For the experiences of blacks in other provinces see: 
Crawford Kilian, G o n g :  The Black Pioneers 
pf British Columbia. (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1978) ; 
Robin W. Winks B l a c k s  in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queens 
University Press, 1971) ; James W. St. G. Walker A Hj s t o r y  of 
Blacks in Canada (Hull: Minister of State, Multiculturalism, 
1980). 

5 Adrienne Shadd, uInstitutionalized Racism in Canadian 
History: Notes of a Black Canadian," Facism in Canada Ormond 
McKague, ed. Saskatoon: Fifth House Publishers, 1991): 1. 



by Canadian people, endured by Canadian people and perpetuated 

in different forms for centuries in Canadian regions. 

Consequently, the responses to this r a c i s m  have been uniquely 

Canadian, and should be understood in this context. 

So why has this topic not been explored earlier? There 

are two main reasons for t h i s ,  both of which revolve around 

the unwillingness to recognize the agency of the black 

community in the shaping of history. For as long as there has 

been a black community in Canada, historical scholarship has 

consistently failed to recognize the African Canadian 

population's agency in history or consider their role 

important enough to be included in the historical record. 

What has been written has perpetuated a stereotype of 

docility. As Henry Giroux points out in Border Crossinas: 

Cultural Workers and the Politics of Education, the black 

community "is not highlighted for its resiliency amidst the 

most degrading economic and social conditions but is condemned 

as a cause of its own rnisery.~~ An example of such treatment 

is evident in B l a c k s  in Canada, the first comprehensive 

African-Canadian history. The 1971 publication, written by 

Robin W. Winks, argued that blacks in Canada " w e r e  often 

responsible for their own plight, since they by no means made 

use of al1 the channels of opportunity or al1 the roads to 

6 Henry Giroux, q ~ r o s s i n s s ;  Cultural. Woxkers and the . . 
ollt~cs of Educatiog (New York: Routledge, 1992): 112. 



progress and al1 the sources open to them.I1' There is another 

damaging portrayal of blacks in Forcrotten Canadians: ~ h e  

of Nova Scotia, where Frances Henry wrote that blacks 

I1come out of a conservative, subservient traditionn and 

"accept [ed] their under-educated status as inevitable . Even 

as late as 1985, a Canadian sociology reader contains an 

article stating that "there is no parallel in the Canadian 

historical record for the experience of Arnerican 

blacks . . . [that] there has been no history of slaveryl1 and that 

Canada is "lacking the black experience.~~ 

The black community has also been denied historical 

agency by the Canadian sociologist Donald Clairmont. 

Clairmont has written a large number of articles and books 

about the marginal position of the black community in Nova 

Scotian society, particularly focusing on  fricv ville" and the 

destruction of that settlement in the 1960s." Claimont 

Robin W. Winks, Placks  in Canada: A History (Montreal: 
McGill-Queens University Press, 1971) : 4 8 0 .  

3 Frances Henry, Forgotten Canadians: The Blacks of Nova 
.-a, (Don Mills : Longman Canada Limited, 1973 ) : xii , 3 .  

%Jeil Nevitte and Roger Gibbins,  "Minorities as an Attitudinal 
Phenomenon: A Comparative Analysis of Youth Elites," 
Minorities and the Canadian State (Oakville: Mosaic Press, 
1985) Neil Nevitte and Allan Kornberg, eds.: 257, 271. 

'O~fricville was a black settlement just outside of Halifax, 
that existed for over 120 years until a redevelopment program 
initiated by the City of Halifax forced the residents to 
relocate, with the last resident leaving in 1968. The houses 
on the settlement were bulldozed and cleared. 

lisorne of Clairmontls more notable books and articles are: 
Afxicvi,Tle: The Jri£e and Death of a Canadian Black Commiin i ty  
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acknowledges that the black community, £rom at least the 

arriva1 of the black Loyalists, has been I8petitioning the 

Imperia1 Government to f ulfil its promises concerning land and 

provisionsI1 but still maintains that the black community 

suffers £ r o m  a "belated realization of a distinctive 

subcultureol and reacted to racism with a "migrate or 

accommodate responseH" or at best only "gently prodded the 

White power structure in an attempt to negate 

the.. .discrimination against thern.~'~ Despite his revealing 

analyses of the economic conditions blacks have faced and 

continue to face, Clairmont fails to acknowledge the vitality 

(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974) CO-written with 
Dennis Magill; llAfricville: An Historical Overview," in The 
S~irit of Africville edited by Africville Genealogy Society 
(Halifax: Fonac Publishing Company, 1992) ; Nova Scotia 
B1 k * verv ' ew (Halifax : 
Dalhousie Institute of Public Affairs, 1970) CO-written with 
Dennis Magill; "Blacks and Whites: The Nova Scotia Race 
Relations ExperienceI1 CO-written with Fred Wien in Banked 
Fires: The Ethnics of Nova Scotia (Port Credit: Scribblersl 
Press, 1978); and "Nova Scotia Blacks: Marginal People in a 
Depressed Region" CO-written with Dennis Magill in Social 
Process and Inst j tut j on : The Canadian Case, James E. 
Gallagher, ed. (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971). 

"~onald H . Clairmont and Dennis William Magill , Af ricville : 
T L i f e ~  (Toronto : 
McLelland and Stewart, 1974) : 41, 44. 

13~onald H. Ciairmont and Dennis W. Magill, I1Nova Scotia 
Blacks: Marginal People in a Depressed Region, fl S o c i a l  
Process and Institution: The Canadian Case James E. 
Gallagher, ed. (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart  and Winston of 
Canada, 1971) : 487. 



of the black communityqs struggle for recognition.'4 

A second reason why the agency of blacks in Canada has 

been ignored is that it has been judged by Arnerican standards. 

Any action taken that is not equivalent in scale and breadth 

is ignored.I5 As a result, despite centuries of overt action, 

a movement for civil rights in Nova Scotia has been seen as 

starting only in the 1960s, heavily influenced and driven by 

the leaders and ideas which steered the civil rights movement 

in the United S t a t e s ?  Although encouraged by the American 

civil rights movement, the inspiration for change came fron a 

'"This failure to recognize the contribution and achievements 
of the black community has been evident in American historical 
scholarship as well. Until quite recently, American 
historians based their view of blacks on inaccurate 
stereotypes which allowed the black cornmunity to be 
marginalized and their actions negated. As Robert Fogel and 
Stanley Engerman point out in Time on the Cross: The 
Economiçs of American Neuro Slavem (Toronto : Little, Brown 
and Company, 1974) , "whatever the cause, the innate 
inferiority of the Negro race was said to manifest itself in 
laziness, limited intellectual capacity, a childlike 
simplicity, docility, sensuousness, and tempestuousness~ 
(p.216). For too long the "racist depiction of black historyfl 
remained, employing either "a discredited biological 
justification for the inferiority of blacksI1 or Ira respectable 
and acceptable sociological  justification^ for the political 
and social position of the black community (p. 259) . 

'%aula Denice McClain points out in Alienation and Resistance: . . e Politlcal Beha vior  of Afro - Canadjans (Palo Alto: R & E 
Research Associates, Inc . , 1979) , any I1explanation for the 
Ilesser degreel of racism is found in the size of the black 
population and not in the racial values of white Canadians" 
(p-1). 

I6~xamples of such scholarship include : * ' v *  
and Death Qf a BJack Commuitv by Donald H. Clairmont and 
Demis Magill (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Ltd, 1974) and 
The B W s  in Camda: A H b t o r v  by Robin W. Winks (Montreal: 
Mcgill-Queen1s University Press, 1971). 



long history of struggle by the black commwiity for political 

and social recognition and access to the opportunities and 

benefits that they considered to be their right. For African 

Nova Scotians, the fight for civil rights did not begin with 

the 1964 March on selma" or Stokely Carmichaell s visit to 

Halifax in 1968," but as early as 1783, with the arriva1 of 

the first Black ~oyalist.'~ Nor did it end with the exodus of 

many prominent blacks in 1792 to Sierra Leone or the return of 

many black Americans to the United States after the Civil W a r .  

. .. 
- Winks called the 1964 March on Selma "a rallying c r y  for 
Canadians." Robin W. Winks, "The Canadian Negro: A 
Historical Asçessmentn n o f t o r v  Vol. 53 No. 4 
1968: 300. Adrienne Shadd would disagree with such a late 
start. In her article nInstitutionalized Racism and Canadian 
History: Notes of a Black Canadianu, she refers to the 
achievements of Ontario-based civil rights organizations who 
challenged "segregation in housing accommodations . . .  and 
employment as well as racist immigration lawsu throughout the 
1940s and 1950s ( p . 3 ) .  

"stokely Carmichael, a leader of the American Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Cornmittee (SNCC) in the United States 
and a member of the Black Panther Party visited Halifax in 
October and November, 1968. His visit caused tension between 
the black and white communities and was considered by some to 
be "the most significant event ever to take place among Black 
people in this province.'' A detailed account of the discussion 
surrounding the visit can be found in Jennifer B. Smith's 
nHalifax, Nova Scotia and the Black Panther Party." 

"III response to the Arnerican Revclution and the anti-British 
sentiment that it grew out of, Americans who remained loyal to 
the Crown were offered land and protection in the British 
colonies of New Brunswick and ~ 6 v a  Scotia. Althouqh the 

majority of these United Empire Loyalists, or ~ofalists 
as they came to be called, were white, both free blacks and 
those in bondage were also offered land and freedom as a 
reward for their loyalty. For a detailed study of the Black 
Loyalists, see James W. St. G. Walkerls The Rlack Loyaljsta 
The Search for a Promised Land in Nova Scotia and Sierra Leone 
J783-1870 (Halifax: Dalhousie University Press, 1976) . 
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American scholarship reveals the consequences of ignoring 

the earlier period. In the American experience, there is not 

one answer to the question of the movementts begiming. As 

recent scholarship has pointed out, "the movementts history has 

been written as if events before the mid-1950s constituted a 

kind of prehistory, important only insofar as they laid the 

legal and political foundation for the spectacular advances 

that came later?' This stems £rom a common belief that the 

civil rights movement in the United States began in 1954, 

f ollowing the Supreme Court s decision on t h e  Brown v. Topeka 

Board of Education case, which outlawed segregation in the 

United  tat tes." B u t  such a view ignores a much longer history 

of protest, neglecting to recognize "a tradition of core 

values. . . [such as] f reedom, self -determination, and education, 

which f ormed during slavery and upon which the movement of the 

'O~obert Korstad and Nelson ~ichtenstein, "Opportunities Found 
and Lost: Labor, Radicals, and the Early Civil Rights 
Movementfl -erican Historv Vol. 75 No. 3 December 
1988: 786. 

7 1  --One example of this is Juan William's Eves on the Prize: The 
History of A m e r j  cals C i v j . 1  Riahts Years, 1954 - 1965 (New York : 
Viking, 1987) . This date is seen as significant in Canada as 
well, considered to be the f i rs t  time either the black or 
white community realized "the far-reaching role played by the 
school in the more generalized problems of race relations. " 
Winks argues that blacks in Canada accepted "the separate but 
equal formula into the 195Os, long after Negroes in the United 
States . . .  had discarded the idea ."  Robin W. Winks, Blacks in 
Canada: A H j . s t o r y  (Montrea1:McGill-Queenfs University Press, 
1971) : 362. 



1950s and 1960s drew for intellectual sustenance. f122 As Doug 

. I McAdam points out in politlcal Process and the Develo~ment of 

gencv 1930-u70, with few exceptions, most 

treatments of the black movement date its 
beginnings with either the Montgomery bus boycott 
of 1955-56 or the 1954 Supreme Court decision in 
the Brown case. Nonetheless, to single them out 
serves ... to obscure the less dramatic but 
ultimately more significant trends that shaped the 
prospects for later insurgency . . . .  Later events 
such as the 1954 decision and the Montgomery bus 
boycott merely served as dramatic capstones to 
these processes. '3 

Michael J. Klarman points out in W o w  Brown Changed Race 

Relations: The Backlash Thesis," that the Supreme Court 

decision was not 

needed to legitimize civil rights demands in the 
eyes of blacks . . .The democratic ideology of World 
War II and the greater opportunities for political 
and economic advance that the War afforded had 
already f ostered a civil rights consciousness in 

"~ichard H. King, Civil Riahts and the Idea of Freedom (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1992): 3. The Brown v. Board 
of Education decision itself was the end result of a long 
series of cases that had been brought to the U.S. Supreme 
Court which had challenged the "separate but equalu doctrine 
that had been established with the Plessy v. Ferguson decision 
of 1896. According to Juan Williams in Eves on the Prixe . # 

: The 
Historv of America s Civil Ri~hts Years. 1954 - 1965 , the case 
that began the process of desegregation was Murray v. 
University of Maryland, decided in 1936, forcing the 
University O£ Maryland to integrate its graduate program. 
Despite the recognition that Williams gives this case, the 
periodization of the rnovement still begins in 1954 with the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott. 

2boug McAdam, & & a n d t h e D e v ~ n t  of Black . . 
Jnsuraencv. 1 93O-Ig7O (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1982) : 3 .  



most American b l a c k d 4  

Aldon Morris also questions when the American civil Rights 
. . 

Movement began. In The ~ r i o i n s o f t s  Movement: 

B l a c k  Cornmum tles O r g u z l  ncr For Ch- 
. . . . , he argues that 

"organized protest  against white domination has always been 

one of the cornerstones of the black experience [andl.. . the 

modern civil rights movement fits solidly into this rich 

tradition of pro test.^^'^ Morris links the movement to Ilthe 

activism of the 1940s via civil rights organizations and 

activists who played important roles in both  periods."" 

Robert Korstad and Nelson Lichtenstein have argued 

persuasively t h a t  the civil rights movement has its beginnings 

in labor politics of the 1940s, and that to consider the 

movement beginning i n  the 1950s "prof oundly underestimates the 

tempo and misjudges the social dynamic of the freedom 
- -, 

struggle. " - '  Jack Bloom argues that, by the middle of the 

"~ichael J . Klarman, "How Brown Changed Race 
Backlash Thesis," Journal of American History 
1994: 88. 

Relations : The 
Vo1.81 No.1 June 

. . . . "~ldon Morris, Qraains of t h e  Civll Rights Mo 
Commu 

. . vement : Black 
nities Oraanlzing fox C h a n s  (New York: The  Free Press, 

1984) : x. 

'"bid, p.x. 

"~orstad and Lichtenstein, Wpportunities Found and Lost , " 
p.786. Judith Stein noted in The Wrld  of Marcus Garvey: Race 
and Class n Modern Soc etv (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 1986) t h a t  after World War Two, black 
activists "incorporated working-class modes of politics: the 
boycott, sit-in, s t r i k e  and demonstration replaced the 
petition, lawsuit, land] paradeu(p.6). 
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communities . . .  fuelled by an 

blackç had and an increased 
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was . . .  sweeping the black 

increasing sense of power that 

indignation concerning [ their] 

treatment l1 by the white community . *' A good example of such 

power was the New Deal labor legislation that "offered working 

class blacks an economic and political standard by which they 

could legitimate their demands and stimulate popular 

~truggle.~'~ As Klarman points out, "the existence of a 

vibrant civil rights movement during and after the war 

confirms that Brown was not necessary as an impetus to 

challenge the racial status quo. 

With so much evidence to prove the existence of a vibrant 

civil rights rnovement before 1954 in the United States, the 

need to look further back in Canadian history for answers 

about a Canadian civil rights movement becomes apparent. As 

long as Canadian historical scholarship does not recognize the 

active resistance of the black community prior to the 1960s, 

and continues to accept Winksl assertion that the black 

community had been in political hibernation until that time, 

the longer the historical agency of the black community will 

"~ack Bloom, Çlass. Race and the Civil Rishts Movement 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987): 77. 

"~orstad and Lichtenstein, "~pportunit ies Found and Lost , " 
p.787. The Fair 
exposed " rac i s t  
activismgl (p. 787 

Employment 
condit ion 

~ r G t i c e s  Commit 
.s and Chelpedl 

tee in 
spur 

particular 
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remain obscure. 

That may all soon change. Recent historical scholarship 

£rom both Canada and the United States has begun to ask 

probing questions about the concept of race, the hegemony that 

maintains it and the ideology that supports it. Such 

scholarship supports a reexamination of the accepted 

understanding of the black communityls role in Nova Scotian 

  frica an-~merican history has been revised to reveal the 
involvement of the black community in shaping Americats 
history and the choices they have made which have, at 
different times, both improved and weakened their position in 
society. One of the earliest examples of such scholarship is 
Herbert Apthekerts ground-breaker, American Nesro Slave 
Revolts (New York: Columbia University Press, 1 9 4 3 )  , which 
challenged the attempts of earlier scholarship I1to affirm the 
inherent, indelible and significant inferiority" of blacks 
(p. 2) . The previously cited m e  on the Cross : The Economics 
of American Negro Slavery presents a particularly enlightening 
account of the conscious role blacks played in challenging 
their position and making the best of their enslavement. The 
book records "black achievement under adversity," (p.264) and 
challenges the perception that "slavery had encouraged blacks 
to be slovenly and to prefer indolence to industry, to be 
evasive, to lie, and to stealn as well as the promotion of the 
idea of the "innate inferiority of the Negro raceH (p.217, 
216). Another work worthy of mention is Kenneth M. Starnppls 
article "Rebels and S a m b o ~ , ~  which challenges the argument 
made in Elkin s book j4 Probl  em in Arnerican Tnstj tutional and 
Intellectual Life (Chicago: University of Chicago press, 1976) 
that blacks were submissive, arguing instead that blacks 
"developed a semiautonomous Afro-American subculturetl and 
practised "the art of conscious accommodationfl in order to 
cope with their situation (Stampp, p.386-7) . 

Another significant contribution is Eugene D. Genovesels 
Roll J ~ d a n  Ro1.1: Id  the Slaves Made (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1974). Genovese's detailed study provides 
some much needed insight , demonstrating how l1 the slaves ' 
fatalism and apathy became weapons of resistance embodying the 
opposite of that loss of will which so many have read into it" 
and how the community s survival "required an active 
accommodationism which ... had to combine a spirit of defiance 
with al1 the tactics of getting along" (p.641, 629). George 



Canadian historical scholarship has moved toward greater 

recognition of the black communityts contribution in shaping 

the history of Nova Scotia and other regions of Canada. The 

influential work of James W. St. G. Walker challenges the 

thesis that "black Nova Scotians have been submissive . . .  [and] 
have accepted their position of social and economic 

inferiority and have relied upon others . . .  to f ight t h e i r  

battles . " 3 2  Instead, he points out that 

what appears in a narrow slice of time as 
submissiveness or surrender, can be understood from 
the historical perspective as a tactic of non- 
confrontation and self-sufficiency to prepare the 
black community for full participation in Nova 
Scotian society; it was a rneans, not an end. . . [and] 
was a realistic assessment of the restrictions 
imposed upon thern by white society?' 

Others have brought to light the active role of the black 

P. Rawick in Prom Sundown C to su nu^: The Mak ina of the Black 
Community (Westport: Greenwood Publishing Company, 1972) 
argues that Itblack history. . . must be viewed as an integral 
part of the history of the Arnerican peopleb1 and that the black 
slave community managed to prevent themselves l'£rom becoming 
t he  absolute victimI1 p x i i  x ix)  . Genovesel s study also 
illustrated the unique culture created by the slaves and the 
ways they challenged their white oppressors. What makes such 
work significant is that the black community is not portrayed 
as so deeply and indelibly affected by slavery as to be 
forever impeded £rom learning and leading. As Alexander 
Saxton points out i n  The R i s e  and Fa11 of--te Renublic, 
too much historical scholarship has argued that the legacy of 
slavery has "inflicted psychocultural damage on African 
Americans that extendrsl far beyond those generations actually 
exposed to slavery," thus leaving those African-Americans and 
Mrican-Canadians who are descendants of enslaved blacks under 
slavery as a permanently def icient group (p. 10-13) . 
17 

"James W. St. G. Walker, B1ack Identitv in Nova Scotia: 
Community and Institiit&p ~n Historical Persnect ive 
(Dartmouth: Black Cultural Centre for Nova Scotia, 1983): 1. 

"~bid, p.19 and 15. 



community in challenging their marginal social and economic 

position i n  society. Sylvia Hamilton points out that, within 

the black community, there has been a long "struggle forward 

in the activist tradition that provides the framework 

necessary for social and institutional changen as black women 

have sought "to build a place of equality not only for 

thernselves but for their children.~'~ Judith Fingard 

demonstrates that there was an ltassertion of black rightsH in 

t h e  late nineteenth century, with the black community 

challenging the segregation of schools in 1883 as w e l l  as 

t a k i n g  the initiative in other areas." Bridglal Pachai, too, 

recognizes that the black communityfs "concerns and commitment 

remained strong as they persisted in sending petitions to 

government for financial he lp  so that their children could be 

ed~cated,~'~ yet he, like Clairmont and Winks, seems unwilling 

to concede that the black communityfs response to racism has 

overwhelmingly been one of action and challenge. 

One of the obstacles that has faced historians in 

interpreting resistance by any marginalized community has been 

"sylvia Hamilton, !@The Women at the Well: African Baptist 
Women OrganizeIfl And Stiu We Rise: Feminist P o l  . . i t ical ,  

Canada Linda Carty, ed. (Toronto: 
Womenls Press, 1993): 189-203. 

3 5 ~ u d i t h  Fingard, "Race and Respectability in Victorian 
Halifax, " The Journal o f  I ~ a n d o n w e a l t h  Historv 
Vo1.20 No.2 May 1992: 169. 

j6~ridglal Pachai, Benaath the ClouAs of the P~omised Land: 
'V ia f V - 

(Ha l i f ax :  Black Educators Association of Nova Scotia, 1990 } : 
62. 



understanding what forms resistance has taken. Recent American 

social history has questioned the traditional emphasis on 

politics. As James C. Scott argues in pomution and the Artg 

so long as we confine Our conception of the 
political to activity that is openly declared we 
are driven to conclude that subordinate groups 
essentially lack a political life or that what 
political life they do have is restricted to those 
exceptional moments of popular e~plosion.~' 

Scott argues that any "popular explosiont1 that occurs must 

have "a vprehistoryu that explains its capacity to produce 

polit ical breakthroughs , n 3 8  breakthroughs such as t h e  civil 

rights movement in the United States. This prehistory 

includes the black communityls "daily conflicts and the social 

and cultural spaces where ordinary people felt free to 

a r t i c u l a t e  their opposition. " l g  historical scholarship 

as Scottls, the acts of resistance are seen in the context of 

what means the comrnunity had to respond to their position, 

such as in the area of employment, where, as Robin D.G. Kelley 

points ou t ,  African-Americans 

devised a whole array of creative strategies, 
including slowdowns, thef t, . . . leaving work early, 
or quitting, in order to control the Pace of work, 

 ames es C. Scott, Pornination and the Arts of Resistance (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1990) : 199. 

j g ~ o b i n  D. G. Kelley, " IWe Are Not What We Seemv : Rethinking 
Black Working-Class Opposition in the J i m  Crow South, " Journal 

tory Vo1.80 No.1 June 1993: 76. 



increase wages, compensate for underpayment, reduce 
hours, and seize more personal autonomy. 4 O 

The fresh insight of such scholarship on the role African- 

Arnericans played in American history is crucial for 

understanding modern America and the forces that have shaped 

it. Scott argues that such action 5 s  the building block for 

the more efaborate institutionalized political action that 

could not axist without it.ll4' This has also been important in 

understanding the civil rights movement. Steven Lawson points 

out that: 

by aiming their sights at the grassroots level, 
where detailed examination of the culture of black 
communities is possible, scholars can address not 
only the legacy of black radicalism but also the 
larger and equally critical issue of whether the 
freedom rnovement of the 1950s and 1960s continued a 
previous protest tradition or started a new one." 

It is such a perspective that is necessary for illuminating 

t h e  form the black community's response to racism took in 

Canada prior to and following the Second World War. 

'"bid, p . 8 9 .  Kelley also points out that Ifthe safety and 
ideological security of the South required that pilfering, 
slowdowns , absenteeism, tool breaking, and other acts of black 
working class resistance be turned into ineptitude, laziness, 
shiftlessness and immoralityH ( p . 9 3 ) .  Herbert Aptheker 
suggests in American Nearo Slave Revolts (New York: C~iumbia 
University Press, 1943) that slaves1 protest took many forms, 
such as l1 theivishness , irresponsibility, f light , 
assassination, arson, . . .  self-injury, infanticide ...g roup 
f lights, . . . conspiracy and uprisingtl and questions what 
political action could stem £rom it ( p . 3 ) .  

4 1 Scott, p. 201. 

"~teven Lawson, l1 Freedom Then, Freedom Now : The 
Historiography of the Civil Rights Movement," American 
Histor jcal  Reviw Vo1.96 No.2 April 1991: 464. 



Although this new understanding of resistance helps in 

understanding the subtleties of the African Nova Scotians 

challenges to marginalization, it does not begin to explain 

the process that marginalized the black community os sought to 

maintain them in the social, political or economic periphery. 

It is first necessary to put to rest some assumptions about 

racism, assumptions that have limited the question of why 

communities of people are discriminated against instead of 

questioning the very concept of race. 

One assumption is that racism has always existed, having 

no beginning or end. As Barbara Jeanne Fields points out in 

her article "Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United States, " 

race is "an ideology.. . [that] came into existence at a 

discernable moment for rationally understandable, historical 

reasons . "" Henry Giroux describes the ideology of race as "a 

historical and social construction that seeps into social 
. . 

practices, needs, the unconscious, and rationality itself."" 

Kay Anderson in Vancouverts Chinatom argues that the creation 

of racial categories and the justification for discrimination 

that came with it was not an inevitable process, but arose out 

of the interests of the dominant white ~omrnunity.~~ The 

question that surfaces is why and how did it arise in Nova 

Scotia: what was the benefit of marginalizing the black 

43~ields, p. 101. 

"~iroux, p. 112. 

1s Anderson, p. 18, 63. 



community? 

At this point it will be helpful to look at the second 

assumption about racism, which is that it is caused by 

prejudice, which simply "implies that white fears . . .  followed 

somehow unproblematically £rom the encounter of two groups.~'~ 

Anderson dismisses prejudice as an explanation for racism by 

stating that 

unless the argument is advanced that anti-Chinese 
feeling (and the policies it informedl were 
natural, inevitable responses, the question is 
begged : why were (and are) white people 
prejudiced? The white racism thesis stops short of 
this question, fixing (implicitly) in some mythical 
human nature the historically and culturally 
shifting process of ascribing, with markers of skin 
colour and cultural practices, the "differenceH of 
"racev i t se1L4'  

Anderson also rejects any explanation of race that is rooted 

in Itbiology or nature," arguing instead that race and the 

prejudice that has surrounded any racial categorization is 

created and perpetuated by Ifhistory and society. To 

understand how racism has manifested itself, Anderson argues 

that it is not the prejudices of the white community that need 

to be explored, but "the ideology of racial difference that 

4 8 Ibid,  p .6 .  Fields also believes that the concept of race is 
historically rooted, arguing that "if race is defined as 
innate and natural prejudice  of colour . . .  an insurmountable 
problem arises: since race is not genetically programmed, 
racial prejudice cannot be genetically programmed. . . [but] must 
arise historicallyn (p .  101) . 
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informs it . n 4 9  The status of Chinese immigrants as cheap 

labourers was shaped ana perpetuated by "the force of 

ideological conceptions of the Chinese as a category and the 

effectiveness of officia1 representations of them as alien."'' 

The question that arises, then,  is not how they were treated 

as cheap labour, but what the motivation and justification was 

f o r  their subjugation. It is a question that has a great deal 

of relevance for the black community in Nova Scotia. Black 

Loyalists and Black Refugees suffered a sirnilar fate upon 

their arriva1 in Nova Scotia, when they were expected to work 

for land that had been promised them unconditionally or were 

denied the land grants entirely and expected to work as 

labourers for low wages. " 

To understand what would be the motivation or benefit of 

marginalizing the black community in Nova Scotia, it will help 

to turn to the work of David Roediger and his definition of 

"whiteness." In w q  W 

g f m ,  Roediger describes how working 

class whiteness was a tragic accompaniment to class formation 

in a slaveholding republic. White workers distanced 

themselves £rom blacks who were in slavery in order  to 

convince themselves that they were much freer than slaves 

because they were wage earners, even if they were virtually 
- . - - - - - . .. 

4 3 Anderson, p.19. 

" ~ b i d ,  p.22. 

%ee Walker, Black Lova] j -W. 
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slaves to the industrial factory owners who dictated their 

working hours and incomes. With the large mixture of cultures 

in the working class, a colour line seemed the most acceptable 

boundary to separate the free from the enslaved, also 

convenient due to the existence of slavery - by that time 

limited to blacks - in the Southern United States. Thus 

whiteness is based on the oppression of blacks, a cultural 

fabrication that is defined by not being black and so is 

"precisely the absence of culture ... the empty and terrifying 
attempt to build an identity based on what one isn8 t and on 

whom one can hold back. 

Whiteness can also be Eound in Canadian history and 

culture. Roediger argues that "to ignore white ethnicity is 

to redouble its hegemony by naturalizing i t  . 8853 ~ields 

arguments shed some important light, as she dernonstrates the 

flirnplicit" belief of "most Arnericans . . .  that there is really 

only one race, the Negro race. " It is an argument that could 

be extended to communities in Canada, such as the Chinese in 

British Columbia or the blacks in Nova Scotia. For Nova 

Scotia, those who benefited most £rom constructing the 

ideology of race were the white groups w h o  governed the 

5 * ~ a v i d  R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the 
Makina of the American Workincr Class (New York: Verso, 1991) : 
13. 

5 3 ~ a v i d  R.  R3ediger, Towards the Abolition of . . Whiteness (New 
York: V e r s o ,  1994) : 12. 
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province and had Ifthe power of definition in cultural and 

ideological terms.n55 The largest benefit of having different 

races was to enable those in power to justify denying rights 

and privileges to certain groups of people,56 people of a 

different cultural origin, colour or language. 

The history of the black community in Nova Scotia has 

dernonstrated that there has been nothing neutral about racial 

classification and de£ inition. F o r  example, names fo r  areas 

like uAfricvilleu in Halifax or Wigger H i l l u  in T r u r o  are 

hardly neutral, especially when "no corresponding term - 

Anglotownl - existed in local parlance, nor were 

residents.. .known as '~hites~."~' This affected the residents 

of these cornmunities as well, s ince however the "residents 

defined themselves and each other.. .the settlements were 

perceived by Europeans through lenses of their own tinting."" 

As Anderson points out, 

the modern race idea inherited and derived its 
strength from a European cognitive package that 
since precapitalist times distinguished West and 
East, civilized and uncivilized, Christian and 
heathen, and master and slave. 5 9 

T h e  persuasiveness of such an ideology, particularly to the 

group that benefits £ r o m  it, is one of its great dangers. 

55~nderson, p.25.  

5 6 F i e l d s ,  p .  114. 

57 Anderson, p . 3 0 ,  29. 

"~bid, p . 3 0 .  

5 9 ~ b i d ,  p . 2 2 .  
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Fields points out that ideologies "do their job when they help 

insiders make sense of the things they do and see. ..on a daily 

basis," convincing themselves of the logic and rationality of 

the dominant attitudes and beliefs "that they l i v e  and create 

£rom day to day. n 6 0  The hegemonic culture built upon and 

continually recreating and reinforcing this ideology, 

entrenches the "ideas, practices, and social relations that 

reflect the interests of . . .  [the] dominant sector . . .  which corne 

to permeate society ' s private and institutional domains. l m  

The negative repercussions of this ideologyls ongoing 

reenforcement and construction are evident in Nova Scotia. 

For the black cornmunity in Nova Scotia, where slavery thrived 

into the early nineteenth century, the association of blacks 

with slavery had devastating effects, as "people are more 

readily perceived as inferior by nature when they are already 

seen  as ~ppressed."~' For a group that was distinct by their 

colour. and eventually by their association with slavery, 

black Nova Scotians were continually rnarginalized as white 

Nova Scotians sought ways to jutify and maintain their 

dominant position. 

This is something that was aided by the black communityts 

response to their marginality - by retreating to all-black 
settlernents. Living in settlements, the black community found 



for themselves a place of security and strength, but t he i r  

segregation brought some negative side effects. Black 

settlements, such as tA£ricvillel, suffered a similar fate as 

Chinatowns did in British Columbia, where 

"Chinatom" accrued a field of meaning that became 
t h e  context and justification fo r  recurring rounds 
of government practice in the ongoing construction 
of both the place and the racial category. 6 3 

The racial ideology also helped discrirninat ion against the 

Chinese and other groups to become embedded "in structures 

t h a t  over time reciprocally reproduced i t  . tt64 
From the arriva1 of the Black Loyalists to the return of 

soldiers £ r o m  t h e  Second World War, the black community in 

Nova Scotia witnessed and challenged the ongoing construction 

of an ideology of race. To appreciate the challenges made by 

the black community, the next chapter will explore how this 

ideology manifested itself and how the white community 

established a culture of whiteness by attempting to exclude 

b l a c k s  from the political, social and cultural life of Nova 

Scotia. 

6 3 Anderson, p.31. 

"Anderson, p.24. 



Before any movement for black civil rights in Nova Scotia 

can be explored, what the black community was responding to 

needs to be understood. For Nova Scotia, £rom as early as t h e  

arriva1 of the Black Loyalists, an ideology of race has 

marginalized the black community politically, socially and 

economically. This ideology, upon examination, should provide 

an answer to a question that Alexander Saxton raises in The 

R i s e  and Fa11 of the White Re~ublic: 

how has racism reproduced patterns of racially 
differential behavior for more than three centuries 
t hrough 
spectrum 
l a b ~ r ? ~ ~  

s h i f  
of 

ruling cl 
sys t ems 

ass power and 
£rom slavery 

across a 
to wage 

Saxton points out that an ideological approach to racism 

requires determining what usocioeconornic nutrimentsu provided 

the %ustenancen for racism. He argues that an ideological 

approach is the rnost effective since "it promises to meet a 

pressing need by providing a historical explanation for the 

differential treatment of racial rninorities.~~~ 

Such an approach is desperately needed in African- 

Canadian historical scholarship. One leading scholar, James 

W. St. G .  Walker, despite his insightful and groundbreaking 

work, believes that "Canada developed no ideology of racismu 

and that "our multicultural ideal is inherently incompatible 

6 5 Saxton, p.16. 

66~bid, p . 1 6 ,  17. 
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with ra~isrn."~' However , Walker 

exists. Walker argues that whites 

have set for blacks a service 

does believe that racism 

role, a low position 
on the economic and social status pyramid, and have 
regaîded blacks 
economic position 
of others . 6 e  

as suitable  
characterized 

and happy 
by labour on 

in an 
behalf 

His explanation for this is that Canadians "have unconsciously 

put into practice the impressions we received £rom other 

societiesIN such as Britain and the United States, where 

"Canadians received an impression of what blacks were like, 

what their alleged capacities were, how they should behave and 

what place they should occupy in society.~~~ Not only does 

this explanation pass the blame for institutional racism in 

Canada onto other countries and cultures, but it suggests that 

blacks have accepted the marginal position given to them by 

whites . 
This explanation is unsatisf actory, especially since 

Walker argues that 

white Canadians have had an image of blacks which 
has generally been translated into a 'placei for 
blacks in Canadian society. With few exceptions 
that image, and the resulting place, have regarded 

- - 

blacks as an exploitable resenroir of cheap 
labour . 7 O 

"walker, A Historv of Blacks jn Canada: A Çtudv Guide for 
Teache r s  and Students (Hull, Minister of State, 
Multiculturalism, 1980): 79. 
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He also states that, in the minds of many white Canadians, 

there has existed Ilthe impression that blacks were inferior."" 

Such arguments lend themselves to an ideological approach, 

since an ideology is constructed "because it serves the needs 

of an exploiting class or group, in this case, white Nova 

~cotians." Even Donald Clairmont and Fred Wien in V3lacks and 

Whites: The Nova Scotia Race Relations Experience," admit 

that "institutional racism set a tone enabling most whites to 

feel superior." C~nsequently,~black aspirations, actions and 

organizations at any given period have to be seen in the 

context of cultural and structural factors shaping the Nova 

Scotia experience.~'~ For the black aspirations and actions 

to be explored in the next two chapters, it will first be 

necessary to understand the context of these aspirations and 

actions ; namely the ideology that was I1continually constructed 

and reconstnicted out of particular historical circumstances~ 

for the benefit of the white community in Nova Scotia. 7 4 

The necessity for presenting an ideological explanation 

for the racism that exists in Nova Scotia seems particularly 

pressing when one is constantly faced with the great 

misperception about Nova Scotia's history; the widespread 

7 4 Saxton, p.391. 



belief that Canada has no history of explicitly discriminatory 

policies, such as the I1black codesw and V i m  Crown laws 

formulated in the Southern United States. Cecil Foster mites 

in A e d  Heaven: The Mean- of Reina Rlack in Canada 

that 

in Canada, the prevailing view suggests, nobody has 
doors sïammed in their faces because of the colour 
of their skin . . .  And as that prevailing view holds, 
Canada has never practised the blatant racism so 
obvious in the United States . . .  Canada is viewed as 
a kinder and gentler place for minorities ... not in 
confrontation with water cannons, snarling police 
dogs , armed guardsmen and security 
forces . . .  Unfortunately, the prevailing view 
provides no real answers to the questions 
associated with what it is really like tobe black 
in Canada. 7 5 

Nova Scotia may not have legislated discriminatory practices 

to the extent that the Southern United States did, but 

comparable laws did exist. Lacking the large black populations 

t h a t  could be found in Southern states, Nova Scotia did not 

have any area where the black population was in the majority; 

an influential factor in the Southern states for passing laws 

that denied blacks avenues to power, such as the right to 

vote. Without the threat of a large black population in Nova 

Scotia, explicit laws were not always necessary to maintain 

power in the hands of the white community. 

White Nova Scotians were the benefactors of the ideology 

of race. As long as they were the policy makers, they could 

exclude the black community £rom decision making by limiting 

7 5 Cecil Foster, A Place Called Heaven: What T t  Means to Be 
Black (Toronto: HarperCollins, 1996) : 31-32. 



their opportunities for educational and social advancement, 

which would marginalize the community economically and 

culturally. This had already begun with the acceptance of 

slavery in Nova Scotia, where, although slavery was not 

legislated, the owning and trading of slaves was still common 

when the black Loyalists arrived. As Clairmont and Wien 

argue, with a public sanction of slavery, Ifthe groundwork was 

laid for the dominance-subordinance s t y l e  of race relations 

which in one form or another would characterize Nova ~cotia.~~'~ 

They point out that slavery was an extensive practice, with 

"perhaps as many as 500 slaves in Nova ScotiaI1 before the 

arriva1 of "between 1000 and 1500 slaves [who] accompanied 

Loyalists. 

In T. Watson Smithf s comprehensive study of slavery in 

Canada, The Slave in Canada," a great deal of information is 

provided about t he  nature of slavery in Nova Scotia which 

supports Clairmont and Wienls daims. Numerous examples of 

slave ownership and advertisements for the trading of slaves 

demonstrate that slavery was an accepted practice in Nova 

Scotia." Smith estimates the number of slaves t h a t  had 

arrived with the Loyalists, by the summer of 1784, was close 

to twelve hundred and thirty-two, and indicates that slaves 

7 6 Cla imon t  and Wien, "Blacks and Whites," p.146. 

"T. Watson Smith, IfThe Slave in Canada," Hova Scotia 
Historical Societv Vol.10 1896-98 .  Some examples can be found 
on p.40, 54, 119. 



were taken to al1 parts of the province. 7 9 

The treatment of these slaves is very revealing. Despite 

the cornmon practice of re fer r ing  to slaves as  %ervantstU the 

conditions which slaves lived under were no di£ ferent £rom 

slaves elsewhere. e O Smith provides accounts of horrendous 

punishments for runaway slaves, such as the punishment of one 

slave in T r u r o ,  who 

on one occasion his master, having caught him, cu t  
a hole through the lower lobe of his ear, through 
which he passed the end of a whiplash, and knotting 
it he mounted his horse and rode off . 

Smith also provides accounts of benevolent slave owners, but 

as Walker points out, slavery represents the absolute 

exploitation of labour, " and no matter how it is presented, 

"it still treats the enslaved group as if it existed 

economically for t h e  benef it of another group. a*  

The fact that slavery declined in Nova Scotia because of 

economic rather than moral reasons, leaves a disturbing legacy 

to consider. Smith argues that slavery faded in Nova Scotia 

because of the expense: 

the shortness of 
products of the 
winter, with its 
shelter, rendered 

the season favorable to t h e  
earth, and the length of the 
expense of food, clothing and 
slavery to any great extent an 

"walker, sistorv o f  Blacks in Canada, p .  78.  
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unprofitable thing in a northern climate . 8 3  

He also thought that having slaves along the coast was a 

financial risk to owners since "at any moment the press-gang 

might patrol the streets to hurry on board the king's ships 

any stragglers unable t o  escape t h e i r  clutche~.~~' For Smith, 

the primary cause was the law, even though slavery in Nova 

Scotia did not disappear entirely until the abolition of 

slavery by the British Parliament in 1834. Each of these 

reasons is practical, not moral; would slavery have remained 

had the climate been more suitable? It is a question that 

will forever remain unanswerable, although the attitudes that 

lingered on after the demise of slavery suggest one possible 

answer . 

Without turning to any psychocultural approach to t h e  

origins of white prejudice against blacks as Winthrop Jordan 

or to delve into the  Handlin-Degler 

slavery o r  racism came f i r ~ t , ~ ~  t h e  role 

debate over whether 

of slavery in helping 

"inthrop Jordan, White Wer Bila 
the Nesro, 1550 - 1812 (Chape1 Hill: University of North 
Caroiina Press, 1968). 

a 6 See: Oscar and Mary F. Handlin, I1Origins of the Southern 
Labor System, ~ l J 3 j a m  and Mary Ouarterlv,  Ser. 3 No.7 1950: 
199-222 and C a r 1  D. Negler, "Slavery and the Genesis of 
American Race Pre judice, l1 Cowarat ive Stndies  in Societv and 
H i s t o r y  No-2 1959: 49-66. Theodore W. Allen sumrnarizes the  
debate in The Invention of the White Race, Volume 1: Racial 

on and So t ro l  (New York: Verso, 1994) : 3-14. 



to shape an ideology of race can be seen in the attitudes and 

actions of the white commity. Saxton argues that one of the 

most damaging lingering effects of slavery is that 

racist beliefs were seemingly verified in everyday 
experience. African Arnericans did fa11 below 
whites in social and economic status, in health, 
[and] in life e~pectancy.'~ 

What adds to the damage is that I1whites perceived these 

stigmata not as wounds of imposed poverty, but as proofs of 

biological in£ eriority . "" With the word %laveN being used 

interchangeably with "NegroN while free blacks lived in Nova 

~cotia,'~ Walker is correct to comment that "the prior 

existence of slavery here had done its work.~'~ 

It w a s  in the midst of slavery that the Black Loyalists 

migrated to Nova Scotia. Clairmont and Wien remark that the 

blacks 

confronted a truly formidable challenge to their 
quest for freedom and dignity and even to sumival. 
Those who were not household 'servants1 faced the 
full rigor of the slave trade.gl 

Arriving in Nova Scotia, ~lack Loyalists sought "to achieve 

security in their freedom . . . [  and to bel self-sufficient upon 

land of [their o m ]  . . .and secured by British justice 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

3 7 Saxton, p . 4 .  

"~bid, p . 4 .  

2 9 Smith, p. 108. 

'"alker, ustorv of Blacks in Ca~ada, p. 78. 

gL~lairmont and Wien, "Blacks  and Whites," p.147. 



in. . . [their] rights as. . . [subjects] of the crown. w g z  But the 

treatment of the black community by the government over this 

period demonstrates that the black population was seen as no 

more than cheap labour and an undesirable community in the 

makeup of Nova Scotials culture, not as loyal defenders of the 

Crown. Walker points out that "in a society conditioned to 

thinking of blacks as slaves, the daims of the free black 

loyalists for equality were not a l w a y s  to be taken 

seriously . u 9 3  He argues that "the f ree blacks were regarded 

more as the slaves whose race they shared than as the 

loyalists whose status they had earned.~~' As Clairmont and 

: The Life and Deat Magill point out in a f f l e -  h of a 

the major undermining influence [of slavery] was 
not so kuch a public outcry against slavery; Tather 
it was the obsolescence of slave labour following 
the arriva1 of m a n y  hundreds of free ~ o ~ a l i s t  
blacks and whites whose services could be had for 
little more than it had cost earlier to house and 
feed  slave^.^' 

At the time of the initial settlement of the Black 

Loyalists, the black citizens were immediately put at a 

 ames es W. St .G. Walker, IlThe Establishment of a Free Black 
Community in Nova Scotia, 1783-1840," me A b i c a n  Diaspora: 
9 s -  Martin L. Kilson and Robert 1. Rotberg, 
eds. (London: H a r v a r d  University Press, 1 9 7 6 ) :  208. 

3 5 Clairmont and Magill, Africville : The L i f e  and Death of a 
Canaan BI-ack C o r n m ~ i t v  (Toronto : McClelland & Stewart, 
1974) : 40-41. 
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disadvantage in the land granting process when Governor Parr 

ordered that the expense of resettling the Loyalists be kept 

low and that those who had lost the most during the 

Revolutionary War be compensated fir~t.'~ Many of the Black 

Loyalists were escaping from slavery, leaving no valuable 

material possessions behind and thus  were the last to be 

allotted land. The attitude of the government towards Black 

Loyalists also added to t h e i r  predicament, s i n c e  the 

legislature felt it was not in its "power to afford the Blacks 

the assistance which their pressing Necessi t ies  loudly ca l led  

for. u3 '  T h i s  was because I1b1ack labour was an essential 

component in local activities such as land-clearing and 

constrticti~n.~" Free blacks "constituted the bulk of the free 

labour reserve that cleared the lands, laid the roads and 

erected the public bui ldings  of loyalist Nova S c ~ t i a . ~ ~ ~ '  

Providing for the blacksl needs and meeting their demands 

would have meant that a valuable labour supply would have been 

lost . 

Only one third of the Black Loyalists received the land 

that was prornised to them."' Loyalists i n  Digby " w e r e  never 

put in possession of their Earmstf and in Saint John their land 



"was so  far distant from their Town lots as to be entirely 

useless  t o  them and indeed w o r t h l e ~ s . ~ ~ ~ ~  And for those blacks 

who did go t o  the isolated lots, like those in Guysborough 

County, the problems of cultivating and settling on the land 

were in an "intensified formn since Vhey could not depend on 

ready assistance £rom either the government or ... white 

neighbours to the extent thatH others c~uld.'~' For those who 

were in reach of government support there were other 

obstacles, such as the discriminatory practices in Digby, 

where rations were given only to those blacks "who performed 

work on the township roads , I f  which "was not a condition placed 

on White Loyalists in order to receive government support. ll'@' 

Blacks were deprived not only of land, but basic provisions as 

well. 

The land that was allotted to the blacks was seldom 

satisfactory since the size and quality of the land grants 

were inadequate "and outside the main centres of economic 

growt h . ' O 4  For many Black Loyalists, farms w e r e  "one-quarter  

t h  size of those granted to their closest white 

'"walker, Black Loyalists, p.27 and 3 1 .  

1 0 1 ~  ~eorge A. Rawlyk, IfThe Guysborough Negroes : A Study in 
~solation, l1 Dalhousie Review Vol .48 Spring 1968 : 25. 

'"walker, Black Lova3 ists, p.  44. 

1 0 4  Clairmont and Magill, IfNova Scotia Blacks: Marginal People 
in a Depressed Region," S o c b a e s s  and Institution: The 

James E l  Gallagher, ed. (Toronto: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston of Canada, 1971): 481. 
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neighbours . " ' O 5  This situation forced many of the Black 

Loyalists to opt " f o r  a kind of share-cropping arrangement 

with a white land~wner~'~~ and become wage-labourers, despite 

l'the intention of the British Government - . . that no loyalist 
should be required to become a wage-labourer in order to 

survive. 1, i07 Even as wage labourers, black workers were at a 

disadvantage, earning only a quarter as much as white workers 

doing the same ~ork.'~' The Black Loyalists were not alone in 

being let dom by the government and its promises, but they 

"f ared worst in a generally bad situation. 

The governmentls treatment of the Black Refugees twenty- 

£ive years later was no better, with the black settlers 

granted only licenses of occupation rather than full land 

grants "to protect the refugees against unscrupulous white 

landgrabbers. " "O Land grants were prornised within three years 

" t o  those who developed t h e i r  holdings,I1 but many were made to 

'"walker, "Establishment of a Free Black Community, p. 210. 
See PANS, Land Papers; PANS vo1.371, List of Grantees of Land; 
PANS vo1.394At Abstracts of Surveys; PANS vo1.459, Docket of 
Land Grants. 

"'6~alker, BJ ack Jdantity, p. 7. 

'08walker, "Establishment of a Free Black Community,It p.212. 

'O9walker, Black Loyalists, p. 45. 

"O~onald H. Clairmont and Dennis Magill, Nova Scotia B l a c k s :  
Historj cal and Structural Ovenrj PW (Halifax: Dalhousie 

Institute of Public Affairs, 1970): 14. 



wait for as long as twenty-five years. "' Out of necessity, 

the blacks occupied the land granted to them, since "we cannot 

sel1 to advantage, we are tied to the land without being able 

to live upon it, or even vote upon it, without being at every 

Election questioned, browbeaten and swom. 11'" 

Not surprising treatment £ r o m  a government who wanted "to 

prohibit the bringing of any more of these people into this 

ColonyI1"' since "the introduction of a larger body [of Blacks] 

will have an obvious tendency to discourage the coming of 

u s e f u l  and decent white labourers and ser~arits.~"~ In 1815, 

the Nova Scotia House of Assembly presented the Govemor with 

a resolution " to prevent  the f u r t h e r  introduction of black 

settlerso because "negroes and mulattoes were irnproper to be 

mixed in general society with the white inhabitants." Denied 

the first time, another resolution appeared in 1834, which was 

alço refused by the Imperia1 G~vernment.''~ 

- - 7  

---C. B. Fergusson, 
Che Necrroes jn Nova Scotia (Halifax: Public Archives of Nova 
Scotia, 1948) : 115 .  

" '~ohn N. Grant, The Immiwation and Settlerneofe Black 
Refuages of the War of 1812 in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 
(Hantsport: Lancelot Press Limited, 1990): 54. 

"'clairmont and Wien, I1Blacks and Whites, p. 29. 

L ' S ~ b i d ,  p. 153. See PANS vo1.305 doc.3. In Historv of 
B l a c k s  in Cênadq, Walker provides a similar example in 
Ontario. In  the t o m  of Chatham, the white community sought 
ways of keeping blacks out, even petitioning the Ontario 
Legislature . They were f earful that property values would 
drop while crime increased, that there would be intermarriage, 
that blacks would be "sitting in legislatureu and that "white 



The severity of the black cornmunityf ç deprivation in the 

nineteenth century is well illustrated in a passage from a 

letter of a British traveller, Captain William Moorsom, who 

wrote in 1830 that: 

scarcely does a winter pass without the distressed 
situation of the negroes coming under the 
cor.sideration and relief of the Legislature. Their 
potato crop fails; their soi1 is said to be 
incapable of supporting them, and disease makes 
f e a r f u l  ravages . . .  the negro settlements continue 
with numbers gradually diminishing, in summer 
miserable, and in winter starving. Their origin, 
their story and their condition, these contribute 
to shed an almost romantic halo around them; and 
the first question put to anyone who has returned 
from their neighbourhood is sure to be - "How are 
the poor ~ l a c k s ? ~ " ~  

The governmentls response to the Black Refugeest arriva1 and 

settlement was consistent with the Black Loyalistsl 

experience. Lieutenant-Governor Sherbrooke of Nova Scotia 

recognized in the Chesapeake Refugees 

instances of decrepit age, helpless infancy and 
unavoidable sickness, which require relief, [and] 
considering the manner in which they left their 
native Country, . . . [were] to be expected. "' 

Although such words suggest sympathy, Sherbrooke felt the 

blacks had themselves to blame, since "the generality of them 

are so unwilling to work that several of them are absolutely 

Canadians would suffer from the black odourtl (p.80). 

'"william Moorsom, Letters From Nova Scotia (London: Henry 
Colborn and Richard Bentley, 1830) : 127. Moorsom believed 
that the economic deprivation the blacks experienced was due 
to their lack of YndustryU (p.128). 

117 Grant, p . 5 3 .  



starving owing to their own idleness. ""' Such views were h e l d  

by many government officiais, such as Lord Dalhousie, who 

commented that blacks worked "with an industry which 

astonished meN while also believing that their llconstitutional 

laziness will continue and those miserable creatures will be 

for years a burden on Government . "' 

Such attitudes help explain educational policies as well, 

where the education of the black community was seen as a low 

priority. A good representation of prevailing attitudes can be 

seen in the debates of the Legislative Assembly in 1884, when 

the segregation of schools was discussed. Segregated schools 

already existed in Nova Scotia by 1884, but what had brought 

the debate to the House of Assembly were two petitions which 

requested that segregation be legally disallowed in the 

municipalities. Halifax was an area where segregated schools 

had recently been established, and also where a petition had 

been circulated. The petition complained that "a minute of 

public instruction [had been] passed in December, 

1876, . . . Cwhichl excluded [blacks] f rom the Common Schoolsu and 
placed them instead in separate schools "which are of an 

i n f e r i o r  grade, and in which they do not receive equal 

advantages with children attending the common sch~ols.~'~" 

The petitions sparked a heated debate, in both the Bouse 

""bid, p . 4 9 .  

'I31bid, p. 117. 

''O~lairmont and Magill, pava Scotia Blacks, p.22. 



and the Legislative Council. The debate surrounded the 

presentation £rom a delegation made up of both black and white 

members in favour of the amendment to desegregate the schools. 

One of the delegationls members ,  Rev. Henry H. Johnson 

remarked that he 

was not there 
colored people 
rights as citiz 
with the white 
colored people 
rights. 

seeking equality socially of the 
with the white, but seeking their 
ens to equal educational advantages 
children on the grounds that the 

were British subjects and had equal 

He concluded by saying that the colour line was "a relic of 

slavery, and asked for justice to the colored people. "'" 
William Johnson stated that "in colored schools the children 

were al1 together and consequently the teacher could not teach 

them al1 from the infant to the highest class." In an effort 

to convince the House that the black children would not cause 

any trouble, the delegation read a letter £rom a school 

principal, which presented a positive example of why 

segregation should be discarded: 

1 was asked to allow some of the coloured boys to 
attend [the National Schooll . . .  They al1 behaved 
well and no disagreeable results have followed 
their attending the school. Before they came 1 
told the boys that they wanted an education, and as 
their parents paid taxes like other people they had 
the same right there as white children.'" 

The Rev. Dr. Burns hoped that they would "consider the matter 

12' dian Recorder, April 2 1884. Johnson's remarks will be 
explored more fully in Chapter Three. 
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out the color line stain. d23 

delegation had sorne supporters. Robert Hockin, from 

Pictou argued that the segregation of schools was a "barbarous 

lawu and that an amendment should be added to allow blacks 

into the schools. In response, other members felt that 'lit 

would perhaps be better if the colored children were educated 

by themseives.. . [but] in such case the t e a c h e r  should have 

qualifications equal to those appointed to teach white 

children. "Iz4 Power, £rom Halifax, felt that they had already 

done "as much for the colored children. . .as they could 

possibly do," and rejected the daims made in the petition 

about the poor quality of the school and the education being 

received. Power went so far as to point out that 

seventy odd coloured children were in attendance at 
these schools, at a cost to the citizens of over 
$1100, while in one department of one of the 
schools of Halifax there -were nearly eighty white 
children educated at a cost of only $400.'~~ 

Such a statement raises the question of why the schools were 

segregated, if not because an ideology of race prevailed, even 

if the figure is correct. An ideology that sees blacks as 

labourers and not fellow citizens begins to explain the 

assertion that "i t  was questionable whether any honourable 

gentleman would like to have his children occupy a position at 

. - . . - - -. - - - - - - - 

123 dian Recorder, April 2 1884. 

clet A p r i l  1 1884. 

' ' S~b id ,  April 1 1884. 
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a çchool desk with colored children. "lZ6 

The responses to this statement did not help put the 

black community in any more favourable light. Hockins said 

that "he would as soon have his children among some colored 

children as among some whites," adding that "there ought not 

to be a color line unless there was another as well." Another 

gentleman, Mack, commented that "if perfect discipline was 

maintained in the schools, he failed to see what harm the 

admission of the children of colored parents would do. "12' 

Both gentlemen's remarks are very revealing. Hockins 

dernonstrates the arbitrary nature of the 'color linel by 

suggesting that the line could as easily be drawn between 

classes. Mack's suggestion that the black children would be 

naturally unruly demonstrates an uninformed view that is 

perpetuated, not by substantial evidence, but by unqyestioned 

perceptions. Further on in the debate, Mack pointed out that 

"the present law was too indefinite . . .  [since] it was difficult 

to tell £rom the law what degrees or shades of color would be 

includedll' which, along with Hockins' desire for segregation 

by class, reveals one of the major flaws in any argument that 

sees prejudice as the fundamental cause of racism. 

Theodore W. Allen demonstrates in The Invention of t h e  

White Race the relationship between skin colour and race, 

particularly how "'racial dissimilaritiesl have not only been 

1 -  

- - ' ~ b i d ,  April 1 1884. 

'27~bid, April 1 1884. 
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artif icially used, [but] . . .are themselves artif i c i a l .  "12$ He 

uses the example of a Portguese emigrant moving in 1890, who 

would be 'non white1 if moving to Guyana but would be Iwhitel 

if moving t o  the United State~."~ In Vancouver's Çhwtowri, 

Anderson also provides an excellent illustration of how 

arbitrary colour lines are by citing a 1985 Toronto Globe and 

Mail, article reporting on racial reclassification in South 

Africa, where "14 whites became coloureds . . .  89 blacks . . .  became 

coloured and five coloureds . . .  became black.""' 

A colour line provided white Nova Scotians with a number 

O£ benefits. It allowed for the legal and social segregation 

of blacks in schools, churches, and other public facilities, 

which helped perpetuate misconceptions about the absent black 

comrnunity and the biological, social and intellectual reasons 

for their separation. At the time of the debates, a number of 

ideas were circulating about racial differences which would 

justify such a colour line. By the end of the nineteenth 

century, Anderson argues,Vew white people ...qu estioned the 

belief that the mental, moral and physical di£ f erences between 

the races were profo~nd."'~~ Anderson reviews the history of 

, - 
--'~heodore W. Allen, v 1: 
Racial Oppression and Social Cont ro l  (New York: Verso, 1994): 
27 .  

130~nderson, p.8. See Toronto Globe and M u  9 February 1985. 



' the race ideal in V ancouverls Chànatown, demonstrating how 

research in phrenology and comparative anatomy, beginning at 

t h e  middle of the eighteenth century, successfully convinced 

people that there was a biological hurnan hierarchy. This 

hierarchy f ound Europeans , particularly Saxons, at the top, 

and Africans at the bottom. This hierarchy was fixed in 

nature, and so "although primitive peoples were intrinsically 

capable of evolving to civilization, in practice they would 

require an infinite time to do solw effectively sealing the 

role of blacks as inferior and s~bordinate.'~' 

Nova Scotia, like many other societies in the Western 

world, embraced popular notions of scientific racism. These 

notions refashioned the belief that blacks were inferior and 

reinforced their social and economic marginalization. Racist 

policies and attitudes, having found legitimacy from 

scientific explanation created an immense challenge for the 

black community. To question scientific racism was to 

question the legitimacy of science, which was seen as a 

source for solutions to many social problems of the period. ''' 
The colour line also erased the need for a visible class 

Une. Edmund S. Morgan argued in American Slavery. American 

'33~or further discussion on the expectations of science in 
Nova Scotia in the late 19th century, see Colin D. Howell% 
"Medical Science and Social Criticism: Alexander Peter Reid 
and the Ideological Origins of t h e  Welfare State in Canada," 

an Health Care and the State C. David Naylor, ed. 
(Montreal: McGiil-Queen's University Press, 1992) : 16-37. 



Freedom that by having only blacks in slavery, Americans could 

draw a colour line which prevented "the freemen with 

disappointed hopes.. . [£rom joining in] common cause with 

slaves of desperate hope.. . [by] a screen of racial 

contempt . ""' Roediger calls the white side of this colour 

line Iwhiteness1 and points out how the privileges of 

whiteness for whites of al1 classes disguise the disadvantages 

of the line for working class whites. Roediger points out 

that "neither whiteness nor Blackness is a scientific (or 

natural) racial categoryn and given al1 the cultural groups 

under the 'whiteness' umbrella, "whiteness is . . .  a particularly 

brittle and fragile fonn of social identityn based on not 

being black. '35 This 'social identityt depends on a white 

de£ inition of 'blackness ' , a definition which shapes and is 

shaped by the treatment of the black community. 

One advantage of whiteness in Nova Scotia has been to 

make a distinction between lethnicl and 'racial1 minorities. 

with lethnicl cultures welcomed into the Canadian mosaic while 

'racialt cultures have been excluded or marginalized. This 

distinction, Saxton suggests, is vital in understanding the 

treatment of the black community, since the failure of the 

black community to succeed compared to immigrants from 

lethnicl backgrounds could be blamed on "psychic and cultural 

134 Edmund S. Morgan, A m e r i  can Slavery . American Freedom : The 
Ordeal of Cobonj  al Vilra in i  a (New York: Norton, 1975) : 328. 
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deficiencies of racial minoritiesu rather than on the ideology 

that has marginalized them. 

Satya P. Mohanty in lrDrîusing the C o l o r  Line: Kipling and 

the Culture of Colonial Rulen, writes that the colour line 

does not merely divide and separate ... it also 
involves a dynamic process through which social 
groups can be bound, de£ ined, and shaped. . . [which] 
creates stereotypes of the colonized . . .  as 
in£ erior . 13' 

A s  t h e  debate roiled on, the black community and t h e i r  

opportunities for educational and economic advancement 

continued to be Ibound, defined and shapedl by a room of white 

politicians. An adamant supporter of segregated schools, 

W.S. Fielding, the editor of t h e  Halifax PJIornina Chronicle and 

later premier of Nova Scotia, remarked that " t h e  arguments of 

the coloured people were to a large extent convincing in 

theory, but in theory only . " He argued that "although al1 men 

were equal in the eye of the law, they were not equal in 

matters of social life." He believed that it was the 

governrnentts role to "rnake laws for the greatest good of the 

greatest people, and so was in favour of maintaining 

segregation. In case anyone was unconvinced by his other 

arguments, he also stated that "prejudice was so deep that it 

"'satya P. Mohanty, I1Drawing the Color Line: Kipling and the 
Culture of Coimia l  Rule," The Bounds of Race: Permect ives  
on Hecremo Dominick Lacapra, ed . ( Ithaca : 
Corne11 University Press, 1991) : 314. 



could not be suddenly uprooted.""' 

Fielding also argued that 

the schools of Halifax would be destroyed if 
integration were f orced upon the white community . 
Parents would send their children to private 
schools rather than permit racial mixing. And 
[t] here were rowdy children who could not be 
trusted to treat the simple Negroes kindl~.'~~ 

Power agreed that, if blacks were allowed in w h i t e  schools, 

that "otheu children would leave the schools , adding that 

" there was no discrimination against colored c h i l d r e n .  "'IG 

MacCoy was also of the opinion t h a t  "there was a certain 

amount of prejudice or sentiment which would not permit the 

admission of these [black] children into the schools provided 

f o r  children of white persons . "  

In response, Hockin argued that 

it was a fundamental principle of al1 law, that 
there was no o the r  bound to the liberty of a 
subject, excepting where it trespassed on the 
liberty of another. .It must be adrnitted that we 
are trespassing on the liberty of the colored 
people of Nova ~cotia .14' 

Dr. Daniel Parker, a Conservative £rom Yarmouth, also 

addressed the issue of legal rights, pointing out that 

"coloured people were citizens performing the duties of 

Mornina Chronic le ,  April 1 1884. 

L3'~ohamed Abucar , S t r  w l e  for Devdo~ment : T h e Blac k 
C o ~ m ~ e r r v b a n d o o k ,  No 

. . n n va 
Scotia 1784-1987 (Dartmouth: Black Cultural Centre, 1988) : 
47. 
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citizenship. When the tax collecter came to their doors he 

did not pass by them without first collecting the taxes due by 

them as taxpayers . l1 "' Parker also argued that segregation 

was "a principle  that was in violation of the constitution of 

t he  country w e  lived inM and asked the members of the  House: 

were they here  as independent men to yield to 
popular prejudice; or were they here to legislate 
in view of the constitution of the country from 
which they came and to which they owed t h e i r  
allegiance, that every man should have equal rights 
and privileges in the eye of the law. 143 

Despite the delegationsl efforts, Fielding and the others 

managed to persuade the House of Assembly to support 

segregation. 

Winks has argued that the whole debate was affected by a 

political motive: the House of Assembly wanted to challenge 

and abolish the Legislative Council."' This argument, if 

extended, could lead one to conclude that not only did the two 

sides not believe what they were arguing, but that segregation 

managed to be legislated provincially because of the timing of 

the debate. 

There are t w o  reasons why this idea can be questioned. 

The f i r s t  is that most legislators recognized the seriousness 

of the segregation question. That segregation meant that 

"blacks were obliged to attend schools if these existed even 

'"~achai, Beneath of t he  prqmised rtand, p .  84. See  
WalifaxMornina.ChrPnicle, April 1 1884. 
143 Halifax Mornina Chronicle, April 12 1884. 

"4~inks, B l a c k s  jn Canada, p .  378. 



if these separate schools w e r e  miles away £rom the nearest 

common scho01,~ was already the experience of a number of 

black settlement~.'~~ More importantly, if segregation was not 

such a serious issue, then how was it that two months after 

Fielding and his supporters won the initial debate that an 

amendment was added, stating that "coloured people shall not 

be excluded £rom instruction in the public school in the 

section or ward in which they re~ide.""~ 

Furthemore, if segregation was simply a by-product of a 

struggle between the Assembly and Council, it would hardly 

have lasted until 1964, The Education Act of 1918 would by no 

means have maintained the ruling of the 1884 Act. The 1918 

Act continued to allow school inspectors to establish 

"separate apartments or buildings in any section for the 

'"~ridglal Pachai, Dr. William Pearlv Oliver and the Search 
for Black Self-Identitv in Nova (Halifax: 
International Education Centre, 1979) : 11. 

""achai, Beneath the Clouds of the Promised Land, p.87. 
There is further evidence that the decision was not the result 
of an unrelated political battle. As Winks points out on 
pages 368 to 370 in Blacks in Canadq, in Ontario, the Separate 
School Act of 1850 enabled black families to petition for the 
establishment of separate schools. Created to permit 
individual freedom in the type of schooling children were to 
be given, the Act in fact allowed the white community to force 
blacks out of the common schools. What made this Act even 
more damaging to the quality of education black children were 
to receive was the ability of school trustees to make requests 
for separate schools and the stipulation that if 'la separate 
school had been established for them, all Negroes could be 
compelled to attend that school, including those who were not 
party to the petition." If no separate school existed, then, 
as in Nova Scotia, the black children were allowed to attend 
the common school. Segregation thus  was not unique to Nova 
Scotia, nor was the manner in which blacks were forced £rom 
the common schools and a decent education. 
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different sexes or...races of p ~ p i l s " ' ~ '  al though "black 

children would not be excluded £rom t h e  section in which they 

lived.""' It was thus not j u s t  a single act of t h e  Assembly 

that inhibited black communities £rom enjoying the rights they 

had and the opportunities they needed. 

Earlier legislative acts which impeded the educational 

opportunities of the black community were no less severe. The 

Nova Scotia School Act of 1811 required that each settlement 

had to build a school house, hire a teacherldg and raise 50 

pounds before the province would provide any support .lS0 These 

qualifications were beyond the means of al1 the black 

settlernents, and placed a serious obstacle in t h e  way of 

education and social or political advancement. "' The 1826 

"Act Concerning SchoolsN levied a compulsory tax which the 

black settlements refused to pay, feeling that "if they were 

capable of contributing they would not benefit because of 

L47 Robin W. Winks, "Negro School Segregation in Ontario and 
Nova Scotia, l1 Canadian Historieal Review Vol. 5 0  June 1969 : 
186. 

"'pachai, Beneath the Clouds of the Promised Land, p . 8 7 .  

150 Colin A. Thomson, Born With a Call: A Bioara~hv o f  Dr. 
William Pearlv Oliver, C. M. (Dartmouth: Black Cultura l  Centre 
for Nova Scotia, 1986): 5. 

' 5 '~ona ld  Pate, IfThe Shackled Ascent : Li£ e and Education of 
Blacks i n  Nova Scotia from 1766 to 1865,11 (Unpublished masters 
thesis, Saint Maryf s University, 1976) : 62. 
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scepticism about the relevance of schooling. '11'' 

The effects of segregation and discrimination can be seen 

in the conditions of the black community schools. Three 

striking features of the black schools were visible throughout 

the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century. The 

first was a severe lack of commitrnent on the part of the 

government to keep the schools open. Throughout the province 

there were extended periods of time when no school was open in 

a district. In the large black settlement of Preston, f o r  

example, there was no school f o r  over fifteen years, £rom 1877 

to 1892 ,  '53 while t h e  only school in Lincolnville, Guysborough 

County, remained closed for over 40 years, from 1890 to 1930, 

and then closed again during the Great Depres~ion."~ Schools 

usually were closed because e i t h e r  no teacher could be found'j5 

or the school house had burned dom. '56 In Joggins, there was 

only one building, so the black and white children shared the 

building, with the blacks only able to use the facility one- 

third of the tirne. 157 

The schools that did exist were poorly kept. The school 

'53~achai, Beneath the clouds of t h e  Promised L a ,  p .  89. 

'S4~laimont and Magill, Nova Scotia B l a a ,  p .  25. 

'55 Pachai, Br. Willjarn PearJv Oliver and the Search f o r  Black 
SeIf - Ident3 tv  , p.11. 



buildings were often "overcrowded and ramshackle, creating an 

environment that was not  inclined to encourage blacks to 

attend. "15' In Guysborough County, the Superintendent of 

Education found in 1865 "no school house near to the 

recommendation of the Council as respects size, site or 

accomm~dation.~'~~ In addition, in some schools "the children 

had to go out around the mills and gather wood to help keep 

the school warm; l v L 6 '  a chore that took away £rom the f e w  hours 

of education that most of the children would receive.  

There was also a lack of state support for the teachers 

who were hired to educate the black children. Despite the 

fact that black teachzrs were usually barred £ r o m  teaching in 

white schools, there was a "constant difficulty in hiring 

teachers to teach in black communities, . . . [  sol well qualified 

instructors w e r e  never attracted. " The teachers who were 

hired tended to be young women who were e i the r  still finishing 

school or had just graduated from high school. 16' The 

'"~achai, Beneath the Clouds of the Promiçed Lanq, p . 8 2 .  

'59 ort of the Cornmon. Super c, and Normal, 

Education 3865, PANS Micro 3503, p.78. 

 el elle Barnes et al, w t i o n a l  Lifetime Stories . . Volume 2 
(Dartmouth: Black Cultural Centre for Nova Scotia, 1990): 7. 

l 6 ' ~e l l e  Barnes et al, Traditronal L i f  etime Stor m .  

ies Volume 1 
(Dartmouth: Black Cultural Centre for Nova Scotia, 1987):91. 
As Suzanne Morton points out in "Separate Spheres in a 
Separate World: African-Nova Scotian Women in late-19th- 
Century Halifax," & a d i e u  Vo1.22 No.2 (Spring, 1993) there 
was a great need for teachers in the settlernents, but racial 
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Inspecter of Schools in 1892 admitted in his report that llthe 

teachers were not necessarily incompetent but they lacked 

training and experience. 11'63 

A n  incident in Preston reveals the lack of concern some 

rnembers of the white community had regarding the education of 

black children. What has corne to be known as the "Preston 

Affair" took place in a black school house i n  June, 1911. A 

group of white men, carrying a case of liquor, entered the 

school, where they proceeded to drink and talk among 

thernselves. This whole incident took place during the day 

when a teacher was trying to teach a class of forty children. 

This incident did not go unnoticed by the government, but it 

nevertheless exemplified a "white arroganceu which existed in 

rnany areas of Nova sco t  ia . "' 
Such arrogance could be found in the schoolyard as well. 

For one black woman who had to attend a white school, the 

experience was demeaning. One woman recalls being "the only 

coloured person £rom Birchtown. . . [and how] J they use [dl to put 

chalk on my face and Say w e t s  going to rnake her white."16' In 

the North End of Halifax in the rniddle of the twentieth 

century, equally haunting words could be heard chanted in the 

discrimination barred black women £rom being trained a t  the 
Provincial Normal School. However, by 1874, local black women 
could teach with a special permissive license. 

'65~arnes et al, Tradltlonal Li£ etime S t o r i e s  Vol urne I .  

2, p . 5 6 .  



school yard: 

God made the little niggers 
He made them in the night 
He made them in a hurry 
And forgot to paint them white? 

Such verses undoubtedly alienated the black children hearing 

The black settlements were done a f u r t h e r  disservice by 

the  curriculum which was used. In the first half of the 

n i n e t e e n t h  century, when most black schools were being 

sponsored by the Society for the Propagation of t h e  Gospel, 

the teachers showed l'a greater concern with the nsoulsu of the 

Blacks than with t h e  provision of skills which might have led 

to socio-economic bettement. "16' Blacks were also to be 

taught "obedience and fidelity to their masters and humility 

and contentedness in t h e i r  condition. d68 

Even when the government took over responsibility for the 

schools, the blacks were neglected. What was not neglected 

w a s  the p e r p e t u a t i o n  of negative stereotypes for blacks. They 

were not mentioned in textbooks, and the existence of slavery 

was completely ignored . 16' Instruction in history focused on 

the British Empire, as well as the former empires of Rome and 

'"61nterview with Lyn Milward, March 1993. 

167  Claimont and Magill, Nova Scotj a Blacks, p.21. 

16 '~ inks ,  "Negro School Segregation in Ontario and Nova 
Scotia, " m a d i . a n  Histor j  cal Review Vol. 50 June 1969 : 166. 



Greece . " O  Furthemore ,  as Thomson points out in his biography 

of W. P. Oliver, what was taugbt about blacks to other 

Canadians "through literature, science, and history... [was] of 

the Blacks inability to adapt to cold climate, their laziness, 

their sambo-like characteristics, their odor, and their love 

of pleasure . 17' 

The b h c k  schools were substantially different £rom the 

white schools. Before segregation became a legislated policy, 

bowever, the difference in education between the public white 

and black schools was minimal. But Winks points out that 

while many whites fared poorly, Ilon many occasions the blacks 

fared not at all.11'7' Winks describes blacksl education as 

being "based on an increasingly outworn curriculum . . .  taught by 
ill-prepared teachers in unattractive buildings.""' The Nova 

Scotia Superintendent of Education wrote in his report for 

1852 that "while one class of poor childuen are altogether 

deprived of the benef its of al1 education by parental pride or 

indifference, the other class of them are educated as paupers 

or ragged scholars. ld7' The census of 1861 reflects the poor 

I V R  rt on the Schools of Nova Scot a bu t h e  Su~erintendenc 
of Education 1852, PANS RG I Vo1.263 Doc.1, p.57. 

' 7 2 ~ i n k s ,  ItNegro School Segregation in Ontario and Nova 
Scotiarn p.167. 

i 7 4  ort on the Schools of Nova Scot a bv the Sumr 
gf Education 1852, p.57. 
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education of the entire population of Nova Scotia, 65 500 

adults could not mite and 45  000 could not read, while 37 000 

children could not read and 50 000 could not write. The 

census also revealed t ha t  out of 85 000 children, only 33 400 

attended school . L75 Af te r  segregation, the gap between white 

and black education widened considerably. The white district 

schools w e r e  superior i n  many ways, having "larger budgets for 

salaries, books and equipment . r1'76 This meant that while black 

schools "didnlt have a teacher every year, . . .  the white kids 

went 

As a 

were 

to school every day. 11177 One man r e c a l l s  how 

the  black k i d s  didn't have what t h e  w h i t e  kids had. 
The white kids had a slate, wood on the outside 
with beads on the edges, with a long pencil and a 
c l o t h  t o  w i p e  it o f f .  The black kids, al1 we had 
was a piece of paper. 178 

child, Pearleen Oliver recalled other disadvantages t h a t  

distinct to the black student's experience. Oliver 

remernbered how she "would take the f irst seat . . . [becausel 1 
wanted to learn everything, " but then would "be moved back" to 

the back of the room t o  the  one sec t i on  w h e r e  t h e  Yeacher 

would put us a l l .  " Oliver felt that black children were 

ignored and discouraged, so that an educat ion  was received 

175 Pate, p . 6 6 .  

176 Pachai, Beneath t h e  Clouds of t h e  Promised Land, p . 8 2 .  

i77 Barnes e t  a l ,  l i e s  Volume 2, p.49. 

17'1bid, p.49. 
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only l1if you got it yourself.11'79 Oliver s experience was 

similar to that of black students in the Southern United 

States, where one famous black figure recalled being told by 

his teacher 

to be realistic. Don't misunderstand me now. We 
al1 
rea 
not 

like you, you know that. But you've got to be 
istic about being a nigger. A lawyer - thatls 
a realistic goal f o r  a nigger. You need to 

think about sometfiing you can ber Youlre good with 
your hands 
carpentry 
carpentry? 
al1 kinds 

- making things. Everybody admires your 
shop work. why don't you plan  on 
People like you as a person - you'd get 

of work. 'Ba 

Such a speech was likely given to blacks in schools across 

Nova Scotia since, as Dr. William Oliver pointed out, "one of 

the most injurious factors fo r  children of minorities ... is the 

conviction of their principals and teachers that there is a 

limit to which they can be educated;" an experience that 

Oliver himself had endured. Local governments also 

overlooked black rights in order to serve their own ends. For 

example, the people O£ Africville were continually subject t o  

infringements of their rights. The city placed numerous 

unwanted f a c i l i t i e s  beside the settlement. In 1858, the 

sewage disposa1 p i t  was dug outside Africville, which was 

followed in 1870 by the building of the Infectious Diseases 

L 7 9 Interview between Jim Morrison and Pearleen Oliver, taped 
Nov 24, 1992. 

"O~lex Haley and Malcolm X, The Autobioora~hv of Malcolm 
(New York: Ballantine Books, 1973) : 36. 
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Hospital, and in 1903 by the Trachoma ~ospital.''~ Since the 

City maintained that Africville was an industrial district, 

the government overlooked the "blight and decay spreading over 

large areasf1 and allowed a bone-meal manufacturing plant to be 

constmcted "just a few hundred metres from the settlement," 

as well as "a cotton factory, rolling mil1 and nail factory, 

slaughterhouse and [a] port facility for handling coalw which 

was followed soon after by railroad tracks.le3 

The residents of Africville were not only infringed upon; 

they were ignored as well. As Clairmont observes, "there is 

no record of any concern for the health and safety of the 

Africville residentsm because the "emphasis was on eliminating 

that community rather than helping it.""' Even with al1 the 

industrial development surrounding Africville, the residents 

did not benefit economicalfy. Concerns expressed by the 

community were also often ignored, such as in 1919 when the 

community petitioned for police protection since "a police 

officer seldom or never visits the district/! Tkie City Police 

Department recommended deputizing a resident since they "had 

no spare men to send such a distance; " hardly the treatment 

which would have been given to first class c i t i z e n s .  

'"~onald H. Clairmont, "Af ricville : An Historical Overview, l1 
The S~irit of Af ricville Af ricville Genealogy Society, ed. 
(Halifax: Formac Publishing Company, 1992) : 42. 

'63~bid, p. 42. 

" ' ~ b i d ,  p . 4 3 ,  46. 

'85~achai, Beneath the Clouds of the Promised Land, 



It is important to note that the residents of  fricv ville 

continually opposed any attempts to force them out of their 

settlement. For the first century at least, when "the city 

people talked about moving us out of Africville, they went to 

city hall and fought it. lde6 AS Clairmont points out, 

"numerous Africville delegations had visited City 

Hall . . .  requesting facilities available elsewhere in the 

i ty * II ~ 6 7  In March, 1860, William Brown, a resident, 

"petitioned to seek compensation for the land taken £ r o m  him 

by the Railway Commission in 1854. dg8 Residents made some 

gains in the 1930s when they "petitioned for their own postal 

suboffice (prior to this they had to walk ten kilometres to 

mail letters) , for a f e w  street lights and for street 

numbers . """ Unfortunately, as the fate of Africville 

illustrates, the residents made few other gains despite their 

constant effort. 

The black community faced large economic challenges as 

well. Throughout the nineteenth and the first half of the 

twentieth century the people of Nova Scotia were exposed to a 

periodically tlsluggish, depressed economy," where there was 

' "~arnes  et al, Tradltlonal Li£ etime Stor I .  ies Volume 1, p.58 .  

'67~laimont and Magill, Nova Scotia Blacks, p. 85. 

'"petition of William Brown MSlOO Vol 1. #44 C/B. There is 
no evidence that he was successful, although according to the 
petition, other residents who had land taken were paid for it. 
Nothing is said about the amount either. 

199 Clairmont, ItAf ricville: An Historical Overview, p. 47. 



"underemployment and f i e r c e  cornpetition £ r o m  other peoples who 

control led the .  . . job paths. " l g O  As one black elder whose 

father used t o  c o l l e c t  money for schools recal ls :  

[ there]  wasnl t much money coming i n  and [other  
blacks would] be p r e t t y  rough but  m y  father had t o  
give i t  and some people didnlt want to g ive  
anything. They had f igh t s  t o  get money t o  pay t h e  
teacher and t h e r e  wasntt any government funds 
corning i n .  191 

But there  were good reasons for the  blacksB re luctance.  For 

the  majority of t h e  black se t t l ements  " the  l i m i t s  for 

expansion . . .  were a l ready  defined i n  t h e  early decades of the  

nineteenth century by the  size and q u a l i t y  of land gran ts  as 

well a s  by the  absence of freehold land t i t l e ~ . " ' ~ '  

Because of the  economic conditions facing black settlers, 

challenging the white power s t r u c t u r e  and educational 

improvement could not be the first p r i o r i t y  of the black 

set t lements .  Most blacks needed t o  work, and ch i ldren  were 

recruited by parents who needed e x t r a  help  around the  house o r  

farm, o r  needed an addi t iona l  income. In  the two volumes of 

Traditional Lifetime Stories:  A Collection of B l a c k  Mernories, 

of 26 people interviewed who grew up between 1890 and 1 9 3 0  and 

had l e f t  school a t  a young age, 23 of t he  people had left 

school because either t h e i r  parents wanted them t o  work ins ide  

: 5 0 ~ l a i n o n t  and Wien, I1Blacks  and Whites, p. 155 .  

19'~arnes et al, Tradi t  ional &if etime S t o r  . . 
ies  Volume 2, p.22. 

10'' --Pachail Beneath t h e  Clouds of t h e  Promised Land, p . 3 9 .  
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or outside the home. I g 3  As one of the men commented: "you went 

to school and if someone wanted you to do something, you left 

school and went to work . . . that day . dg' Women were expected to 

work : 

[Il used to scrub floors for food to help mother 
feed the younger ones.... We walked to work ... two 
to three kilometres. We didnlt make money except 
when we had special jobs to clean recreation halls. 
We got four or f ive dollars then. But usually we 
got potatoes , turnips , carrots and what was cooked 
for dinner . lg5 

Others sold goods at the market or collected and sold 

firewood, which for a hundred pieces would earn the seller one 

dollar. l g 6  

Even while in school, some young children were expected to 

work late into the night. Ig7  Some, like Pearleen Oliver, 

scrubbed floors in order to earn enough rnoney to stay in 

school and pay for books. '" 
There were numerous difficulties which arose from 

deprivation. As Clairmont points out, 

the Blacks placed a very high value on education, 
but.. .it was difficult to study in overcrowded 
homes among elders who did not relate to their 
educational experiences, and because the reward 

. I ' 93~ a rnes  et al, l. 
194 Barnes et al, Tradltlonal Lifetime Star 

. . i ~ s  V ~ l i i m e  2, p .  49. 

. . :95~arnes  et al, T T L i f e t i m e  P Volume 56 p.56. 

'?bid, p.31. 

"'~arnes et al, Traditlonal L i f  etime Star 
. . 

i e s  Volume 2, p .  39. 

Lg6~nterview between Jirn Morrison and Pearleen Oliver, taped 
Nov 24, 1992. 



system of the schools left them discouraged and 
disadvantaged . lg9 

It is remarkable that the black settlements managed to 

survive at all. Work in forestry, f ishing and farming were 

"not open to black participation. "'O0 In Halifax, a major 

centre for employment, wage labour for blacks was I1scarce in 

summer and nonexistent in winter . n201 Despite the f a c t  that 

the black settlements I1rernained i n  a peripheral econornyfl for 

over a century and a half, however, they managed to survive 

through subs is tence farming , domes t ic industry , f a n  labour, 

and the sale of domestic produce .'O" In Preston, the community 

also grew potatoes and trapped animals to make a living.'03 

But trying to survive in Nova Scot ia  i n  spite of such 

conditions had its costs. The l a c k  of education t h a t  most 

blacks shared left them "deprived of economic opport~nities.~ 

Many blacks were forced to seek employment in unskilled and 

semiskilled occupations, where "prejudice and discrimination 

appear [ed] to be the most operative. 11'04 As Dr, William Oliver 

pointed out in his biography: 

the  white youth i n  my day had a far easier time 
than the black youth. It did not  really matter i f  

'3'~lairmont and Magill, Nova Scot ia  Rlacks, p. 61. 

' C o ~ a c h a i ,  Beneath the Clouds o f  the Promiged Tana, p .  151. 

'O1~lairmont and Magill , Nova Scot ia Blacks , p. 14. 

"'~achai, Beneath t he  Clouds of the Promised JIand, p . 1 3 5 .  

'O '~bucar ,  p .  2 5 . 

'04~lairmont and Magill, Nova Scotia Blacks, p. 25. 



he was l a z y  or not ... or shirk[ed] his job. 1 gave 
ten hours of work for ten hours pay - -  that is the 
white man's value. But the system did not work for 
me. 1 never got promoted. 1 was Bla~k.~'~ 

As one black worker pointed out, however, there was little 

that could be done in response to such difficulties: 

You were poor.. .you had to work for the white 
man ...y ou j us t  had to watch yourself . . .  a lot put up 
with it because if you didntt your bread and butter 
would be gone . : O 6  

On the job, black labourers were confronted with lrclosed-shop 

unions, pre  j udiced workers , and owner-managers reluctant to 

jeopardize their business or their organiza t ional  hamonyu by 

accept ing blacks . ' O 7  The experience of one black man 

illustrates the difficulty of having work while being barred 

£rom the union. The man managed to find employment with 

Imperia1 Oil because "he wasn't afraid to ask for a jobN but 

found hirnself in a difficult situation "when his white 

colleagues threatened to go on strikem since "a job was 

precious to him [and] he wanted to hold on to it. Because 

of their economic weakness, employers "took advantage of them 

and paid them about one-quarter the rate paid to white 

workers." By working at such low wages, however, blacks 

"diminished their status in the eyes of white Nova 

105 Thomson, p . 3 9 .  

'06~arnes et al, Tradl t ionauife t i rne  Stor . . 
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'07~lairmont and Magill, Nova Scotja A ~ c ~ ,  p. 33. 
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~cotians . "'O9 

In the case of Nova Scotia, the black community that the 

white working class compared itself to may not have still been 

under slavery after 1834, but the belief still lingered that 

blacks were an inferior race, who "derived their class £rom 

their colour and its associations with slavery. ""O The 

lethnicl minorities were quick to demonstrate their whiteness. 

Feeling threatened by having similar occupations to blacks, 

"women of European descent were care fu l  to distance and 

dif ferentiate themselves f rom black women with racist 

characterizations and descriptions of their unladylike 

behaviour." White women emphasized black Notherness,n 

stressing such behaviour as "laughing loudly or swearing. and 

even alleged masculine characteristics such as smoking 

pipes. ,1211 Black women in Nova Scotia. particularly young 

women and widows, "competed for positions in domestic service 

with urban and rural women of Euro-American descent Ir since 

black women were not welcome to seek wages from areas other 

7 7  7 than domestic service, with the exception of education.--- 

'"walker, Black Jdentitv, p.7. 

'"~uzanne Morton, IfSeparate Spheres in a Separate World: 
African-Nova Scotian Women in l a t e  19th-Century Halifax 
Countytn Acadiensjs Vo1.22 No.2 Spring 1993: 74-75. 

' " ~ b i d ,  p. 65. 67. Morton argues that "separate 
spheres . . .  offered self-respect and protection to a group of 
women particularly vulnerable to economic exploitati~n.~~ One 
interesting result of the fernale sphere of occupations was the 
effect t had on women during the Great Depression, which 



Black men also experienced rejection from working claçç 

whites. A Secretary-treasurer with the Home for Colored 

Children in Dartmouth is reported to have written in a l e t t e r  

to the Information Branch of the Department of Natural 

Resources that 

many w h o  came from the United States were 
tradesmen: carpenters, blacksmiths, çtone-masons, 
coopers, etc. and even to this day some of these 
trades are carried on, but they were looked upon as 
scab labour, a position which could not be bettered 
as the Trade Unions would not admit them to 
membership. '13 

On the docks, blacks were used as "a surplus labour supplyfl 

but were barred from the unions .'14 In the later part of the 

nineteenth and early part of the twentieth century, a large 

number of black males in the Halifax area worked in the 

shipping industry as cooks or stewards. When the shipping 

industry was doing well, "more black were enumerated in the 

censuses as seafarers then any other single category of worker 

save labourers. "'" The wages were also good, at least 

Women i Susan Ware discusses i n  Holdina Their 0wn:American n 
the 1930s (Boston: Twayne, 1982): 35 Ware points out that 
"women escaped expulsion from jobs during the 1930s in part 
because the economy had become so strictly segregated . . .  that 
men rarely took over jobs previously held by women. Although 
there is not enough scholarship on black womenl s experience in 
Nova Scotia to accurately test such an argument, the 
experience was likely similar, since the roles and tasks given 
to black women in both regions were certainly alike. 

'"~uoted in Ida C. Greaves, The Nepro in C a m  (Orillia: 
Packet-Times Press, 1931) : 55. No date was provided. 

'"~lairmont and Wien, "Blacks and Whites, " p. 155. 

?Judith Fingard, "From Sea to Rail: Black Transportation 
Workers and Their Families in Halifax, ~.1870-1916,~~ 



compared to l'the average wages of other African Nova Scotians 

of the d a y . ~ ~ ' ~  Such work was resorted to because segregation 

and discrimination barred them £rom other opportunities, and 

if the workers had the choice, "a career in business or the 

t r ades  rather than transportat ion seems to have been preferred 

if it could be sustained. ""' 
One of the only other occupations available to black 

males on a consistent basis was as porters on railways. In 

"Sleeping Car Porters in Canada," Agnes Calliste provides 

three reasons why portering was "defined as an appropriate 

occupation for blacks ."  Fitting with the image perpetuated by 

the ideology of race, blacks "had traditionally been assigned 

service roles, and . . .  it was a sign of status among whites to 

be waited on by themil and 

the assumed social distance that existed between 
whites and blacks meant that the presence of black 
porters on sleeping cars was considered as 
impersonal and did not serve as a complicating 
factor in the intimacies which travel by sleeping 
car necessitated. 'le 

Such beliefs would be cemented as black porters provided 

service to the liking and expectation of the passenger in 

order t o  receive tips t o  supplement their wages, since the 

Acadiençis Vo1.24 No.2 Spring 1995: 4 9 .  

'"~gnes Calliste, "Sleeping Car Porters in Canada : An 
Ethnically Submerged Split Labour Market," Canauan Ethnic 
Studies Vol. 19 No. 1 1987: 2. 



other advantage of black porters was that they were 

"cheaper . . .  in terms of wage rates and degree of 

unionizatior,. "'19 Like those working in the shipping industry, 

the wages were better there for blacks than most other 

occupations. However, compared to other railway positions, it 

was " the  heaviest, most menial job ... with the lowest rates of 

PaY 
,, ?fC Porters had "extremely long hours of work with 

inadequate rest , " working an average of 240 hours a month, 

mostly standing up."' 

Black porters also had no opportunity for promotion in 

their employment. The Intercolonial Railway ( K R ) ,  in 1913, 

was the earliest to set a policy that excluded black porters 

from being conductors, but the Canadian ~ational Railway (CNR) 

followed in 1926. The CNR limited porters1 advancement by 

reclassifying work categories, placing al1 positions held by 

white employees in Group 1 and placing positions held by black 

employees in Group 2, with the stipulation that "a person may 

be advanced only within the group category in which he would 

be hired . ""' As Roediger suggested, white workers distanced 
themselves from black workers in an attempt to make better 

gains for themselves. Possibly because they felt "threatened 

220~gnes  Calliste, I1Blacks on Canadian Railways, Çanadiaq 
Ethnj c Studies Vo1.20 No.2 1988: 37. 

1 7 9  

---calliste, tlSleeping Car Porters, p. 3. 
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by blacks during the post World War 1 contraction in the 

railway industry," the Canadian Brotherhood of Railway 

Engineers collaborated with the Company "to exclude blacks 

f rom higher paying j obs . 
The Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) found another way to 

discriminate against black porters and to keep the white and 

black workers in constant competition. As was the case for so 

many occupations, %lacks w e r e  excluded f rom al1 the unions on 

the railways . ""' Not only did the CPR pay porters wages that 
were lower than the CNR paid,  which were "below the minimum 

health and decency standard of living," but they, like white 

workers, were "either intimidated or dismissedn if they 

"attempted t o  organize themselves or tried to negotiate.""' 

When the Order of Sleeping Car Porters (OSCPI attempted t o  

expand the union to the CPR, thirty-six porters "were 

dismissed ... without any specific reason upon joiningIt the 

.-.; 
---Ibid, p .  5 . The white railway workers were likely 
intimidated by the employeesl and the unions1 previous 
experiences with the railway companies. See Hugh Tuckls 
articles on the railways : IlThe United Brotherhood of Railway 
Employees in Western Canada, 1898-1905," J. Hugh Tuck 
Labour/Le Travailleur No.11 Spring 1983: 63-88 and l'W.C. Van 
Horne and the 'Foreign Emissaries; l The CPR Trainmenl s and 
Conductorsl Strike of 1892," Lahour/Ile Travailleur No.6 Autumn 
1980: 73-87. 

"'~gnes Calliste, llBlacks on Canadian Railways, p. 37. 
Calliste points out that Ilthe Order of Sleeping Car Porters 
and the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters emerged in 1917 
and 1925 respectively because none of the r a i l w a y  unions in 
North America accepted blacks as rnembersN (p.37). 



union. "6 

The CPR also played white and black workers off of each 

other, hiring black crews i n  1918 to replace white crews in 

the dining cars and then later laying off the black workers at 

the conclusion of the First World ~ a r . " '  As well, the CPR 

"recruited porters predominantly £ r o m  t h e  United States.. t o  

displace black Canadian and West Indian porters who attempted 

to organize themsel~es,~ which they did during times of high 

unemployment as well . "' The CPR Itsaw in this 'industrial 

reservel a population which could be used to keep out unions 

and displace troublesome and potentially expensive lab~ur.~"' 

The CPR ignored unions such as the OSCP, refusing "to 

recognize the bargaining rights of the portersr grievance 

committee, " and forced porters to negotiate through the 

company-run Porters Mutual Benefit Ass~ciation.~'~ 

Working class whites, female and male, whose wages were 

being "undercut by black cornpetition did not blarne the 

unscrupulous employers . lf2" Instead, they blarned the blacks. 

The white workers did t h i s  for a number of reasons. As Saxton 

points out, an ideology has no value within a class-based 

"6~reaves,  p. 5 5. 

227~alliste, "Sleeping Car 

'"~bid, p. 6. 

b i d  p . 4 .  

"O~bid, p. 9. 

'"walker, -, 

Por te rs  in Canada, l1 p .  4 .  

p . 8 .  



society if racism cannot "be made to work for the perceived 

interests of lower classes or segments of lower classes as 

well as for the ruling cl as^.^"' Roediger suggests in The 

W a c z e s  of Wuteness that the role of race is to help in 

l1defining how white workers look not only at Blacks but at 

themselves . w333 For the white working class in Nova Scotia, ths 

advantage of whiteness went much deeper than employment, 

rooted instead in a desire to be in control of themselves. 

By embracing their lwhitenessf, the white working class 

distanced themselves £rom blacks in two ways. Roediger argues 

that "white workers, even when they received a low 

wage . . . [were] compensated in p a r t  by a. . .public and 

psychological wage . n'34 When white workers measured themselves 

alongside of blacks, they could "articulate a self-image 

that . . .  emphasized . . .  independen~e.~"~ That was one part of the 

public wage. 

The other part involved clinging to the belief t h a t  

Europeans were a superior race, and that they, as whites, were 

part of that race. It was tempting "to folfow middle class 

leaders who emphasized the differences between positions of 

the self-reliant "freeu white mechanic and the Black slaveu as 

* 7 -7 "'Saxton, p . 3 8 9 .  

"3~oediger, -of teness, p. 5. 

"katherine Hall, "White Identities," New Left Review No.193 
(May-June 1992): 114. 

'"~oediger, Waqes of Whiteness, p.22. 
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"a way to distance oneself £rom s l a ~ e s . ~ ~ ' ~ ~  The ternptation 

stemmed from t h e  working classes1 strong "desire to be rid of 

t h e  age old inequalities of Europe and of any hint of 

slavery;" particularly of "net being mistaken for 

The psychological compensation came £rom defining 

"whiteness" as superior to "blackness.I1 Of course, from the 

very beginning whiteness was simply the opposite of blackness, 

and not ever defined in anything but an arbitrary way, 

although whiteness was certainly a reality for those who were 

excluded £ r o m  the category. With t h e  legacy  of slavery 

enduring in Nova Scotia well into the nineteenth century, the 

mos t detrimental a s s e r t  ion made agains t t h e  blacks was t h a t  

their oppression was a "result of slavishness rather than 

slavery . I I ' ~ "  The white community saw t h e  blacks' plight "as 

proof of biological inferiority.~'~~ 

For any ideology to be effective, it must be constructed 

and reconstructed by al1 classes. Roediger stresses that race 

and class "have to be understood dialectically rather than 

privileging race over class or class over raceu240 and warns 

against drawing I1precise lines separating race and class# and 

'36~bid, p. 86 - 

237~bid, p . 4 7 .  

'3'~bid, p . 3 5 .  

239 Saxton, p . 4 .  

'"~all, p. 115. 
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instead to draw lines comecting race and cl as^.^^^^' This is 

particularly important for recognizing Working class 

'whitenesst and white supremacy as creations, in part, of the 

white working class itself," dispelling theories that suggest 

"racism simply trickles down the class structure from the 

commanding heights at which t is ~reated.~~'* The white 

working class in Nova Scotia were active beneficiaries of 

whiteness, excluding blacks from unions and shutting them out 

of more favourable occupations. 

While the white working class had a role in creating and 

perpetuating racism, they were compell~d to do so because of 

their cùmparably poor economic situation, particularly when 

Nova Scotia began to suffer economically. If white workers did 

not dist inguish themselves £rom blacks , politically and 

culturally, they would have gained little, which is why 

"blackness came to symbolize that which the accumulating 

capitalist had given up . u ' ~ '  As Roediger points out, slavery 

acted as a Ntouchstone against which to measure their fears of 

unfreedom and a friendly reminder that they were by cornparison 

'"~oediger, Waaos of Whiteness, p. 11. 

4 3 ~ b i d ,  p. 95. In his book, Roediger is actually discussing 
the longing for the past that white workers had, but the 
comment i s  equally appiopriate to summarize another important 
point he makes, which is that white workers, and particularly 
those who were recent immigrants, had a strong desire to 
distance themselves from their past and the oppressed position 
they once held as either peasant farmers or as labourers. 



not so badly off . lf2" But, as Roediger also indicates, such a 

dilemma required some action on the part of the white workers 

in a situation where "it w a s  difficult not to compare 

themselves to slaves, almost unbearable to make such a 

cornparison, and impossible to sustain the metaphor. 112" 

The cost of such economic discrimination w a s  that many 

leaders of the black community left Nova Scotia, moving either 

to Africa, the United States, or other parts of Canada. 

Clairmont indicates that those who were "better educated and 

the actual and potential leaders in the black community . . .  were 

especially likely to rnigrate. 11246 The number of leaders who 

left is difficult to determine, but it does not seem unlikely 

that the blacks would react "to their wretched deprivation by 

migrating from Nova Scotia when the opportunity arose. 11"' A 

large number of blacks, particularly £rom Preston, returned to 

 laimont mont and Wien, "Blacks and Whites," p.160. Elizabeth 
Beaton describes the experience of a group of black skilled 
furnacemen who moved up £rom Alabama to Sydney, Cape Breton in 
1900 in I1An African-American Community in Cape Breton, 1901- 
1904." As the workers discovered, "race superceded ski11 in 
determining the status accordedu to them (p. 8 1 )  . The group 
le£ t after only a few years due to "çubstandard housing and 
inadequate wagesl1 as well as an unfavourable social climate 
(p.93). U d j e m  Vo1.24 No.2 Spring 1995: 65-97. 

'47~lairmont and Magill, Nova Scotia B l a c k s ,  p. 11. Clairmont 
and Magill also point out that in 1792, "many more blacks 
would have emigrated had the agent visited every Black 
community;" an argument made by Walker as well in 

1 s t ~ .  The agent's efforts were also frustrated by 
employers of blacks, who prevented blacks £rom leaving I1by 
physical means and by spreading false rumeurs." 



the United States at the end of the Arnerican Civil War in the 

hopes of improving their condition. 24 8 

It was not just economic discrimination and hardship that 

drove blacks away. Social discrimination demoralized many 

black Nova Scotians.  One history book described the black 

population of Nova Scotia as being "on the whole . . .  a dirty, 

good-humoured, retrograde feature of the pop~lation.~"~ 

Blacks were seen as Voo good natured and indifferent to 

everything to be considered a valuable citizen in Nova 

scotia . 1 1 5 5 "  Another historian writing in 1842 said that blacks 

"are perpetually begging and receiving charity yet  in general 

they are neither prosperous nor u~eful.~~'~~ The ideology of 

race had a deep affect on the social life of Nova Scotia, and 

such attitudes were not confined to textbooks. 

A legislated policy in education, segregation of whites 

and blacks socially was also encouraged. As one black woman 

in Cherry Brook remembered, t he  only time she "ever associated 
9-- 

with white people was when she entered the work force.11-'- 

This is not surprising considering the pressure from within 

'4g~eckles Willson, v ~ v a  Scot ja :  The Province That Has Been 
Passed Bv (London: Constable and Co. Ltd., 1911) : 5 3 .  

"%ancy M. Sheehan, "Social Change and Educational Innovation 
in Nova Scotia 1892-1914, I1 -na1 of Education Series 6 Vol. 1 
No.1 Fa11 1973: 17. 

"'c.D. ~wen, ~n E~itome ofthe utory. Statistics, ~ t c .  of 
Wova S c o t b  (Halifax: English and Blackadar,1842) : 70. 

es Volume 2, 
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the white community to distance themselves from the blacks. 

When the white Baptist preacher John Burton a r r i ved  in Nova 

Scotia in 1811, he was warned by some of his colleagues "not 

to f r a t e r n i z e  freely with blacks, not to sleep in their homes, 

eat with them or allow I1unqualifiedu elders to preach." They 

felt "such practices changed the natural order of societyu and 

would encourage the blacks "to think of themselves as social 

equals to the white@ and would result in them demanding " the  

r i g h t s  and privileges of the white man. "'53 

To keep the black community out, many public facilities 

were segregated, both by law and by 'understanding'. As 

Walker points out in The Black Exnerjence jn Canada, "the 

colour line has consistently been applied in hotels, taverns, 

and restaurants. H 2 5 4  In Blacks in Canada, Winks cites numerous 

examples of segregation. For example, in Halifax, blacks were 

unable to be buried in Anglican churchyards, attend 

Presbyterian church services, and w e r e  " t o l d  not to run for 

[political] office." Blacks were barred, by an understanding, 

not to live in Stellarton, Westville, Trenton, or Pictou, 

while a bylaw remains restricting blacks from Bridgewater. In 

Truro, and a number of other toms, curfews were in place that 

prevented blacks from being on the Street after a certain 

' 53~acha i ,  Bneath the Clou& of the Prornj sed Land, p. 54. 

"'~alker, Ristory of Blacks in Canada, p. 89. 
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t ime . 2 5 5  The segregation of the black comrnunity was granted 

legal sanction in 1919, when a Supreme Court ruling allowed 

theatre owners "to impose restrictions on seating as they saw 

fit , 11556 Theatre owners i n  Nova Scotia reacted quickly, 

relegating blacks to balconies and maintaining restrictive 

policies in restaurants and h o t e l s  across the province."' 

The only times that it was acceptable for the black 

community to corne into contact with the white community was 

when blacks were working, selling produce, or performing some 

other service for the benefit of the white community. The 

exception to this was during parades or public celebrations. 

Bonnie Huskins, in her PhD thesis Public Celebrations in 

Victorian Saint John and Halifax, provides some useful 

insights into the attitudes towards blacks in the Victorian 

era. 

In parades, the black comrnunity often joined i n  the 

procession, although they were usually relegated to the back. 

Such organizations as the "African Friendly Societyv marched 

in the Halifax coronation parade in 1838, the "Slavery 

Abolition SocietyH and the "Coloued Truckmen of HalifaxM in 

the 1849 centenary parade, and t h e  "African Societyn and the 

"Angle-African Society1I in the 1860 Prince of Wales parade and 

' 5 5 ~ i n k s ,  B l a c k s  in Canadq, p. 33 5. 

' 5 6 ~ b i d ,  p-467. 

'S7~bid, p. 467. 



the Lord L o r n e  parade of 1878, a l1  participated in the 

celebrations . '58 Militia and volunteer companies were also 

represented, although they were segregated by race. 

Huskins demonstrates t h a t  the blacksl presence was 

largely for the amusement of t h e  white community, and served 

to entrench the ideas and perceptions t h a t  perpetuated the 

ideology of race in nineteenth century Nova Scotia. Such 

groups as 

the firemen and organizations like the militia also 
defined the boundaries of respectability even more 
narrowly by mocking lower status racial groups such 
as blacks, and depicting them in positions of 
subordination. x9 

For example, in 1853, in Saint John, "one of the companies in 

the firemen's railway celebration procession . . .  used colored 

boys to lead the engine.~~'~~ Halifax's Victoria Rifles, a 

black Company, Yrequently experienced ridicule £rom the other 

parade participants and spectators." They "reportedly met 

with jeers and impolite remarks," and were considered to ber 

in the words of the August 1, 1860 as recorded in 

the Mornina JournaL, "like a laughable farce to the excellent 

performance of a drama. d6' 

2 s 8 ~ o ~ i e  Huskins, "Public Celebrations in Victorian Saint John 
and Halifa~,~ 

'"~bid, p.196. 
treatment . See 
May 17 1883 and 

(Diss., Dalhousie University, 1991): 79. 

Huskins provides a number of examples of such 
ieH Sept 17 1853, p e  

Baily Telearanh May 1 9  1883. 



The black community put themselves through more ridicule 

and discrimination for a reason. Otherwise, rnembers of the 

black cornmunity would not have been so offended when the 

"colored portion of the cityM had been overlooked in one 

celebration, complaining that they should be included in the 

parade since the blacks paid their taxes Ifas well as the white 

f01ks.~ It was felt that "a great injustice has been donen and 

appealed "to city council to see that justice is d~ne?'~ 

Perhaps it was to seek respectability or to demonstrate their 

loyalty to the crown and enjoy their right to parade as 

citizens. Susan G. Davis in Parades and P o w e r :  Street 

h Ph+ l .admhia, suggests that being 

in the parades was a means f o r  blacks to flcomrnunicate group 

presence , conviction, and solidarity . 11'63 

Recognizing this, the white community f e l t  threatened by 

t h e  participation of the black community, and so responded to 

the blacks ' participation with derision. ' 6 4  The use of 

' 6 ' ~e t t e r  to the Editor, Citizen . . , May 31 1887. Huskins, 
"Public Celebrations," p . 2 8 6 .  

' 6 3 ~ u s a n  G .  Davis, Parades and Po wer : Street Theatre in 
Nineteenth Csnturv Philadel~hia (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1986) : 156. 

'64~bid, p.156. David N. Lyon in The Minstrel Show as Ritual: 
Surrogate Black Culture," describes how "whites seemed to 
swing f rom seeing blacks as childlike, innocuous, loyal 

pleasure-seeking plantation darkies . . .  [to seeing them as] 
sexually aggressive, vicious and prone to rape and violent 
r e v o l t  . There are Vwo personalities, the child and the 
beast . . .  [thatl predominate in the white mind." See Rituals and 
Pooular Culture Ray B. Brome, ed. (Bowling Green: Bowling 
Green University Popular Press, 1980) : 150.  The wnite 



blackface was quite common, focusing mockery on lloutsiders and 

others," which reflected "the hardening of racial attitudes 

a£ ter mid-century . r''65 Huskins points out that 

econornic and social dislocation, and the racial and 
ethnic prejudice of the 1880's and 90's undoubtedly 
l ed  working and lower middle-class white males t o  
adopt dev-iant people as targets of their 
frustration. ' 6 6  

Floats such as the "Irish Jaunting Carn, the "Baird's Marnmoth 

Minstrel Bandrr, and "Goin' to de Balln found in an 1881 

procession demonstrate this fact. It would also account for 

the 1882 rlCofoured Votersfl tableau on the "Loch Lomond 

Maskers" float, which had the inscription "an expression of 

concern over the extension of the franchise to bla~ks."'~' 

Davis points out that "impersonating an outsider was not 

a far step £ r o m  attacking him physically. u'68 This seemed to be 

the case during one celebration, when a foot-race was 

organized. Only blacks were allowed to compete, but when it 

came time for the race, not surprisingly, no blacks showed up. 

Determined to have a race, 

the committee created 'considerable merriment' by 
dragging out black spectators, from forty year old 
men to twelve year old boys, to form two teams of 

communityfs mixed impression of blacks accounts for the belief 
that blacks are, at the same time, both helpless and a threat. 

'68~avis, w a d e s  and Power, p .  158. 
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five each, to run a relay race?' 

Wearing costumes consisting of black tights, black faces and 

fuzzy black wigs, and calling themselves nzulusu in an 1897 

procession, the white community's treatment of the elder 

members of the black cornmunity does not seem surprising; a 

further dernonstration of the pervasiveness of the ideology of 

race in both Saint John and Halifax in the late nineteenth 

century . '70 

~emonstrations of the white community ridiculing blacks 

did not always take place before the black communityls eyes. 

in addition to the popularity of blackface performers at 

parades and celebrations, black minstrel shows were also very 

popular throughout Nova ~cotia . '" The performances of 

Callenderls Colored Minstrels in Nova Scotia in 1884 

dernonstrate the popularity of such shows and by implication, 

how black minstrelsy reflects the attitudes towards blacks 

that were prevalent in the province. 

The Callenderls week long production in Halifax in April 

of 1884 was much anticipated, with the Mornincr Herald printing 

a review of an earlier performance in Washington, D.C. a week 

prior to the troupe's arrival: 

zeq, June 2 2  1887.  Huskins, p.286. 

"o~uskins, p. 244. 

"'~inks describes minstrel shows as a "romantic reminder of 
slavery,ll and points out that acts such as the 'Smokey Mokes 
Minstrelst, were "still playing to good houses" in Nova Scotia 
until 1965. See B l a c k s  in Canadq, p.294. 



Callender's £amour rninstrels presented a very 
attractive program at Ford's last night ... The 
attractions of the bill are so capitally done that 
it is difficult to pick out any one thing for 
special mention . . .  Billy Kersands and Tom McIntosh, 
the end men, deserve the blackest honors in the 
sable field. . .Mr . Burrill Hawkins as the negro 
Irisha-n made an excellent hit. The most artistic 
part of the performance . . .  was ' The  Black Zouaris', 
whose brilliant evolutions and clog tournament 
surpass anything of similar kind on the rninstrel 
stage . "' 

According to the M o r n b m ,  this was "one of the 

strongest organizations of the kind that has visited Halifax," 

suggesting that it is not the only one that had visited Nova 

Scotia. The Acadian Recorder also commented that the "many of 

the features were newv, suggesting that minstrel shows, and 

particularly the Callenderls act, was not new to Nova Scotia 

either . 2 7 3  

Judging £ r o m  the number of people in attendance, it is no 

wonder minstrel companies £rom the United States toured as far 

north as Nova Scotia. Al1 week the turnouts were high, with 

the April 15th performance "greeted with another large housel> 

of 1500 people .17' The April 16th also performance drew "a 

magnificent audience", as did the April 17th show, which 

"played to a large audience.11275 The production was so popular 

nJnq Herald, April 5 1884. Vol. 10 No. 82. 

an Recorder, April 16 1884. 

27  4 nlncI HeraM, A p r i l  16 1884. 

dian Recorder, April 16 1884 and April 18 1884. 



that matinee shows were also offered."= 

The performances also drew in 'respectable1 people, such 

as on April 17, when "the General and party1I attended?' 

Roediger points out that those who attended minstrel shows 

"wished to be respectable, 11'7a which is why the Boxni-. 

described the Callenderls Minstrels as "a 'high-toned' 

minstrel Company, which cornmands the patronage of the very 

best class of people wherever it holds for th.^'^^ Age d id  not 

seem to be a barrier for these shows e i t h e r ,  with tickets sold 

t o  children under twelve for half price .''O 

There are few details about the shows1 contents. A drum 

solo was mentioned, as was " J i r n m y  Johnson with his chicken 

solo and trained birdn, "Charles Hunnls [musical performance 

of] IDid you see me?Ifi, "Billy Kersands I...lp ickinnimiesl", 

"high kickirig1I , and the "Zonares . . . clog. ""l An 1887 

performance of the Barlow Brothers and Frost's Minstrels 

contained flshadowpeople~ and had a show where "most of the 

jokes were fresh and a good nurnber of local hits were made." 

The show was successful enough to keep the  audience "in a 

171 - a a I an  Recorder, April 16 1884. The report stated that 
"the General and party will be present t h i s  evening.' 

'16~oediger, Waaes o f  Whj teness, p .  122. 

'7 9 nlns Herald, April 15 1884. 

"O~bid, April 15 1884. 

: a i  dian J t e c o ~ d e ~ ,  April 16 1884 and April 18 1884. 



continuai roar . u 2 8 2  

Titles such as lshadowpeoplel and lpicki~i~iest suggest 

that the show s contents ridiculed the black cornmunity, 

possibly locally with the performersl 'local hits.' 

Regardless of what the specific acts of each performance were, 

by its very nature, minstrelsy was "a form of leisure 

that . . .  conveniently rationalized racial oppression.t1Ze' The 
myth perpetuated in minstrel shows fixed "the black slave as 

an everlasting part of nature rather than as a figure in 

history, 11 2 8 4  while it helped whites "maintain their self-image 

of superiori ty . 11285 

In The Waqes of Whiteness, Roediger takes a close look at 

the motives and content behind black minstrelsy, which Saxton 

believes "epitomized and concentrated the thrust of white 

June 1 1887, p.2. Jim 
Hornby in Black ([Charlottetown : ~nstitute -of Island 
Studies, 1991) discusses the popularity of minstrel shows in 
Prince Edward Island and the showst "distinct racial 
overtones1I ( p . 8 3 )  . Blackface minstrelsy and its encouragement 
of stereotypes was so popular that blackface characters such 
as "Negro~irl, ~ i g g e r  ~assie, Negro Dude, Negro Admiral, 
Negro Flirt, and Coloured Lady" appeared at the 1888 Carnival 
Ball in Charlottetown (p. 85) . 

'"~ric Lott,lI1The Seeming Counterfeitl: Racial Politics and 
Early Blackface Minstrelsy," Fmerjcan Ouarterlv Vo1.43 No.2 

'%evin Gaines, rtAssimilationist 
Ideology: James D. Corrothers ' 
Leadership," Americzn Ouarterlv 
345. 

Minstrelsy as Racial Uplift 
s Literary Quest for Black 
Vo1.45 No.3 September 1993: 
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racism. ""6 A primary motive for black minstrelsy was to 

define blackness, enabling the white community to define 

whiteness ."' That is why a lot of what constituted t he  

minstrel acts ttimputed to the.. . [blacks] acts which they 

themselves feared they might commit if they let loose the 

rigid controls they irnposed on themselvesttt not to mention the  

larger controls which were imposed on thern?' Roediger 

suggests that "blackfaced males derived their consciousness by 

measuring themselves against a group they defined as largely 

worthless and inef f ectual , td89 returning to - and reinforcing - 

the myth of black docility. 

What also characterized minstrelsy was that it had the 

"dual task of exploiting and suppressing African elernents, " 

which allowed blackfaced minstrels to "escape into the 

bohemianism of the entertainment worldu while at the same time 

misrepresenting an entire group of people.'g0 Black minst re lsy  

was so popular because it "provided an underground theatre in 

which the blackface convention rendered permissible topics 

that were difficult to handle explicitly on the Victorian 

staget1 or, likely, off the stage and in the w~rkplace.'~' 

286~axton, p. 165. 

" '~oediger,  Wages of Whiteness, p.115. 

"kawick, p . 1 3 3 .  

'''~oediger, Wagm o f  W h j  teness, p. 118. 

2go~axton, p. 168, 167. 

"'~bid, p. 166. 



Roediger acknowledges that "blackf ace was not merely about 

race relations but also about social relations arnong whitesIN 

but he is quick  t o  point out that one cannot separate Vhe 

racial  content and the class content of rninstrel~y,~~ which he 

feels other historians have done."' 

And to take the racial content out of minstrelsy would be 

to take out the fear of the white workers, which was too big 

a part of the appeal of minstrelsy. As Davis has argued, the 

white community was intimidated by black culture, feeling that 

"African-American style, music and dance would have dominated 

rnixed celebrations . 1 t 2 9 3  With such a fear, separation and 

suppression of blacks was necessary, as was the ridicule and 

rnockery evident in the parades and public celebrations as well 

as the minstrelsy shows. 

While audiences heard minstrel songs, they must have been 

conscious that they were watching shows which "negated non- 

white humanity, and that were performed by blackface 

performers who "tended to support proslavery and white 

supremacist policies. " 2 9 5  With such popular shows travelling 

around Nova Scotia dictating and defining blackness, racism 

'S4~axton, p. 180. Songs heard in Canadian minstrel shows also 
included songs which degraded and mocked the black community. 
Some of the songs that were featured in PEI'S minstrel shows 
were "Hush My Little Coon," "Therets A New Coon in Town," and 
"Ten Little Niggers . It Hornby, p. 85. 

'95~nediger, Waaes of Whitenesq, p. 124. 
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could not help but be perpetuated and deepened, as blacks were 

mocked and their culture ridiculed,  myths circulated and lies 

affirmed. 

Racism towards blacks could afso take more physical, 

violent forms as weU. Race riots were not uncornmon 

throughout Nova Scotia from the arriva1 of the Black Loyalists 

until well into the twentieth century. In Shelburne, as early 

as 1784, "mobs of working class whites drove the blacks out of 

t o m  and tore dom their homes and their Baptist ~hurch""~ and 

in New Glasgow as l a t e  as 1919, a race r i o t  errupted "as a 

result of an altercation between a black and a white yo~th.~'~' 

Another riot in 1919, in Liverpool, England, was the result of 

impatient Canadian soldiers waiting to return home, starting 

when white soldiers interfered with the black batallion while 

they were on parade.2g8 The black batallion was the target of 

a riot in Nova Scotia later that year as well, this tirne in 

Truro, when the  white community became impatient with the 

extended stay of the black batallion's camp there. A group of 

whites "£el1 upon a number of soldiers and beat them 

badly. . . [with blacks] blocked from seeking revenge only by the 

2g%?alker, aack Tdentj tv, p. 8. 

2 g 7 ~ a r r i e  Best . tobiosr@y of 
C a r r j e  M. Rest (New Glasgow: Clarion Publishing Company Ltd., 
1977) : 4 3 .  



intervention of their white officer~.~*~~ The black batallion 

was demobilized soon after. 

Race riots w e r e  very common in 1919, occuring in over 25 

cities i n  t h e  United States between April and October of tha t  

year. The riots in 1919 were possibly caused by " t h e  

Iimpudence' of returned Negro veterans demanding t h e i r  r i gh t s  

as citizens. n300 William Tuttle notes in -ce Riot: Chi  c a ~ o  

in the Summer of 1919, that the summer of 1919 "marked the  

beginning of the xenophobic and hysterically antiracial 'Red 

Scare "', which, combined with "white determinat ion to reaf f irm 

the black people's status on the bottom rung of the nation's 

racial and economic ladder, left the blacks vulnerable to 

physical attack. "' In Chicago, Illinois, r i o t s  w e r e  seen t o  

be fuelled by llhousing, war psychology, politics and 

organization of labor and jobs, " although the riots started 

£rom small incidents, such as the case of the black boy who 

" s w a m  past an invisible line of segregationH at the beach, 

t h a t  quickly evolved i n t o  a full-scale ri~t.~'' 

A riot in Truro at the end of September, 1919, also 

seerned to errupt out of a similarly minor incident, raising 

t h e  question of what tensions lay just beneath the surface. 

299~inks, B l a c k s  jn Canada, p . 3 1 9 .  

3 0 0 ~ a r l  Sandburg, ots. J u h .  1919 ( N e w  
York: Harcourt, Brace & Howe Inc . , 1919) : xiv.  

'"william M. Tuttle, Jr., Race R b t :  Chicaao in the Red 
S i i m m e r  o f  1919 (New York: H. Wolff, 1970) : 14/21. 

"'~andburg, p. xiv, x . 



On the evening of September 28, at the Canadian National 

Railway Station, CNR Officer Ogden attempted to arrest a black 

man by the name of Samuel Reese. According to the Eastern 

çhronicl e, Leonard Paris, another black man, 

interfered and alrnost immediately the quarrel was 
on . . .  whites chased the colored element through the 
t o m  and down to the tIslandl, a colored 
settlement . 303 

The Halifax Hewald thought that more than one person  

interfered, reporting that "a number of negroes interfered and 

it is said one of them struck the policeman over the head with 

a stick." In a short time, "a good sized row had developed 

[with] whites coming to the rescue of the The 

Truro Dailv News provided more details of the incident and the 

riot that ensued, describing how 

the man resisted arrest, but Ogden promptly put  h i m  
i n .  Others took a hand and one colored fellow 
struck a white fellow across the face with a cane. 
A few whites then started a drive for some colored 
fellows at the so-called 'Acre1. In a short time 
the crowd gathered until probably one hundred 
arrived . . .  and smashed some windows. From there 
they started for Smith's Island. By the tirne the 
Island was reached the  crowd swelled t o  several 
hundred . j0 

B y  tha t  point, the police had been called. However, their 

arriva1 at the tIsland' was too late to prevent damage since 

the crowd had %nashed the  windows in the first half dozen 

303 tern Chronicle, October 3 1919, p . 1 .  

, September 30 1919. 
305T ro Dailv News, September 29 1919, p.4. 
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houses they came to on the  I~land.~"~ The SaJifax Herald and 

thê T r y r o  Dailv N e w s  also both mentioned shots being fired, 

although only the -O Ilai I V  News reported that Wome parties 

in the white faction carried guns and some half dozen shot 

w e r e  f ired. The riot ended when the Chief of Police "got 

between the two opposing factions and quieted them 

su£ f iciently to address them, and he finally perçuaded the 

whites to retire and dispersed t h e  crowd. 

There are some important facts missing £rom these 

reports, such as what Reese was being arrested for in the 

first place. The Truro Dailv News reported that he was being 

arrested for "creating a disturbance", but gives no more 

detail than t h a t .  The only arrests made after the riot were 

of Reese and Paris, with Reese charged with nunlawfully 

wounding Amos Ogden, police officer, Canadian National 

Railways" and Paris charged with "obstructing a peace officer 

in the execution of his duty. " ' O 9  Strangely, no charge of 

"creating a disturbance was madem against Reese. There is 

also no mention of what might have caused this episode to 

escalate as much as it did, suggesting that either such riots 

were cornmonplace or that the  reason for it was obvious. The 

'06~bid, p. 4. 

'071bid, p . 4 .  

'OP1bid, p. 4 . 
3og~armouth  Herald, September 30 1919, p.  3. 



Truro Dailv News made their own judgement of the event, 

commenting that 

the unfortunate situation is that there are three 
or four very bad colored young men in the 
settlement and about as many bad girls, and because 
of them some of the most respectable colored 
citizens of the t o m  have suffered loss and damage 
to their property. The white element contained a 
number of equally bad whites and the actions of 
these have cast a bad name over the 

No whites were charged after the riot. The blame lay s q u a r e l y  

on the laps of the black community, for somehow encouraging 

the white community t o  vandalize a black settlement. Such 

an unfavourable view of the black community in issues of 

justice is not surprising in light of o t h e r s  articles that the 

Truro Daily News printed in the same period, like the 

following article £rom the United States entitled "Swift 

Justice l 1  : 

a negro was convicted of an assault on a white 
woman on September 29. Within 48 hours the 
conternptible brute was arrested . .  .During his trial 
the cowardly , craven 
imploring the Judge to 
Jersey is too decent a 

- 

criminal was constantly 
please protect me ' . . - N e w  
State to let even this 

110 IV News, September 

'"A similar result occured following an October, 1937 riot 
which broke out in Trenton, Nova Scotia after a black man 
purchased a home there. A "mob of a hundred whites stoned the 
owner and broke his home." Broken up by the RCMP the night 
before, a mob of over four hundred r e t u r n e d  the nex t  night, 
"and destroyed the house and its contents.11 This tirne, the 
RCMP I1would not act unless requested to do so by the mayor, 
who refused, and t h e  mob oved on to attack two other Negro 
homes. Ir The only arrests made w e r e  of one black man. The 
black property owner "abandoned efforts to occupy his 
property." Winks, placks in Canada, p.419-420. lifax 
Chronicle, October 27-30, 1937. 
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detestable criminal be lynched? 

Winks asserts that "decades of intentional and 

unintentional insults have led many Negroes into the farniliar 

early stages of paranoia ... where persecution and delusion of 
persecution will naturally occur . 31bThe reality of the black 

communityts situation throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries was exclusion £ r o m  political and economic 

opportunities, public ridicule and the constant threat of 

violence. An ideology of race had been constructed and 

reconstructed to maintain the black community on the margin. 

The power of this ideological construction has been tested by 

the Nova Scotian black community £ r o m  the very beginning. 

Their lack of success is a testimony to the power of the 

ideology and the limits of the communityts effort. This 

struggle w i l l  be explored i n  the following chapter. 

I V  News, October 10 1919, p . 2 .  

313~inks, If The Canadian Negro, " p .  286. 



Facing a society that embraced a racist ideology, the 

black community had a great obstacle in the way of attaining 

political, social, and economic equality. From the arriva1 of 

the Black Loyalists to the end of the Second World War, the 

black community achieved a mixture of success and failure in 

their efforts, employing strategies similar in nature to black 

activists in the United States. Strategies such as Booker T. 

Washington's accommodationism, where the black community tried 

to earn the respect of the white community, 'preparingt 

themselves for eventual integration and social equality. 

Strategies not unlike W.E.B. DuBoist ongoing resistance to the 

colour line, challenging the white community through whatever 

legal means possible. Strategies that reflected the views of 

Marcus Garvey, who believed that blacks should support each 

other through black capitalist ventures and voluntary 

segregation. Combining these different approaches, the black 

community coped, and where possible, overcame difficult 

circumstances in Nova Scotia. 

In this period of just over one hundred and fifty years, 

the black community responded and adapted to an ideology of 

race. The approach they used in this period paved the way and 

shaped the movement in Nova Scotia following the Second World 

War. Despite this history, Winks argues that racism in Nova 



Scotia was a "recent Canadian discovery . Such an argument 

dismisses the fact "that black assertiveness had a 200-year 

long history. l t 3 1 5  

. . McAdam points out in polrtlcal Process and the Devehnent. 

of Mack Insuroency, that to leave out an e n t i r e  period of 

history is to "obscure the less drarnatic but ultimately more 

significant trends that shaped the prospects for later 

insurgency . " '16 Although the actions taken by the black 

community up to the post-Second World War era may not seem 

signif icant at first glance, it was "the building block for 

the more elaborate institutionalized political action that 

could not take place without it/17 As James C. Scott points 

out in Domination and the Arts of 

"infrapoliticsM , which are the "low-prof i l e  forms of 

resistance that dare not speak in their own narneu, are the 

cornerstone to any social movement. 3 18 

Scott argues that it is difficult to flsuccessfully read 

and understand the often fugitive political conduct of 

subordinate groups . . .  when the powerless are often obliged to 

?James W. St.G. Walker, "Historical Study of Blacks in - 
Canada: The State of the Discipliner1, Black  Presencw jn 
plulti-Ethnj c Cana& Vincent D ' Oyley, ed. (Vancouver: UBC and 
OISE, 1976) : 52. 

316 Doug McAdam, p. 3 . 

'%cott, p.201. 

'lelbid, p.15. 



adopt a strategic pose in the presence of the p~werful.~~~'~ It 

is through infrapolitics that T h e  limits of the possible are 

encountered . . .  in an empirical process of search and 

probing . . .  continually pressing against the limit of what is 

permitted. n 3 2 0  Robin D. G. Kelley points out in I1We Are Not 

What We Seem: Rethinking Black Working-Class Opposition in 

t h e  Jim Crow South," that 5nfrapolitics and organized 

resistance are not two distinct realms of opposition to be 

studied separately and then compared; they are two s i d e s  of 

the same ~oin."~" 

Kelley believes that such an approach helps "bridge the 

gulf between the social and cultural world of the Ieveryday' 

and political struggles. lr3" Kelley points out that, for 

blacks in the Southern United States, 

politics was not separate £rom lived experience or 
the imagined world of what is possible. It was the 
many battles to roll back cons t ra in t s ,  to exercise 
power over, or create space within, the 
institutions and social relationships that 
dorninated their lives? 

For the black community in Nova Scot ia ,  the ideology of race 

was so pervasive in the economic, social and 

the province that to have control of even a 

political life of 

few institutions, 
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such as the Church, was a feat in itself. 

Before looking at examples of the approaches the  black 

community took in their quest for equality, it will be he lp fu l  

to define who the "black communityw was in Nova Scotia. For 

minority groups both in the United S t a t e s  and in Canada, the 

term "black communityll has been defined by the white community 

who have sought spokespersons, llcommunity leadersu, to speak 

for these large groups of people, as if this group could speak 

with one voice, having one thought. In the case of the black 

community in Nova Scotia, as well as the First Nations and 

other lethnicl and 'racial1 groups, this strategy largely 

benefitted the white community and denied these communities 

the opportunity to voice a diversity of opinions and 

attitudes. 

The black community in Nova Scotia, although seen largely 

as a monolithic entity by the white community, was made up of 

people £ r o m  many different places and backgrounds. The 

earliest blacks to be in Nova Scotia w e r e  brought under 

slavery, later joined by the Black Loyalists and the slaves 

that came with the white Loyalists. For a brief time Maroons 

£rom Jamaica settled in Nova Scotia, with opinion divided over 

the number of Maroon descendants that remained in Nova Scotia. 

The next large migration was £rom the United States after the 

War of 1812, with the arriva1 of the Black Refugees. Around 

1900, a number of Americans from Alabama brief ly lived in 

Sydney, w h o  were joined by a large number £rom the West 



Indies, who moved to industrial Cape Breton. 324 

How can this group be called a community? Describing any 

large number of people as a community suggests that they have 

a great deal in common; common interests, attitudes, and 

beliefs. In defining lcommunityl, Raymond Plant in mmmunitv 

snd 1deoi . r )~  argues that there must be the "possiblity of 

participation in community lifeo and the communityrs existence 

should "be based upon some sense of identity of specific 

interest. u3'5 In "The Concept of Community: A Re- 

examinationII, David Clark States that a community can exist 

"because of shared beliefs, values and concerns rather than 

because of proximity of residence . u 3 2 6  Rene Konig argues in 

The Communitv that a community is not al1 "unity and harmony 

within . . .  [which is wherel many commentators err . . .  by insisting 
that absence of conflict be a part of definition of 

community. l d z 7  Koenig also points out that the term community 

3 '4~l though a social history of the black settlements would be 
a very valuable contribution to historical scholarship, the 
focus of this study is the response of the black community to 
an ideology of race, emphasizing the variety of approaches and 
their outcomes. A study which brings to life the dynamics of 
these various settlements and the relationship between 
indigenous blacks and those who have immigrated to Nova Scotia 
more recently would also be very useful, but is beyond the 
scope of this study. 

325~aymond Plant, t, (London : Rout ledge 
& Kegan Paul, 1974) : 58,40. 

3'6~avid B. Clark, T h e  Concept of Community : A Re- 
examination," Sociological Review Vo1.21 August 1973: 404. 

3 2 7 ~ e n e  Konig.  the^, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1968) : 8. 



originally meant " the  totality of those who own something in 

cornmon. 11 328 

What each black settlement in Nova Scotia had in common 

was their treatment by the white community. Whether a black 

man came £rom the Caribbean or Guysborough, the man was still 

'black, still segregated and still mocked and discriminated 

against. The degree of discrimination may have varied £rom 

place t o  place, but that choice lay i n  the hands of the white 

community mernbers. 32 5 In exploring the response of the black 

community to Nova Scotia's racial ideology, what will become 

clear is that, while the  black c o m m u n i t y  was a community that 

was not 'absent of con£ lict, l it did share many 'beliefs, 

values and concerns. l The black settlements also may not have 

worked together in their  struggles, but  their efforts do 

ref lect some cornrnon goals, such as having a good education, 

equal rights , and opportunit ies for economic and social 

improvement. 

For the blacks who arrived in Nova Scotia following the 

American Revolution and the War of 1812, their location was 

largely dictated by where their land grants were located. In 

most cases, civilians or soldiers who had been in the sarne 

r e g i m e n t  or moved £ r o m  the same location were settled together 

?HIn I1An African-American Community in Cape Breton, 1901- 
190411, Elizabeth Beaton recounts the migration of a number of 
black furnaceman and their brief stay in Cape Breton. Despite 
the fact that they were skilled labour, "race superceded ski11 
in determining the status accorded to workers" (p.81). 
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on a tract of land. From this policy t he re  emerged all-black 

settlements such as Tracadie, Birchtown and Brindley Town."' 

Reflecting t h e i r  segregated location, the black settlements 

were the focus of attention for the new arrivals, looking to 

t h e  settlements for physical, spiritual and mental sustenance. 

As Herbert Aptheker states in merican Neuro Slavg 

Revolts, ~survival is a form of struggle. II"' Faced with 
challenging ideological and physical obstacles, the approach 

of many of t h e  black settlers was one of "looking inwardly 

first and only then £rom a position of inward strength to move 

f orward to greater participation in the wider society. ""' 
Living in the segregated settlements, the blacks looked to 

their srna11 communities for their educational, social and 

religious needs . 33' It was also a place where blacks "sought 

employment , mutual support and f reedom f rom racial 

discrimination," at the same time fostering "a new community 

awareness . 1 t 3 3 4  

The approach while not aggressive was assertive. It was 

realistic in t h e  face of an exclusionary ideology and 

effective in maintaining the survival of the black community. 

'30~alker, ItEstablishment of a Free Black Community, It p. 210- 
211. 

'."~~theker, p .  3 . 

33'~achai ,  peneath the31 ou& of the Promi çed Land, p. 157. 

333~alker, "Establishment of a Free Black Community, p. 233. 

"'~bid, p.231. 
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Walker believes that the biggest benefit of living in the all- 

black settlements was Ilthe protection they afforded to an 

evolving black identity thât has always been necessary to 

withstand the pressures of white racism. d35 He also points out 

that the settlement structure I1prevented the complete 

degradation and demoralization of its members . Within the 

settlements, a network of organizations helped to encourage, 

educate and lead blacks in fighting for equality. 

An offer by the government to relocate some members of 

the black settlements in 1839 illustrates the success of the 

settlement strategy and the need for it. The blacks "had no 

desire to expose themselves individually to racial attack on 

holdings scattered around the province." Walker argues that 

the black community recognized t h a t  the settlements provided 

a system of "support and protectionn and relocation would have 

resulted in " the  destruction of the black community, the 

disappearance of the church, the severing of ties welded in 

shared poverty and mutual assistance for an entire 

generati~n."'~' Faced with a hostile economic and social 

environment, the black community recognized that the best way 

of challenging the white community was by doing it with the 

interests of the settlement community in mind and the benef its 

the organizations rooted in settlements provided. 



One of the most active and supportive organizations in 

each settlement was the Church. As Walker points out, the 

Church "provided a source of pride and a sense of worthu CO 

the  settlernents3'' as well as a spiritual "source of meaning 

for their lives in the midst of their suffering and 

oppression. "339 He also argues that 

t h e r e  developed in t h e  black churches a sense of 
distinction, a confidence t h a t  they were a chosen 
people w h o  must be kept spart £rom and 
uncontaminated by the evidently lapsed Christians 
of the white churches . 340 

The Rev. Dr. William P. Oliver believed that the Church' s role 

has been so great that "its history is in reality the history 

of our [black] people.M3" Pachai notes that the 

consolidation of t h e  black church [into the African 
United Baptist Association] was no less than a 
major black initiative which has rnaintained a 
remarkable momentum right up to the present.. . [And] 
was a training ground for generations of black 
leaders and f ollowers , preachers and teachers , 
politicians and prof essionals. ""- 

Clairmont suggests that the Church also "provided a vehicle 

for inter-community black contact, maintaining the black 

institutional structure and being the repository of black 

3 3 8 ~ a l k e r ,  - t o ry  of BI acks in Canada, p .  136. 

'"~eter J. Paris, The Moral, Poiltical and Reluious m .  . . 
. . 

S i a o f u o t i a  (Dartmouth : 
Black  Cultural Centre, 1989): 4. 

"Owalker, "Establishment of a Free Black Community, l' p. 217. 

"'~achai, Peneath the Cloijds o f  the Promi sed m d ,  p. 63. 
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tradition. 11343 In 1911, it  is es t imated  t h a t  90 percent of 

b lacks  i n  Nova Scot ia  w e r e  B a p t i s t s ,  which makes the large 

role the Church played i n  t h e  life of the black cornmunity 

3 4 4  understandable, especially s i n c e  "everyone i n  the community 

i d e n t i f i e d  with t h e  church whether they were members or 

net . î1'4' 

B u t  t h e  value of the Churchls  role has not always been 

seen as favourably .  Winks charges  t h a t  the churches Itlacked 

i n t e l l e c t u a l  conviction while possessing an abundance of 

emotion and faith. . . [and failedl t o  beçeech the white world 

that it might be rni~taken.~~"~ H e  a l s o  claims that the 

churches were "ineffective in meeting t he  major 

problems . . . p  a r t i a l l y  because they did not see those problerns 

i n  terms of f u t u r e  goals so much as in terms of irnmediate 

needs . '." Oliver admits that "a  warm religious fervour.. .gave 

them a sense of security . . .  which suppressed the aggressiveness 

found i n  most i r n r n i g r a n t ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~  but t h i s  does not  mean t h a t  t he  

black community lacked vision or d i d  not take action to change 

their s i t u a t i o n .  

From the beginning of t h e  19th century,  t he  Church took 

' i 3~ la i r rnon t  and Wien, "Blacks and Whites, " p.  1 6 3 .  

'"winks, B l a c k s  FD Canada, p .  346. 

34 5 Paris, p.16. 

3 4 6 ~ i n k s ,  B l a c k U C a n a d a ,  p .  3 3 7 ,  338. 

" ' ~ b i d ,  p. 360 .  

34a~homson, p .  4 8 . 



an active role in many social issues. Education was a 

priority, especially in Preston, where If for over three 

generations education ... was conducted under the leadership of 

the church. n349 In fact, the Church responded to the 

educational needs of the settlements as early as 1785, 

ensuring that each major settlernent had its own s ~ h o o l . ~ ~ ~  In 

the middle of the 19th century, under the leadership of 

Richard Preston, the Anglo-African Mutual Improvement and Aid 

Association was established in 1842 at Cornwallis Street 

African Baptist Church, followed by the Negro Abolition 

Society in 1846.35' 

In V r o m  Sea to Rail", Judith Fingard describes an 

interesting example of the Churchls political role. In March, 

1898, following the wrongful dismissal of a number of black 

railway porters, "the black community reacted to the 

discrimination with an 'indignationf meeting at which they 

drew up a letter of protest.If Preaching at Cornwallis Street 

Baptist Church, Rev. J. Francis Robinson encouraged "both 

civil rights and trade unionism as protest strategiesu while 

condemning capitalism and râcism. 352 Such e f f o r t s  demostrate 

3 3  9 Abucar, p.11, 

' 5 0 ~ a l k e r ,  IfEstablishment of a Free Black CommunitytU p.219. 

"'savanah E. Williams, The Role of the African United Ba~tist 
on in the Develomnt of Ind qenous u r o - C a n w  in 

Nova S c o t j  3 (Armdale : Lancelot Press, 1988) : 6. 

%udith Fingard, "From Sea to R a i l I l l  p.58. See aalifaq 
m g ,  April 6 1898 for sermon. 
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an awareness by the black community of their own situation and 

a consciousness of the plight of other black communities. 

Black consciousness was emphasized particularly in the 

African Orthodox Church and most notably at St.Phillipls 

African Orthodox Church in Sydney. The African Orthodox 

Church was founded in 1921 by George Alexander McGuire, who 

was "inspired and strengthened by the pedagogy of Marcus 

Garvey s Back to Af rica Movement . 11353 McGuire promoted "the 

idea of a black Christ God and a black Madonna" in order "to 

counter t h e  white Christ imposed upon people of African 

descent . M c G u i r e  was also the chaplain of the Universal 

Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), which was the 

organization under which Ganrey spread his message of the need 

for black capital, "racial purity and a back-to-Africa 

campaign. 

The African Orthodox Church in Sydney started in 1921, 

under the leadership of Rev. Robertson. Established in 

Whitney Pier, St. Philipls Parish was the only African 

Orthodox Church in Canada. Soon after the church was 

established, the UNIA set up a hall in Sydney, which, 

throughout the 1920s and 1930s Itprovided a chance for al1 

'53~oy~e Ruck, ed. , Three Nova Scotian Rlack Churches (Sydney: 
Black Cultural Centre, 1990): ii. 

'"~lizabeth Beaton, I1Religious Affiliation and Ethnic Identity 
of West Indians in Whitney Pier, Canadjan Ethnic Studies 
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Blacks in Sydney to acknowledge historical events such as the 

emancipation of a l 1  slaves i n  the  U . S .  The üNIA also 

provided entertainment with their band and by hosting sports 

and cultural events in the hall. 3 5 6  

Although it has been argued that the politics of Garvey 

and the UNIA was not part of the Sydney Churchrs message, the 

preachers did ufrequently remind their congregations of their 

African r o o t s H  and encouraged an assertive f o m  of black 

consciousness~ As Beaton points out i n  tlReligious Affiliation 

and Ethnic Identity of West Indians i n  Whitney Pieru, " the  

very fact of the establishment of the Church in Sydney led t o  

racial realization within the community . Ganrey himself 

also came to Sydney and spoke at Menelik Hall in the early 

1930s. 

Even if the role of the UNIA and the African Orthodox 

Church was I1rnuch the same as beneflt societiesu and if " t h e  

racial consciouçness of the community was inclined to lean 

toward West Indian Black identity," these organizations 

demonstrated and nurtured black 

provided important social outlets, 

leadership. 359  They a l s o  

offering community members 

358 Ruck, W e e  Nova Scotian Rlack Churches, p . i .  There were 
a large number of blacks from America and the West Indies 
working in the Blast Furnace of the Dominion Steel Company w h o  
likely made up the  majority of the Garveyites. 

3 ' 9 ~ e a t o n ,  "Religious Affiliation," p.123-124. 
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the opportunity to build skills and find support. 

The black Church thus played a very di£ ferent role for 

its members than the white Church. Winks argues that the 

Church was separate because blacks I1knew they could not 

compete with whites at the collection plate or in the 

millenary shopn and criticized the black community for forming 

a separate church. 3 60 Walker points out that maintaining "a 

distinct style of life and worship [rnay] . . .  have hindered the 

cultural assimilation of blacks into mainstream society," but, 

as Walker also notes, that falsely assumes that if blacks %ad 

shown an inclination to assimilate, they would have been 

welcomed into white society. n361 That is why the theology of 

the black churches combined "a survival theology with an ethic 

of f reedom through self-determination; t136' a philosophy that 

resembles the black communityrs strategy in general for this 

period.  

Of course, the Church did have its limitations. As much 

as the Church nurtured leadership and fostered confidence, by 

its very nature it tended to be conservative and so did not 

"always welcome social change . . .  [and] rnay have stubbornly 

resisted. ..it.@' Possibly this was because the Church strove 

"for limited objectives of reform within the political 

380~inks, Blacks jn  Canadq, p . 3 3 9 ,  349. 

3 S 1 ~ a l k e r ,  Rktory of Blacks j n Canada, p .  135. 

"'~aris, p.27. 



system, u364 but possibly because, like the black community 

itself, the Church still had faith in the government that 

improvements were forthcoming. During World War One, the AUBA 

was "in hearty sympathy with the Empire's struggle" and 

promised I1to do a l1  in its power to encourage coloured men to 

uphold the traditions of their country, and of the empire to 

which they belonged. n365 

One area where the Church in general has consistently 

failed is in its recognition of the womenls leadership role. 

In the black community as a whole, Oliver wrote that "the 

leadership vacuum, in part, was f illed by the women, 11'66 with 

lay leadership It f requently f ernale . n367 But it was not until 

1917 that a Ladies1 Auxiliary was established, and soon became 

the "strength and backbone of the Association. u368 Women l s 

participation must have been more notable than that if Peter 

McKerrow felt in 1883 that womenls "labours are generally more 

successful than the malesu369 and "placed the responsibility of 

'6'~orton, p. 80. In 1903, women in the church were not only 
lay leaders. Morton points out that a newly arrived Arnerican 
minister, Johnson, had an ordained wife, by the name of M.E. 
Johnson* She took on quite a few leadership roles, but 
accidentally broke the law when she performed a wedding 
cerernony in 1904. She did not set any precedent for the 
ordainment of Nova Scotian wornen however. 



educat ion and race improvement on women . "O The role of the 

wornen must also have been substantial before 1917 if the First 

Congress of Coloured Wornen in Canada could be held in Halifax 

in 1920, followed in 1921 by the Congress of Nova Scotia 

Colored Women . 371 Both events were sponsored by the AUBAf s 

Ladies Auxiliary, which had arisen £rom an East Preston 

meeting four years earlier of AUBA women entitled "Meeting at 

the Well. "'" 
Other AUBA committees assigned to initiate change were 

not always as effective, such as the AUBA1s Committee on 

Social Service and ChiLd Welfare and the Committee on Rural 

and Urban Life, both of which served " t o  keep community issues 

before  the Association rather than act as instruments of 

social change. f1373 But the achievements of the Church outweigh 

the drawbacks, especially since the Church helped establish 

"an Afro-Canadian identity [and] . . .  demonstrated the physical 

"II£ they were not, they would be exceptional. Evelyn 
Higginbotham argues in "Beyond the Sound of Silence: Afro- 
American Women in Historytl (Çender & Histonr Vol.1 No.1 
Spring 1989: 57) that black women contributed a great deal to 
the womenls right movernent and that "black churchwomen 
organized independent ly of men and implemented programs for 
the social and economic uplift of the black masses." Morton 
in "Separate Spheres 
were highly active 
"formal structures 

a Separate Worldfl argues that women 
church politics but excluded £ r o m  
church government and religious 

'7'~harles R. Saunders, mre  and Care: The Storv of the Nova 
Scotia Home for  Colored Childreq (Halifax: Nimbus Publishing 
Ltd., 1994): 39. 
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presence of black communities in Nova Scotia. ,, 3 7 4  

The African United Baptist Association also supported and 

encouraged the creation of the Nova Scotia Home for Coloured 

Childuen; another success for the black cornmunity in the area 

of education, incorporated in 1915. The Home was funded with 

the public support of black and white citizens, and was 

expected to help children to "pursue higher educational 

branches, and lay a foundation for leadership of the Race. ""' 
The initiative for the Home had corne from within the 

black community, as had most of the effort in its actual 

establishment, even if some of the money had been raised 

through donations frorn the white community."" James Robinson 

Johnston, a lawyer, and the Rev. Moses B. Puryear, pastox of 

Cornwallis Street Baptist Church, both were dedicated to 

seeing the dream of a Home become a reality. Both Johnston 

and Puryear believed in "the Booker T. Washington doctrine of 

practical, industrial education as the best vehicle for black 

progress. 11 377 Impressed by Booker T. Washington's Hampton 

Institute in the United States, Johnston and Puryear modelled 

the Home after the American school. 

This was reflected in the curriculum used by the Home. 

In the 1920s and 1930s, apart £rom school lessons, the Home 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3 7 4 Abucar, p.12. 

'75~achai, -ouds o f  the P r ~ r n j  sed TJand, p. 177. 

7 7 6  Pachai, Beneath the Clouds of the Promised Land, p.72. 

'"~aunders, -, p .  24. 
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taught dif ferent skills to the males and the females. The 

Home @'hoped that training in practical manual skills would 

eventually become available," but in the interim, the males 

'practicall education %onsisted of outdoor and £ a m  labour - 

cutting wood, keeping up the crops and looking after the 

Iivestock. Some trades were offered too, with t h e  males 

sometimes helping with I1carpentry and maintenance. " The 

females were responsible "for  upkeep of the entire Home," 

which provided them with practical "on-the-job training for a 

career in domest ic work . 376 

While such 'practicall training could be useful  in a 

society which supported a colour line and maintained an 

ideology of race, it did not provide opportunities that could 

of f e r  the Home s children ecomomic , social or political 

advancement. Washington's objectives were limited, and so the  

Horne's were also. However, it was t h e  initiative of the black 

community and a source of pride and inspiration for blacks 

throughout the Maritimes. If the Home did not provide a 

radical pedagogy, it did demonstrate a singificant achievement 

on the part of the black community. 

Encouraged by the creation of the Home, the African 

United Baptists' Association "called for unity and resolution 

in the black community1I at their annual convention of 1918 ."' 
The Halifax Coloured Citizensl Improvement League answered the 

3 7 8 ~ b i d ,  p. 5 4 .  

379 Pachai, 



cal1 with notable ef f ectiveness . Founded during the Great 

Depression, the League took the lead in its e f f o r t s  to promote 

unity and to bring about changes in a number of areas, 

including education. The founder of the League was Beresford 

Augustus Husbands, a successful real estate orner and 

businessman, who took an active role keeping "a  watchful eye 

on school curricula," which included successfully putting 

pressure on the Premier of Nova Scotia t o  remove B l a c k  Sambo 

f rom school reading lists . 360 Also during the Great 

Depression, the Rev. William A. White of Cornwallis Street 

Baptist Church, launched a "Five Year Programme to raise $2500 

annually to establish vocational schools in the Churchesu in 

order to combat the fact that black workers were being laid 

off at a Easter rate than white ~okers.'~~ 

Another s ign i f i can t  achievement in the same era w a s  the 

creation of the Coloured Education Centre in Halifax in 1938. 

The initiative of the black cornmunity, the Coloured Education 

Centre aimed at doing "everything possible for the benefit of 

the growing generations ; ""' a notable and necessary service in 

such a dark economic period. There were also notable 

achievernents in other  areas of the province. In Guysborough, 

located in the poorest county in Nova Scotia, the black 

cornmunity rnanaged to raise funds for and build a school in 

'BO~bid, p. 160. 

"'~inks, Blacks jn Canada, p. 3 5 0. 

"'~achai, Bensath the Clouds o f  the Promised L a ,  p.165. 
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1932. This achievement would have been extraordinary for the 

black settlements even if Nova Scotia was not suffering a 

depression which left the province llpoverty-stricken, and 

[where] common schools suff ered with separate schools for want 

of teachers, equipment and transp~rtation."'~~ 

The black community met with a number of successes and 

failures in their quest for justice and social, political and 

economic equality. Seeking justice was not a new pursuit for 

the black community. The community had sought to secure their 

rights through legal petitions since the end of the eighteenth 

century, especially in the  area of education. From the Black 

Loyalists first arrival, settlements al1 across Nova Scotia 

petitioned to have schools established in their region. For 

example, in 1820, the citiiens of Preston I1petitioned the 

government to establish a school and place of ~orship,~'~' 

which was followed eight years l a t e r  by a petition £rom 

Hammonds Plains for "a school house and a school rnaster.~'~~ 

Both petitions were successful, as was the petition £rom 

Africville, which just took longer. Africvilie, established 

in 1848, petitioned for many years before a school was built 

in 1883; a sign of the neglect which was common in the 

relationship between the  City Council and t h e  res idents  of 

Africville. The school, once it was built, lasted until 1953, 
- 

'e'~inks, B l a c k s  in Canadq, p. 3 GY. 

'e4~bucar, p. 10 . 
le5pachai, Beneafh the C l o u s  of the Promisrd w, p . 4 4 .  



at which t ime the children were transf erred to integrated 

schools . 386 

Petitions were also filed in an effort to improve the 

physical quality of life in the settlements. On August 15, 

1886, a petition came from Preston, demanding improvements on 

the main road into Halifax and Dartmouth- The petitioners 

stated that: 

as this is the only road we have to corne to market 
we would respectfully request a small sum of money 
to enable us to put the Road and Bridges in a 
passable state. "' 

In the case of Africville, there had been petitions signed for 

numerous other reasons, including "police services, building 

pemits, . . . [andl garbage pickups. " Refusing to take 

responsibility, city officiais blamed the residents for 

A£ricviliels "substandard 

Petitions were also filed for other issues, such as 

criminal justice. One petition was for the release of 

eighteen year old Bejamin Turnbull £rom the Penitentiary, due 

to il1 health. Written on March 18, 1848, the petition 

"acknowledges the justice of his sentence . . .  but since his 
confinement, his health has suffered so severely that for the 

preservation of his life he is compelled . . .  to obtain his 

'B6~lairrnont, I1Af ricville : An Historical Overview, If p. 37. 

'"PANS vol. 103 #4684. 

388~lairmont, "Af  ricville : An Historical Overview, p. 44,49. 



release. v ' e 9  One rnother also f i l e d  two petitions £rom Preston, 

hoping to have her son released early from prison. The first, 

written on July 20, 1847, described the old age of her husband 

and the good behaviour of her son in prison, and how he was 

much needed at home.390 Presumably since the f irst petition 

was unsuccessful, she sent a second petition on April 12, 

1848, where she asked the government to 

grant him a release £rom confinement to assist her 
and his family at this important and critical 
season, when planting is necessary to procure by 
the Blessing of Providence the means of subsistence 
after the severe privation of the past years.391 

Accornpanying the petition was a note from the penitentiary, 

verifying the good behaviour of the prisoner. Although it was 

not entirely clear £rom the writing beside the petition, there 

did seem to be a note saying that he was allowed to return to 

h i s  home. 

Whether or not petitions w e r e  successful, it w a s  not for 

a lack of trying. A petition £rom the area around 

Lawrencetown on February 27, 1864 is a good illustration of 

the communityt s persistence in seeking equality before the 

law . 
year 

The petition arose £rom an incident that had occurred a 

eawlier : 

sometime in the early part of last year one John 
Robinson of the district of Lawrencetown applied 
for and obtained a grant of thirty £ive acres of 

j 6 9 ~ ~ ~ ~  RG 5 vol.1 #162. 

3 9 9 A N ~  RG 5 vol.1 #156. 

3 9 ' ~ ~ ~ ~  RG 5 vol. 1 #l6O. 



land and water.. . [Hl is grant included land running 
into the Harbor which has been used. . . by the - 
inhabitants of Lawrencetown ever since the 
settlement of that place. 

This was not the first petition either. As the petition 

explains : 

when petitioners first heard that the said John 
~obinson had made application of said land they 
caused a protest to be filed in the Surveyor 
Generalls Office protesting against the passage of 
the same fully setting forth their reasons therein. 

Thus the frustration of the petitioners was not just that the 

land was given to this man, but that there had been an earlier 

petition, which "was not entertained by the Committee 

appointed to consider the application.I1 The petitioners were 

also upset because they thought themselves to be " the  most 

influential inhabitants of the district." They expressed 

their frustration once again at the end of the petition, 

remarking that 

if the right of Petitioners had been duly 
considered in the first instance no such grant 
could have been pased. . . Petitioners have beeen 
greatly in jured  thereby and wholly excluded from a 
right which they have exercised without 
interruption for over a lifetime. 

As a final request, the petitioners sought to I1restore the 

rights . . . improperly taken f rom them. lt3" Fully exerting their 

rights under the law, the black community tried to receive 

equal status. 

The black community also petitioned the government in an 

effort to receive proper representation in the House of 



Assembly. A February 11, 1834 petition from a number of areas 

north of Halifax, including Dartmouth, Preston, Eastern 

Passage, Chezzetcook and others, infomed the govenment that: 

your Petitioners are aware that as the 
representation for the County now stands, they, 
together with several other populous districts in 
the quarter have in a manner no voice in the 
election of a representative. 

The petitioners declared that it was 

the right that every freeholder should have to some 
share in the choice of a Legislature by whose 
deliberations almost every privilege they enjoy and 
every law they are to obey must be determined and 
made. 

In light of this, the petitioners hoped I1that their claim be 

considered and that their immediate interests may not be l e f t  

any longer unrepresented. 113'3 

One of t h e  less successful petitions was in the early 

part of the twentieth century, when black settlements 

"petitioned to have several separate schools abolished. "'" It 
is not surprising considering that twenty years before that, 

two petitions had been presented to the House of Assembly; 

petitions which had helped spark the debates over legislating 

segregation in the schools. The pet itions seemed 

straightforward in their rejection of segregation, letting it 

be known to the House that 

it is utterly false for any man to Say that the 
colored people of this city ever concurred in such 

" '~obin  W. Winks, "Negroes in the Maritimes: An Introductory 
Survey," Dalhousie Review Vo1.48 Winter 1968-69: 466. 



an arrangement, 
Council assumes 

especially when the sa id  minute of 
an inferiority which w e  deny. 395 

The debate surrounding the petitions was discussed in the 

last chapter, but what was not discussed were some of the 

other motivations behind the delegationls desire to have 

schools desegregated. Judith Fingard, in "Race and 

Respectability in Victorian Halifaxu, reveals how class 

interestç within the black community at the end of the 

nineteenth century w e r e  partially behind the petition. As 

Fingard points out, with education for blacks in Halifax only 

offered for the primary level, the black elitels children 

"faced a bleak prospect if they could not even finish their 

school ing . 396 

Opposing the segregated schools, t h e  delegation presented 

a number of compelling reasons for desegregation. The 

delegation complained that the schools were in poor areas of 

the city, were poorly equipped and staffed inadequately. Such 

conditions made thern feel like second-class citizens, despite 

the fact tha t  t h e y  paid the same taxes as the white 

community. "' In 1884, their worries were partially responded 

to by an amendment allowing black children to attend schools 

' 9 5 ~ ~ ~  RG series P vo1.78, p.2-3 Assernbly Petitions, 
Education, 1883. 

396 Judith Fingard, "Race and Respectability in Victorian 

Halifax," Journal of Irrperial and Commonwealth Historv Vol.20 
No.2 May 1992: 182. 



in the w a r d s  where they lived, which largely applied to 

secondary schools since there were primary schools in the 

black areas which the black students would be expected to 

attend. Fingard raises the possibility that 

members of the black e l i t e  had initially tried to 
strike a deal with the school authorities by which 
they would ensure that in return for the 
acknowledgement of their right to attend the public 
schools unirnpeded, the right would never be 
exercised by more than 25 per cent of the black 
school children. 

Perhaps that is why the Rev. H.B. Johnson w a s  careful not to 

offend the Cornmittee Legislative Council when he and the rest 

of the delegation presented their petition. He began his 

speech by letting the politicians know that he "was not there 

seeking equality socially of the colored people with the 

white, but seeking their rights as citizens to equal 

educational advantages with the white children . u'99 But, 

ultimately, the delegation was successful in its goal of high 

school integration. Although the later amendment did not 

benefit the entire black community, the black e l i t e s '  efforts 

demonstrated that the black community was not willing to be 

treated as inferior by the white community, even if I1their 

devotion to respectabilityI1 could be at the expense of other 

blacks . 

39a~bid, p.184. 

399 dj an R e c o r w ,  April 2 1884. 

'OO~ingard, "Race and Respectability, p. 172. 



Regardless of the class interests that provided a 

motivation for the filing of some of the petitions, the fact 

that the black community continued to file petitions is very 

revealing. The petition is significant as much for what it 

said as for what it tried to do, since it denied the 

inferiority of blacks and challenged an institution tnat 

helped to maintain the blacks marginal position in Nova Scotia 

society. It is an example, as Scott describes it, of testing 

"the limits of the possible .  u401 

These attempts to achieve political equality, although 

limited in their success, illustrate that the black cornmunity 

was unwilling to be ignored by the more powerful  white 

cornmunity, and were willing to work as a community to bring 

about change. As Francis L. Broderick and August Meier point 

out Nesro Protest Thought in the Twentieth Centurv, 

the  central thrust of Negro protest has always 
struck at discrimination and segregation; the 
central demand has always been for equal treatment 
with other citizens. Early in the [twentieth] 
century active propaganda, legal action, and 
lobbying for legislation were considered radical 
techniques. 'O' 

These community challenges to the obstacles created by 

discrimination help to dispel Winks' belief that it took men 

like W.P. Oliver to persuade the larger black community that 

'OZl?rancis L. Broderick and August Meier, eds. -test 
t jn the Twenti e t h  c i e n t u  (New York: Bobbs-Merrill 

Company, Inc., 1965) : xvi. 



education was the solution to their problems. 4 3 3  

ït was with the same dignity and sense of purpose that 

black Nova Scotian men volunteered to join the Army after the 

outbreak of the First World War. As Walker points out, the 

young men llvolunteered in order to gain group recognition and 

to further che rightstf of their community, hoping that by 

making a contribution they "could help to overcome the 

disadvantages f aced by their communities . " ' O 4  Spurred on by a 

faith in the government and a belief that the war was justly 

waged, black men throughout Nova Scotia attempted to join the 

army. Although no official discriminatory recruitment policy 

existed, commanding off icers " w e r e  free to accept or reject  

any volunteer for any reason. " ' O 5  In the earlier part of the 

nineteenth century, such reasons were that soldiers "did not 

want t o  lose social prestige by association with people late 

f rom slavery, "'O6 or as one commander remarked: "neither my 

men nor myself would care to sleep alongside [Blacks], or to 

4 C 4  James W. St .G. Walker, "Race and Recruitment in World War 
I,I1 Canadian Historical Review V o 1 . 7 0  No.1 1989: 3, 5 .  

4oS~alker, "Race and Recruitment in World War 1, p.7. 
According to Crawford Killian in Go Do Some Great Thing, 
although local commanders in British Columbia were given the 
same discretionary powers as those in Ontario and Nova Scotia, 
one unit did accept a black man. But as was the case 
elsewhere in the country, " the  great majority of Blacks who 
volunteered for service were assigned to construction and 
forestry unitsu (p. 159) . 



sit with them, especially in warm weather. 14'' 

By the begiming of the twentieth century, the reason for 

blacks being kept out of the army was the f e a r  of having 

blacks trained to kill whites . ' O 8  The -011 Roval 

Snectator printed a discussion about France using black 

soldiers in 1914, which expressed one concern over having 

blacks trained to fight: 

if they were taught that they could defeat one race 
of white men, they might become seized with the 
idea that they could also defeat any other race. 

Another opinion included religion in the racial argument, with 

the worry being that 

nearly al1 the black and yellow t roops  that could 
be put in t h e  f i e l d  by France and Britain are 
Mohammedans, and that to permit them to slaughter 
Christians of one race would be a mere incitement 
for them to slaughter those of another nation.'Og 

Despite such attitudes, the black community w a s  eager to jo in  

the white troops in combat. 

After much lobbying and pers i s tence  by the black 

cornmunity, the No.2 Construction Battalion was formed on July 

5, 1916. The Battalion was the direct result of the black 

cornmunity's efforts, since Yhey were not prepared to accept 

meekly a policy, o f f i c i a l  o r  unoffical, that  rejected them on 

4 0 7  Pachai, aeneath the Clouds of the Promised Land, p .121 .  

"'~alker, "Race and Recruitment i n  World War 1, l1 p. 1. 

409 s Rovai Ssectatof, Sept 17 1914 p . 1 .  



racial grounds . ""O What is even more remarkable is that 

"despite previous rejections and the segregated status of the 

Battalion, Black men and boys throughout the country 

immediately volunteered for duty . " Furthermore, approximately 

500 volunteers came from Nova Scotia, which was more than 

£rom any other part of Canada."' On the surface, such 

enthusiasm, particularly from Nova Scotia, seems peculiar, 

unless one recognizes that this eagerness represents 

a confidence in themselves . . .  while recognizing the 
restrictions irnposed on themselves . . . ,  they were 
convinced that by their own efforts and the good 
will of white Canada they could remove those 
restrictions. 4''. 

And as Walker points out, such a confidence could only corne 

£rom people llconvinced that they were equal and could achieve 

recognition of their equality. l f 4 "  

  ut the reality of the situation was that the blacks 

returned to a country that was not eager for change."' 

Veterans 

came back to a society no better than they had left 

 alvin vin W. R u c ~ ,  The Black Battalion 19164920: Canada* 
Be= K e ~ t  Milita= Secret 

. . (Halifax: Nimbus Publishing Ltd, 
1987) : 7. 

'"~alker, "Race and Recruitment in World War 1, p .  26. 

"'~rawford Killian points out in Go Do Some Great Thing that 
in British Columbia, black veterans were welcomed home with 
the establishment of the Ku Klux Klan in the province. Due to 
the low numbers of blacks, the KKK Veil back on anti-Oriental 
agitationu (p. 1 6 1 )  . 



it. Most b l a c k s  picked up their lives as barbers 
and construction workers and - . .  became inducted in 
the new labour force as sleeping car  porter^."^ 

Nonetheless, the black community had participated in the War 

and show their courage and loyalty, challenging and defeating 

racist and discriminatory policies that had attempted to 

prevent their participation. 

The black communityls efforts to challenge discrimination 

did not begin or end with the First World War. The black 

community had found a number of ways to adapt and excel in a 

situation where they were "a self-sufficient community in al1  

but economic terms. u 4 1 6  

With many settlements able to grow enough food to subsist, the 

black community survived through the nineteenth century and 

slowly managed to "make the transition from a subsistence to 

a cash econorny . ""' 
When they did, to reduce the control of the white 

community, srnall businesses provided an alternative to white 

businesses. Business people within the settlements also 

helped to ease some of the difficulty of discrimination by 

organizing themselves to financially support community 

projects. The Wilberforce Oddfellows Lodge was cornmitted to 

the advancement of their b l a c k  community in Halifax as were 

the Pioneer and Progressive Clubs of Weymouth Falls. In 

4 1 5 ~ a c h a i ,  Beneath the Cl o u  of the Promj sed w, p .  192. 

' I6walker,  BI ack Tclentitv, p. 18. 
417 Abucar, p - 1 3 .  



Weymouth Falls, in the final quarter of 1929, the "black 

people were owning homes and property. . . [and enjoying] secular 
and cultural activities . " 4 ' 8  And in Glace Bay, a community 

hall was built due to the efforts of both the black and white 

communities . 4'9 

With few jobs available to black workers that did not 

involve menial or casual labour, black males turned to better 

paying jobs in transportation when they arose. As Fingard 

argues in "Frorn Sea to Rail, Ilthe work provided a certain 

degree of protection for a marginalized population, but 

resulted in job specialization which was as ghettoizing as it 

was sustaining." Fingard also points out that 

ernployment at sea or on rail helped to protect 
resident blacks £rom upheavals in the local economy 
and £rom the lack of opportunity in occupations 
which depended on the small black clientele of 
Halifax City, the t o m  of Dartmouth and Halifax 
~ o u n t y  . ''O 

Equipped with newly-acquired skills, some blacks would r e t u r n  

to their home to set up a private business. Fingard cites the 

example of George Roache, who had started as cook-steward and 

upon returning to Hafifax, began a catering Company which 

evolved i n t o  a small restaurant chain. 421  

On the railways, black porters did as much as they could 

- -  - - - - - - -- - - 

"*~achai, Beneath t h e  Clouds of t h e  Promised Land, p. 156. 

"'~bid, p .  156. 

"O~ingard, "From Sea and Rail," p.64, 60. 

"'lbid, p . 5 3 .  



t o  p ro tec t  the  black comrnunity's interests and to bring about 

improvements in working conditions. Despite the CPR's 

intimidation of its workers, some porters participated in the 

General Strike i n  Winnipeg, w h i l e  o thers  attempted t o  join t h e  

O r d e r  of Sleeping Car Por te rs  (OSCP) i n  1 9 1 9 .  For their 

efforts, 36 porters w e r e  f ired. '2' For other railways, like 

the CNR, black unions came into being in 1917, starting with 

the OSCP and followed in 1925 by the Brotherhood of Sleeping 

Car Porters (BSCP) . As Calliste points out, "they were t h e  

beginnings of organized black labour on the railways and a 

challenge to the existence of 'white onlyt unions. 4 2 3  It kas 

not just transportation jobs that required blacks t o  relocate . 

C a r e e r s  in sport, particularly boxing, drew a number of black 

men away £rom Nova Scotia. Charles Saunders, in Sweat and 

S u ,  provides an account of some of the famous boxers that 

originated from Nova Sco t i a .  These boxers, i n  their own 

field, made some significant challenges and changes to t h e  

colour line. When George Dixon won the bantamweight 

championship against Nunc Wallace in 1890, l'a black was 

champion of a world in which those who questioned white 

supremacy were either silenced or ign~red.~'~' As Saunders 

4 2 2 ~ a l l i s t e ,  "Sleeping C a r  Porters in Canada," p.8. 

423 Calliste, I1Blacks on Canadian Railways," p . 3 7 .  

'"charles R. Saunders, Sweat and Sou] : The Sasa o f  Black 
Boxers £rom the Halifax Forum to Caesays Palace (Dartmouth: 
Lancelot Press and the Black Cultural Centre fo r  N o v a  Scotia, 
1990) : 27. 



points out, boxing "was seen as the only arena in which blacks 

could compete with whites on something approaching an equal 

baSiS. 11425 Unf ortunately, whether it was John Perry, "the Black 

Sailor" , George Dixon, "Little ChocolateIt , or Sam Langf ord, 

they al1 had to leave the province to be successful boxers. 

Other sports. within Nova Scotia, provided the black 

community with opportunities to exploit and, when possible, 

dispute the colour line. From 1880 until after the First 

World War, hockey w a s  a popular sport in the black community. 

Black hockey was "primarily witnessed among local black 

communities" but nonetheless "offered black people a means of 

obtaining a degree of dignity which was usually denied to them 

by tne dominant culture. w 4 ' 6  When the game gained some 

popularity among the white community, the black hockey 

enthusiasts took t n e  opportunity to "enhance their reptation 

among whites," trying to bring 'respectabilityl to the game by 

ttpursuing common interests with white reformers " such as 

taking up progressive causes like temperance and by bringing 

' organizationt to the sport .'" They also took the opportunity 

to profess t h e i r  a l leg iance  t o  the Crown, naming teams in 

T r u r o  and Dartmouth t h e  'Jubilee-Victoria, l in an effort to 

assert t h e i r  equality, much like they did during public 

'%heldon Gillis, "Putting It On Ice: A Social History of 
Hockey in the Maritimes, 1880-1914,1t (Unpublished masters 
thesis, Saint Mary's University, 1994) : 75, 96. 



ce lebra t ions  and parades. 

Baseba l l  was another sport  that offered the black 

community some opportunities, although it too had its costs. 

Black players  had t o  walk a fine line f o r  t h e i r  audiences, 

s ince  managers and fans "encouraged clowning and buffoonery" 

but also looked forward t o  good playing,  as "their abilities 

were respected by both the opponents and the fans .u42s  Colin 

Howell in Northern Sandlotç, points  out that baseball "helped 

to promote racial s o l i d a r i t y  and black self -esteeml but 

testified to the continuing exclusion of blacks £rom 

mainstream society . At the same tirne, f o r  players of 

baseball and hockey, sports 

served as a resource for minorities, promoting a 
sense of self-respect and accornplishment to those 
who took part, and now and then helped them on the 
economic margin to pick up a few extra dollars to 
supplement their income. " 
Baseball provided even more than economic and moral 

benefits for t he  individual players. Howell also argues that 

the basebail clubs "provided a sense of camaraderie and social 

interdependence sirnilar to that found in other fraternal 

institutionsm and encouraged "racial pride and neighbourhood 

i d e n t i t y . "  More significantly, they tfpromoted the communityls 

4 2 8 ~ o l i n  D .  Howeil , North- S ~ d b t - s  (Toronto : University of 
Toronto Press, 1995) : 173. 

4 2 9  Ibid, p.179. 
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potential f o r  creativity and self-impr~vement."'~' It is not 

suprising that many of the clubs were supported by local  

churches, such as the Seasides, from Africville, who "had a 

close a s s s o c i a t i o n  w i t h  the local African Baptist Church, ,, 432  

i n  t h e i r  effort t o  take an active role i n  one aspect of the 

social l i f e  of white society. 

The black comrnunity, detemined to assert their equality, 

sought justice through any means possible. ~upported in their 

settlements and neighbourhoods and encouraged by the Church, 

the black community challenged the government to provide them 

with opportunities, and looked to t he  social sphere for 

recognition and for opportunities that would provide economic 

and social advancement. This history of struggle, l i m i t e d  

though it was in its outward gains, laid the foundation for 

future struggles. As Second World W a r  provided the impetus 

for a civil rights movement south of the border, what 

possibilities lay ahead for  Nova Scotia's black community and 

thei r  struggle for equality depended on their past experience 

of protest and on how the ideology of race would adapt itçelf 

i n  post-war Nova Scotia. 



137 - 
The Second World War is believed to have ushered in great 

political, economic and social changes that were fe l t  al1 over 

t h e  world. The overt racism of the Nazi regime had helped to 

illuminate the inequality and discrimination that existed in 

many democratic countries, where many people began "to attack 

the notion of inherent  racial inequality. 1 1 4 3 3  In North 

America, the War offered opportunities for a new relationship 

between the white and black communities. 

American historical scholarship reflects the belief that 

the Second World War brought significant changes with it. A 

primary catalyst for the American civil rights movement 

suggested by scholars is the  impact of the Second World War on 

. American society. In Political Procws and the Develo~ment of 

Black Inçursencv 1930-1970, Doug McAdam argues that the War 

had a large impact on the political and social structure of 

the United States and provided an opportunity for a change in 

the status of Af rican Americans . 4 3 4  As Jack Bloom points out 

. . in Class. Race and the  CiviJ Riahts Movernent, the War "opened 

up jobs for blacks, took them off farms, and set them in 

cities, it put guns in their hands and trained them to use 

them . . .  [and] exposed blacks to education and to the world and 



made them cosmopolitan . 1v435 
As the War progressed, a new optimism could be felt 

throughout the American black community "f uelled by an 

increasing sense of power that blacks now had and an increased 

indignation concerning treatment they felt they no longer had 

to  endure.^"^ Thus "the war for black soldiers crystallized 

into a "double Vw campaign . . .  a campaign to stop the spread of 
totalitarianism in Europe and to destroy the vestiges of 

- racism in Arnerica.~~'~' In The Afro American and the Second 

World War, Neil Wynn argues that "the 'Negro revoltl of the 

1960s cannot be understood unless seen £rom the perspective of 

wartime change. 

Such a transformation could be felt in the black Nova 

Scotian community as well. Bridglal Pachai points out in 

Beneath the Clauds of the Promised Lana, that the ideological 

challenge fighting such a war brought to those who were 

involved helped to bring about such achievements as the 

li61bid, p. 77. The black community also pointed out the 
contradictions that surrounded the ideology of the War, 
comparing "the white supremacy doctrine in Arnerica to t 
plan for the Negroes." Such comparisons were made by 
that covered both ends of t he  political spectrum, such 

he Nazi 
groups 
as the 

NAACP and the Urban League. See Richard M. Dalfiume, "The 
Forgotten Years l of t h e  Negro Revolution, J o ~ n a l  of 

istorv Vol.55 No.1 June 1968: 96. 

"'~hillip McGuire, Taas for a Jim Crow Amy: Letters f r o ~  
Black Soldiers in World War I'I; (Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, 
Inc., 1983) : 80. 

43B~eil A. Wynn, mAfro'American a d  the Second World War 
(New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers, 1976): vii. 
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~tlantic Charter, the United Nations, and the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. 4 3 9 White soldiers It tended to 

'forgetl differences in race, creed and color simply because 

of [a] mutual needN to  survive. 440 Black soldiers "gained new 

insights and had cultivated new aspirations . . .  [including a] 
renewed struggle f o r  p o l i t i c a l  independence . . .  by the Second 

World W a r  . 
For the black community as a whole, new job opportunities 

and the exposure to other countries and cultures broadened and 

deepened t h e i r  vision of the fu ture  and t h e i r  role in it. Out 

of necessity, employment opportunities were opening up for the 

black community, with women given work as stenographers and in 

the steel plants442 while men were starting to work as office 

clerks, pharmacists and postal workers . '43 The War "opened new 

prospects and n e w  horizonst1 for soldiers; soldiers who re- 

entered civilian l i f e  with a fresh determination to 

succeed . . .  encouraged by the lessons learned a s  a result of 

meeting people £rom different parts of the ~ o r l d . ~ ~ ' "  

i39~achai, Beneath the Clouds of t h e  P r o m j  sed Lang, p .  193. 

4 4 0  Thomson, p . 6 8 .  

442 . Barnes et al, Tradltional Lifetime Storieç Vol~ume 2, p.26. 

"3~illiam Pearly Oliver, "Cultural Progress of the Negro i n  
Nova ScotiatM Qalhousie Review Vo1.29 1949-50: 297. 

4 4 4 Pachai, Fsneath the Clouds of the Promised Land, p.199. 
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But whether the changes brought by the Second World War 

were significant enough to shake the foundation of the 

ideology that had been continually constructed since the 

arriva1 of blacks in Nova Scotia is another question. Based 

on the limited success of the black communityfs quest for 

political, social and economic equality before the Second 

World War, the community could not successfully launch a 

significant movement without changing their strategy unless 

the ideology of race that had marginalized the black community 

prior to the War had not been refashioned to suit the post-war 

era.  Therefore, what needs to be explored is the black 

communityfs post-war struggle and what remained of the 

ideology of race that had resisted the communityfs efforts for 

over one hundred and fifty years. 

The largest difficulty in exploring the existence of a 

civil rights movement arising out of the War has been the 

temptation to compare any Canadian movement with civil rights 

movements in the United States. This has been an obstacle for 

understanding and evaluating the period between 1945 and 1960, 

since a movement in Canada is believed to have started only 

after that period. At the very least, ignoring this period is 

ignoring the transition of black protest in Nova Scotia and 

the adaptability of the pre-War ideology of race in post-War 

Nova Scotia. 

Any direct comparison with the United States has 

overlooked the unique difficulties that the black community in 



Nova Scotia endured. In the United States, for the civil 

rights movement to be considered a legitimate movement, it 

needed to be I1a t t r ibu ted  to great or charismatic leadership, 

and the leaders of  the movement . . . drafted into a sanitized 
pantheon of Great Men. Such a requirement could not be met 

by the Nova Scotian black community for a number of reasons. 

It has had few designated leaders over its long history, with 

the possible exception of D r .  William Oliver in his work for 

the African United Baptist Association and the Nova Scotia 

Department of Education in the mid-20th century. It is not  

surprising that provincial leaders did not emerge, given that 

the forty-three black settlements in Nova Scotia were sparsely 

populated and distant from one another. Nova Scotia also 

lacked the large population base the black community in the 

Southern United States had t o  draw £rom, and even if the 

community had worked collectively, would not have made up as 

significant a proportion of the population to concern 

politicians or draw national media attention as the blacks in 

the United S t a t e s  were able to in the 1950s . 4 4 "  

The media played a large role in the American movementls 

" k i m  Lacy Rogers, l ' O r a l  History and the History 
Rights Movement, 1t &iirnaI o f  Amerj c m  Hhtorv 

of the Civil 
Vol.75 No.2 

4 4 6 In Alienat i on and Resbtance  : The Pol  i t l c a l  Beha . . vior of 
A l i  - (Pa10 Alto: R & E Research Associates, Inc., 
1979) , Paula Denice M c C l a i n  points out that the black 
population i n  1979  made up approximately one per cent o f  the 
population in Canada, while in the United States, blacks made 
up over eleven per cent and were the majority in some regions 
of the Southern United States (p. 1) . 



historical and public legitimacy. The media needed a 

"striking image and sensational event [like] a fiery speech 

[or] police brutality.. . [and hadl a preference for mass 

meetings and demonstrations or for action of any sort. 11447 

With the attention of the United Statesf media, the movementls 

goals and strategies were flobscured by dramatic events and 

charismatic leaders [who] . . . fit the media s ernphasis on 

con£ lict and celebrity and the publict s demand for mythical 

leaders and heroic sacrifice. The African Nova Scotian 

communi ty only seemed to receive negat ive media attention, 

highlighting what had been done to the community rather than 

what the community had done in an effort to overcome its 

marginal position. 

The best example of this would be the coverage of 

Africville and some other black settlements in the 1950s and 

early 1960st which focused on the unsanitary conditions of the 

settlement rather t han  the lack of assistance the city 

government had provided. Sylvia Fraser's Star Weekly article, 

"The Slow and Welcome Death of Africvillen, described t h e  

community as being "like a patient that has shivered for weeks 

in the corridor of a ho~pital.~~ Fraser also called 

Africville 

4 4 7  King, p.210. 

4 4 8 Carol Muelier, " E l l a  Baker and the Origins of 'Participatory 
ivj  1 Riahts Mo Democracy', fl Women in the C v 

S. 1943 - 1965 Vicki L . Crawf ord, Jacqueline Anne 
Rouse and Barbara Woods, eds . (Brooklyn : Carlson Publishing 
Inc, 1990) : 51. 



the story of a community whose founders broke from 
the cruel fetters of physical slavery only to have 
their children fa11 into the equally cruel fetters 
of economic slavery . "' 

A Maclean's article by Susan Dexter, "The Ghetto That Fears 

Integrat ionn, despite the peculiar title, described how the 

City of Halifax built a sewer Itwhich drained to the surface 

plunk in the middle of Africvilie . . .  the sewage came from the 
communicable-disease ward in the ho~pital.~~"~ Neither article 

examined what the black community did in response to their 

conditions, except to suggest that the black community might 

over react, with Dexter quoting R e v .  Charles Coleman £rom the 

Nova Scotia Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

(NAASCP) saying that he was not "anti-white ... but pro- 

Negro . . .  1 want to create a climate of freedorn.~'~' 

Other black communities received similar treatrnent by the 

media. Edna Staebler wrote an article on New Road Settlement 

for Maclean's entitled "Would You Change the Lives of These 

People? in 1956. Staeblerts first comment about New Road 

Settlement was that it was "alrnost as obscure and sinister as 

a village in an African junglett with It jungle-like paths. 

Staebler provided equally disturbing descriptions of the 

4 4  9 Sylvia Fraser, "The  Slow and Welcome Death of Africville,~ 
Star Weekly January 1 1966: 2-7. 

3 50 Susan Dexter, IfThe Ghetto That Fears Integration," Maclean's 
Vol .78 No. 14 July 24 1965: 16. 

452~dna Staebler "Would You Change the Lives of These People?" 
Maclean's May 12 1956: 30, 60. 



people, describing one resident as "a big black man with a 

broad friendly grin, wide rolling eyes and a straw hat set 

jauntily on the s i d e  of h i s  headu and the children as having 

"woolly hair.~'~~ When Staebler quoted the man, she wrote it 

las she heard itt : 

1 took a few jobs deah, now an1 then . . .  but they 
always f iahed me f oah doin l nothin l . "' 

Staebler also cornrnented on the conditions the black community 

faced. Since "the people have no skills", the community 

"lived on what they could find on the barrens to eat or  to 

~ e l l . ~ ~ ' ~ ~  Her explanation for the black community being 

"wretchedly poor and untaughtn w a s  that they w e r e  llaccustomed 

t o  wan southern sunshine, the plantation system and the lash, 

[SOI they were helpless in their new situation.u456 

Staeblerts article was one of the first to bring national 

attention to the blacks of Nova Scotia, providing Canada with 

an intentional glimpse of the effects of an ideology of race 

on a community and an unintentional demonstration of the 

ideology of race in her report. The condescending tone of 

Staeblerls report is not to be unexpected considering the 

dominance of the ideology of race. What should also not be 

surprising is the focus of Steablerl s, Fraser1 s or Dexterls 



article. Paul Hartmann and Charles Husband point out in 

Bacisrn and the Mass Me& that, when it cornes to the issue of 

'race1, the media ignores the successes of the black community 

and focuses instead on "crime, riots and troublen or 

"discrimination against b l a c k s  . 11457 
These articles also illustrâte that the ideology of race 

that had thrived in Nova Scotia before the War was alive and 

well. As Dr. Oliver commented in 1954, 

racial discrimination against Negroes in Nova 
Scotia is proving harder to beat than ' J i m  C r o w i s r n '  
in the Southern United States . . .  Discrimination by 
Whites in this province is harder to offset because 
it is so subtle. We have found that Whites are 
ducking the issue that both we and they know must 
be faced. "' 

Jules Oliver in his assessment of the NSAACP, believes that 

"as time passed, overt discrimination evolved into a more 

subtle discrimination, making it more difficult to fightu and 

"where there was no legislation forbidding such evils, fl 

discrimination could exist "without fear of legal 

repercussion. ""' 
Economic discrimination remained a reality for the black 

community, regardless of any employment opportunities that 

were available to the black community during the War. As 

4 5 7 ~ a u l  Hartmann and Charles Husband, Bgcisrn and the Mass Media. 
(London: Davis-Poynter Ltd., 1974) : 141, 146. 

4 58 Jules R.  Oliver, "The Nova Scotia Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People: An Historical Evaluation of 
the Organization and the Role It Has Played in the Area of 
Employment , (Unpublished masters thesis, MSSW, 1969) : 27. 



Eugene Williams points out in ffNova Scotia Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People: An Historical Review of the 

Organization and Its Role in the Area of Educati~n,~~ after the 

War, blacks 

were still not eligible for equal opportunities. . . 
[O] bvious reasons were that the Negro lacked not 
only academic training but also vocational training 
which left him unskilled. Some occupations were 
becoming obsolete because of automation. Further 
to this concrete evidence was the myth attributed 
to the Negro and many other oppressed people - that 
he was inferior. 4 6 0  

This was evident in what Jules Oliver calls the practice of 

'hidden discriminationf found in Nova Scotia in this period. 

Employers would create such stipulations as "requiring that an 

employee of the f im vouch for an employeeff or "label some 

jobs, usually the lowest as fNegro-Jobst...with menial çtatus 

and little.. .security.~'~' 

That was if employers were willing to hire blacks at all. 

Oliver provides some revealing opinions of store managers and 

their hiring policies in "The Nova Scotia Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People: An Historical Evaluation of 

t h e  ~rganization and the Role It Has Played in the Area of 

Employment." Managers either had not "given any thought to 

hiring a Negrou or felt that since "we had a bad incident here 

twelve years ago, involving a Negro and a white.. - 1  havent t 

460 Eugene Williams, IlNova Scotia Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People: An Historical Review of the 
Organization and Its Role in the Area of Education Diploma 
T h e s i s ,  (Unpublished diploma thesis, MSSW, 1969) : 4 .  
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w a n t e d  to hire Negroes." One comment revealed that the  sole 

of t h e  black person in the post-War period had not really 

changed, with the manager preferring "a coloured chap to clean 

out the well, because coloured chaps are such good workers.~~'~~ 

The ideology of race showed its force in more violent 

w a y s  as well. The shooting of a black man £rom Africville on 

January 10, 1946 in the north end of Halifax revealed the 

marginal position blacks held in the post-war period, as w e l l  

a s  the contempt with which the black commmunity was held by 

the white community. The man, James Izzard, had been pulled 

over by the police, apparently because he was driving "an 

ancient sedan." When Constable Arthur Wesley asked to see his 

driver's license, Wesley discovered that it had been revoked. 

Scared, Izzard ran. Wesley fired two s h o t s  in the air, 

warning him to stop. Two more officers came running to the 

scene, and the officers pursued Izzard. As they chased him, 

two more warning shots were fired, but Izzard continued to 

flee. A fifth shot hit Izzard in the back, and he fell. That 

evening, Izzard was in critical condition at the victoria 

General Hospital. 

The story not only demonstrates the police off icers 

disregard for the black community, but the newspaperl s 

disregard as well. The B l i f a x  Maj L reported the story as if 

the police off icers  were on a hunt, stalking a wild animal. 

The story begins describing Izzard as l'the hunted in a wild 



chase ... in which three policeman were the pursuers." As the 

chase progressed, after four shots were f ired as warnings, 

"the fifth found its mark in the fleeing figure, inf  licting 

wounds which are considered grave." This shot I1halted 

Izzardls dodging dash through the Agricola-Almon-Maynard 

s t r e e t  district." The "slug from the constablels revolver 

struck Izzard in the right section of his back below the 

shoulder blade, ploughed through a lung and emerged through 

the front of his body." Shot, "Izzard crumpled behind a 

Maynard Street dwelling. If the newspaper had not done 

enough to demean the black population, the title for the 

article as it appeared on the second page was simply 

uAfricvilleu, even though the incident did not take place 

there . 46" 

The police off icers and the department they worked for 

treated the black cornmunity no better. Despite the fact that 

a citizen was shot for driving a car without a license, the 

Civic Safety Committee "supported the three constables 

involved, clearing them of any possible negligence.I1 Even 

Mayor Allen Butler stood behind the police department, stating 

that 

M a d ,  Friday January 11 1946, p. l , 2 .  

4 64 The Nova Scotia media proved to be equally uninsightful 
regarding the issue of racism in their account of a cross 
burning in New Glasgow on August 22, 1949. The Evenjno N e w s  
described the cross burning as Ira private rnatter concerning 
the South End residentM, even though it was "a  gang of hooded 
marauders" who were responsible for the incident. See The 

ns News, August 23 1949. 



in view of recent circumstances where it was known 
arms were used in violation of the law, I think the 
constable did bis duty. He did not know whether 
this man was a hold up man or what. We've got to 
stamp out crime and we Ive got to stand behind our 
men in their doing so. 4 65 

Butler could have easily substituted the word crime l with 

Iblacks1. In an effort to disguise the blatant racism, Izzard 

was charged not only for driving without a license, but for 

"escaping after being a person in lawful custody of the 

policett and for "operathg a vehicle with defective brakes.~'~~ 

The ideology of race also affected those people in 

'helping professionsr, such as sociology. C.R. Brookbank in 

his study, "The  Af ro-Canadian Communt ies in Halifax County : 

A Preliminary Sociological Survey, reveals the ideological 

limitations of his discipline in understanding the black 

community. Brookbank pointed out t h a t  

the fine points of responsibility and the ability 
to act logically and independently in a free 
situation, cannot be acquired legally and alrnost 
overnight as can f reedom. . . [Il t is my feeling that 
the Negroes in Nova Scotia are even today in the - 
latter stages of a long 

4 6 P  
rocess towards 

responsibility and independence. 

Brookbank suggested that the children in the Home for Colored 

Children I1must be orphans or illegitimates,I1 consequently 

quest ioning the "morality on these [black] settlements, a 

Mail, January 11 1946, p . 2 .  

4 67 C.R. Brookbank, "Afro-Canadian Communities in Halifax 
County, Nova Scotia: A Preliminary Sociological Survey," 
(Unpublished masters thesis, University of Toronto, 1949) : 3. 



question which is not easily an~wered."'~' He also commented 

that the black community had I1a standard of living and a 

consequent pattern of social behaviour which already leaves 

much to be desired. n4E9 The federal and provincial 

governments could have played a part in alleviating the 

difficulties the blacks faced, but their role was limited by 

the ideology of race that dictated the social and economic 

place of the black community. Two Acts that would have 

appeared to be signif icant were not particularly effective . 
The Fair Employment Practices Act of 1955 would probably have 

been more effective if the educational opportunities of the 

black and white cornmunities had been equal or if there had at 

least been some provision made for the difference in 

education. As Clairmont points out: 

treating everyone equally a£ ter centuries of 
exploitation and domination is like asking those 
who have been systematically stanred to compete in 
a race on equal terms with those who have been well 
fed and well trained; it wi11 not lead to the 
elimination of racially defined stratification 
systems . 470 

The other Act, the Equal Pay Act of 1956, also had a 

limited effectiveness. When the Act was passed, Margaret 

Conrad points out, %O attempt seems to have been made to 

en£ orce the law, and " in any event , because men and wornen 

were segregated in the workplace, cornparisons were difficult." 

' 6 8 ~ b i d ,  p .  24. 

' 6 ç ~ b i d ,  p . 4 6 .  

4 7 0  Clairmont and Wien, "Blacks and Whites," p.180. 
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Conrad a l s o  points out that "women were barred by law and 

custom from the  boardrooms, clubs and taverns where power was 

of ten mediated. u 4 7 1  The same could be said for the black 

community, male and female, who were allotted particular roles 

in society and were denied their r igh t  to the access of power 

and control by a complex and sub t l e  combination of 

discrimination, prejudice and class oppression. 

One group that did take advantage of the Fair Employment 

Practices Act was the railway porters. When porters on the 

CPR were unionized and joined the  BSCP, "a new phase of 

activisrn beganN, with membership jumping £rom 153 members in 

1942 to 620 in 1943 . 4 7 t  However, it was the Fair Employment 

Practices Act which "gave porter unions the leverage they 

needed to combat discrimination in railway empl~yment.~'~' 

Facing such discriminatory practices as an irrelevant 

'aptitude test1, the black porters found themselves prevented 

£rom any other  railway position by a Company "that tried 

everything possible to avoid promoting the black porters while 

simultaneously avoiding more FEP [Fair Employment Practices] 

complaints . " Af ter a great deal of government pressure, a 

number of blacks were hired as conductors, and were eventually 

"'~argaret Conrad, IlThe Decade of Development , The A t  l a n t  ic 
Provinces in Confedexation Ernest Forbes and D.A. Muise, eds. 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993) : 387. 

"'calliste, "Sleeping Car Porters in Canada, l1 p. 9 .  
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able to join t h e  conductorsl union.474 

Porters on the CNR also tried to benefit £rom the Fair 

Employment Practices Act. T h e i r  battle was longer than the 

CPR1s porters, but they eventually "won the right to promotion 

with full seniority." Throughout the 1950s, the two 

categories, Group I and II, remained, with the Canadian 

Brotherhood of Railway Transport and General Workers (CBRT) 

unwilling to Vry to remove the discriminatory seniority 

groupings f rom t h e  collective agreement. If In f act , the CNR 

porters ~acccused the Brotherhood of discrimination because of 

inadequate representation of their grievances, for the caste 

system and for taking away their rights of representation.~'~' 

A large number of Halifax porters, sixty-two, joined the 

Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters in protest of the CBRT1s 

poor r e ~ u l t s . ~ ~ ~  It was not until a referendum in 1964 that 

the groups were arnalgamated. Once combined, it "opened the 

way for porterst being promoted . . .  as well as being eligible 

for employment in the dining car." As Calliste points out in 

I1Sleeping Car Porters in Canadav, the Canadian Fair 

Employment Practices Act gave porters the leverage they needed 

4 7 6  Calliste, lfBlacks on Canadian Railways, II p. 41. Calliste 
points out that porters on routes in the Atlantic region were 
antagonized by the public and other workers more than in other 
areas (p.40). 



to combat the submerged split labour market.ltU7 

The black community tried to improve its economic and 

social position at home too, resisting marginalization. As 

was the case before the Second World War, the black community 

sought educational opportunities. The first black school 

teacher in Nova Scotia to graduate £rom a teaching college, 

Madeline Symonds , organized a communi ty cornmittee to raise 

funds for the building of a school in Upper Hammonds Plains in 

194 5 . "" There w e r e  also a number self-help projects, such as 

the construction of the George Washington Carver Centre in 

East Preston through the fund-raising efforts of community 

members, and new schools built in Weyrnouth Falls and 

Cherrybrook . '" 
Through these pro j ects , ~community members gained 

experience in practising skills and confidence to contract 

construction projects both within and outside the 

cornmunity . m 4 8 0  While the black community's pursuit of 

educational opportunities remained one part of their struggle, 

they w e r e  "aware that upgrading in skills and education are 

not enough to obtain better jobs. There are human constraints 

that stand in the way of one's improving his or her socio- 

'77~alliste, "Sleeping Car Porters in Canada," p.14,15. 

4 7 0  . . Barnes et al, T s a d l w  Lifetime Stories  Volume 1, p.103. 

'"G.v. Shand, ItAdult Education Among Negroes in Nova ScotiaIn 
Journal o f  Education Series 5 Vol.10 No.1 January 1961: 14. 



economic condition. v 4 8 1  

The Nova Scotia Association for the Advancement of 

Coloured People (NSAACP) emerged in 1945 to respond to both of 

these needs. The NSAACP saw as its purpose "to promote 

greater unity within the Black race and to further the 

i n t e r e s t s  of Black people of the province. l1 The philosophy 

behind this purpose was that blacks will find no solace V r o m  

the conflicts and tensions of ra~ism,~ therefore 

no thinking, sensitive Blackman could avoid 
involvement with the racial struggle, and an 
atternpt to do so would be a flight into unreality. 4 8 2 

Their  efforts were t o  focus in four areas: educat ion, 

employment, housing and hurnan relations. The NSAACP also 

prornoted community study and action groups "which would lead 

to the improvement of the community . . .  academically, 

econornically and culturally . The NSAACP was the first 

organization of its kind, attempting to unite the black 

settlements of Nova Scotia and to bring about reforms within 

the established political and social system. The NSAACP's 

actions throughout this period reveal the black comrnunity ' s 

own ideological limitations as well as their attempts t o  test 

t h e  racial ideologyls limits. 

This is partially reflected in the NSAACP1s A c t  of 

Incorporation. Although the NSAACP was willing to tlco-operate 
- - - - -- - 

"'~bid, p. 29. 

4 8s Oliver, llNSAACP,ll p.12. 

'83~homson, p. 8 6 . 



with governmental and private agenciesl1 and welcome white 

members, the organization did not see their aim "to improve 

and further the interests of the colored people of the 

provinceu as being compromised by these  alliance^.'^' Eugene 

Williams in h i s  assessrnent of the NSAACP, pointed out that 

even though the association has written letters on 
occasion or addressed other organizations, it has 
not been assertive enough in its atternpts. Through 
these methods the association has tried to inform 
the white community about problems encountered or 
attributed to Negroes, The association has tried 
to define these problerns to the white community to 
outline the problem areas ... The goals here have 
been to awaken the white community £ r o m  its 
complacency and to enlighten the liberal members of 
that comrnunity how they rnight best assist the 
Negroes . 4 8 5  

Jules Oliver argues that the NSAACP was naggressive, but not 

in a marner which would appear to be an open confrontation on 

the white society. v 4 8 6  Faced with "structural limitations 

irnposed by the size of the Black population, its scattered 

distribution and the isolation of the region, " the NSAACP1s 

approach could be seen as making the most of what they had at 

t h e  tirne."' 

Scott points out 

the importance of understanding resistance, particularly 

ideological resistance, in its context, appreciating 

- - - - - - - - 

'8'~illiams, "NSAACP, p. 8. 

'@%id, p.43-44. 

486 Oliver, "NSAACP," p.16-17. 

'8'~lairmont and Magill, "Nova Scotia Blacks," p.486. 
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resistance that is "disguised, veiled or muted for safetyls 

sake." He also stresses that an argument suggesting that 

"veiled fonns of aggression offer a harmless catharsis that 

helps preserve the status quo" ignores the magnitude of the 

s t ruggle . Perhaps that is why the NSAACP1s mandate was 

considered "radical in the commonly accepted meaning of the 

term. . . [and] sounded extremely radical to the white 

society. u 4 a 9  Despite its limited objectives, the NSAACP 

irnmediately set out on its task, challenging the colour line 

as ear ly  as 1945. Until 1945, nursing schools did not accept 

black students. In the autum of 1945, some hospitals 

discarded their discriminatory policies, which allowed 

Gwennyth Barton and Ruth Bailey to enroll in the Childrenls 

Hospital's program. To finish their training, the t w o  women 

needed t o  be trained in the Victoria General Hospital. 

Although it was a government institution, the Victoria 

Generalfs discriminatory policy remained. Determined to open 

up the nursing profession to black women, the Colored 

Citizen& Improvement League and the Nova Scotia Association 

for the Advancement of Coloured People (NSAACP) successfully 

applied pressure  to the hospital, and the two students w e r e  

allowed to complete their training in 1946.490 

The NSAACP also supported other challenges to the colour 

~e e Scott, p.137, 187. 

4 8 9  Oliver, "NSAACP," p.13. 

i 5 0 ~ b i d ,  p. 27. 
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line. Following the shooting of James Izzard by police 

officers in Halifax, the NSAACP sent a letter t o  Mayor Butler, 

criticizing the police department and Butler for supporting 

the police officersl actions. The letter was published in the 

Halifax Mail, and described the incident as an "unwarranted 

act of negligence and inexperience and an abuse of their 

office as protectors of the public safety." The NSAACP 

provided some sharp responses to the incident, suggesting that 

the police officers could have radioed other police cruisers 

to find Izzard, and could have provided an excellent 

identification of Lzzard since at least one officer had seen 

him up close and for an extended period of time before he had 

begun running. At the very least, the NSAACP suggested, they 

could have found him l a t e r  since they had identification and 

his vehicle, which could help in tracing his address."' 

However, despite some perceptive observations, the NSAACP 

believed that bringing these issues to the attention of the 

white community, and the  mayor, would be enough to bring about 

change. At the very least, the action demonstrated an 

awareness and an inolerance of racism, to the white community, 

as did another incident that the had the support of the 

NSAACP . 

The challenge that Viola Desmond, a black Halifax 

beautician, brought to t he  Supreme Court of Nova Scotia was 

particularly significant. In November 8, 1946, Desmond was 
- - - - -  

M a u ,  January 14 1946, p . 3 .  



forced to spend a night in New Glasgow because her car broke 

d o m  and needed to be repaired. That evening, she attended 

the Roseland Theatre, sitting in the downstairs section. 

Desmond w a s  unaware that the seating was segregated. While 

sitting downstairs, Desmond was approached by the manager and 

asked to move to the balcony. She refused, but offered to pay 

the price of the ticket. The manager left and called the 

police. Soon a£ ter, a I1policeman grasped her [Desmond] by the 

shoulders and t h e  manager grabbed her by the legs, causing 

serious injuries to her knees and h i p . n 4 9 2  Desmond was 

immediately taken t o  the jail, where she stayed for twelve 

hours. The next  morning, after a brief trial where "the 

t hea t r e  manager acted as prosecutor ... Magistrate Roderick 

MacKay pronounced her guilty . "'" The NAASCP quickly took up 

Desmondis cause, establishing a Viola Desmond Fundu to 

support her defense. Desmond and the NSAACP appealed the 

sentencing. Although the Nova Scotia Supreme Court originally 

upheld the decision, after a lengthy legal battle Desmond did 

not have to pay the fine and the theatre was no longer 

segregated. '" It was a victory for the NSAACP and the black 

493~ean Jobb "Desmond Led Fight Against Racismtn Chronicle - 
March 3 1995: BI. 

4g401iver, nNSAACP,'l p.17. The case is seen more as an abuse 
of the legal process than a condemnation of the colour line. 
J.B. Milner points out that the theatre manager "bas 
apparently violated no law of human rights and fundamental 
freedom in this free country in refusing admission to part of 
his theatre to persons of negro extraction. What decided the 
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community. Not only had a discriminatory practice been 

directly challenged, but it had been made to look ridiculous 

in the eyes of both the black and white community. Despite 

the exposure, t h e  white community continued to segregate and 

discriminate; a testimony to the  presence and power of the 

ideology of race. 

The NSAACP also tried to encourage improvement of the 

black communityls housing condition. Beginning in 1949, 

f ollowing surveys taken of black homeowners , t h e  NSAACP 

"petitioned the Mayor and city council to inform residents of 

major changes in housing or housing conditions." In the same 

year, land was bought and set aside fo r  a "cornmunity business 

and recreation hall." The project was later abandoned. 

However , the NSAACP continued to condemn housing condit ions 

and challenge re-location initiatives in the 1950s without 

off ering substantial alternatives. As Eugene Williams 

points out in his assessment of the NSAACP and its role in the 

black community, "on occasion the association has been 

effective.. . [but]  it has not been assertive enough in its 

case was that it was felt the manager was part of "a 
surreptitious endeavour to enforce a Jirn Crow rule by misuse 
of a public statuteu rather than being %O zealous because of 
a bona fide belief that there had been an attempt to defraud 
the Province of Nova Scotia of the sum of one cent." "Civil 
Libert ies - Theatre Refusing to Admit Negro Person to 
Orchestra Seatfu Canadian Rar Review Vo1.25 C.194: 915,920. 
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attempts. ndg6 

While the NSAACP1s housing efforts were limited, 

providing educational opportunities becane one of the NSAACP1s 

prirnary responsiblities, which they performed in conjunction 

with the  Adult Education Division of the Department of 

Education. An interesting and important feature of the 

NSAACP1s education programs was that they targeted adults 

rather than children, with the intent that adult education 

would help to raise adultsl aspirations, "akd in turn raise 

their childrents  aspiration^."'^' The Education Committee of 

the NSAACP had established a six point program by the mid- 

1950s which aimed toward improved health, better homes, better 

farms, improved schools and the better use of municipal and 

provincial agencies. 498 Programs included "reading , writ ing 

and arithmetic . . .  in conjunction w i t h  practical self-help 

projects" as w e l l  as "practical projects [such as] tree 

planting, high-bush blueberry farming, wood-working and 

logging . I I  5 99 

Despite the limited goals of the program, t was 

successful in many respects, and popular. Hammonds Plains was 

the first community to benefit £rom the adult classes, with 

lectures on nutrition, housing, gardening, health and 
- - 

'96~bid, p - 43. 

ig7~homson, p. 1 O 5 . 
' " ~ b i d ,  p. 90. 

'99~illiams, "NSAACP, p. 25. 



commwiity recreation. By 1949, there were classes held in 15 

counties, and by 1951, Digby and Guysborough also held 

classes. In 1953, there were 20 classes running throughout 

the province. 500 

Winks points out in Blacks in Canada, that "the 1950s 

were perhaps a bit too late ... to make hewers of wood and 

drawers of water . u'O1 Although the program affected "75  

percent of the 13 000 [black] . . .people in Nova Scotia, " the 
program "embraced the assumptions and prograrns of Booker T. 

Washington. "'O2 Dr. Oliver described t h e  goal of adult 

education as "generating self-help through education, 

counselling, encouraging group activities, and fostering pride 

in accomplishments . "="' The accommodationist approach of the 

program was perhaps a result of the Adult Education Division's 

involvement as much as it was a result of the views of rnembers 

of the black community, who saw their goal in the joint 

program with the NSAACP as being to I1develop a realistic 

awareness among the [blacksl . . .  of their own particular 

problems . ' O 4  As William Cooper wrote in h i s  report for the 

Department of Education in 1954, it was t h e  leadership from 

5 0 0 ~ .  V. Shand, "Adult Education Among Negroes in Nova Scotia, 
1 Series 6 Vol.10 Spring 1968: 13. 

jO'winks, 83 acks in Canadq, p. 382. 

50'~homson, p.112.89. 

'031bid, p.91. 



the Adult  ducati ion Division that was a "major factor in 

community and school improvement anong these people."505 

After all, the Department of Education was still 

overseeing segregated schools until as late as 1964, ten years 

a f t e r  they were ruled to be inherently unequal by the United 

States Supreme Court. Thus educational opportunities were 

still limited for black students in Nova Scotia as long as 

some s c h o o l s  remained segregated. A s  Brookbank queried i n  his 

1949 study, "Afro-Canadian Communities in Halifax County, Nova 

Scotia, " 

one begins to wonder whether, in the long run, the 
increasing segregat ion of white and coloured 
children in schools will be advantageous or 
otherwise for the Negroes . 

Walter G. Stephan in h i s  article "School Desegregation : 

Short-Term and Long-Term EffectsH would respond with a 

resounding 'no1 to Brookbankls question. Stephan argues that 

school segregation perpetuated a vicious circle, with white 

pre  judice being f urther entrenched as blacks su£ f ered f rom low 

self-esteem and achievement due to unequal facilities and 

educational opportunities . 'O7 In the short-term, Stephan 

' C s ~ i l l i a m  M. Cooper, Fe~ort on Evahat ion with Recommendations 
for the Prosram of Adiilt Education Amoncr Negroes in Nova 

y 15. 1954. (Halifax: Adult Educat ion 
Division, Department of Education, Province of Nova Scotia, 
1954) : 2. 

5a7~alter G. Stephanson, flSchool Desegregation : Short -Term and 
Long-Term Ef fects , @enin9 D c m x s  : Perwectives on Race 

orarv Amer c Harry J. Knopke, Robert J. 
Norrell, Ronald W. Rogers, eds. (Tuscaloosa, University of 



believes that desegregat ion improves black achievement but 

II rarely decreases it  , " while i n  the  long- term, "desegregation 

increases black educational achievement and increases black 

willingness to interact with whites in educational 

set t ings . 508 

But it was no t  the black community that was unwilling to 

integrate the schools .  Brookbank points out the difficulties 

in Maroon Hill, where " the  attempt to have t h e  coloured 

children accompany the whites brought some violent  objections 

f rom the neighbouring white community . n509 The Superintendent 

of schools, B.C. Silver, pointed out that "the main fear of 

whites about mixed schools is that sexual relationships 

between the children might re~ult."~'~ Despite the 

unwillingness to desegregate schools, the Nova Scotian public 

and media could describe school segregation in the United 

States as "reprehensible . 11511 

When the schools were desegregated, the white community 

extended o n l y  a half-opened hand to the black students. 

Mohamed Abucar in Strusae for Devel0~mmt points out how the 

Alabama Press, 1991) : 102. 

'"~av id  W. States, "The Struggle for Black Education in West 
Hants County. Nova Scotia, 1843 -1963 (unpublished paper, 
Saint Mary l s University, 1996) : 17. See Chronicle-Herald 19 
May 1954: 2. 



policy of "environmental integration of the school 

system. . . prornoted primarily a one way process . The one way 

process being that black children were bused to white 

community schools, but white children were not bused to black 

schools. Abucar notes how 

it was possible for the school board to ask the 
black communities to transfer their children into 
integrated schools outside their community but the 
board failed to solicit neighbouring white 
communities in order to send their children into 
the. . . [black] communities. 513 

Apart £rom the discrimination this exhibited, Abucar also 

indicates that the school integration policy allowed for the 

Board of Education to neglect the existing black schools and 

"reduce the school population in existing black schools step 

by step.""'  The effects of such a policy were threefold. 

First, it perpetuated the blacks' minority status by 

integrating them in white schools throughout the region. 

Second, it reduced the community involvement in the education 

and raising of the children. Third, it demanded that the 

children accommodate and assimilate to the cultural and 

societal noms of the white community. 

Challenges came from other parts of Nova Scotia as well. 

One such challenge was the newspaper -q, edited and 

published by Carrie Best in New Glasgow. Begun in 1947, The 



Clarion helped to spread the news of problems and successes 

w i t h i n  the black community, and to establish a forum for 

discussion and in£ ormat ion until 1956. Although The Clarion 

had its limitations, such as columns that were geared towards 

womenls traditional roles and which left class and gender 

structure unchallenged, Best also publicized acts of 

discrimination, raising racial awareness in the black 

community and encouraging challenge. 

During the Viola Desmond trial, Best declared that the 

case "only shows that discriminatory practices are cowardly 

atternpts to persecute innocent people because of 

[an] . . . outmoded racial bias . n5'ô Best also published speeches 

of American black activist Paul Robeson, demonstrating a 

cornmitment to change, even if somewhat limited. Best included 

some other interesting stories , including the experience of 13 

year old Eugene Williams, who was part of a 'City Council for 

a Day ' promotion. Williams took his token position seriously, 

demanding not only that "transportation services be extended 

to Africville since ' the community was located on the main 

street of the city'," but a new school "of which students can 

be proud, and equal in facilities to any school elsewhere in 

the city." Williams also highlighted some other deficiencies 

of the school, "pointing out that water for the school for 

drinking purposes has to be transported to it by the School 

5'5~laimont and Wien, ItBlacks and Whites, p. 165. 



Boardft and that "outdoor lavatories for the school are also 

sorely lacking. He also made the observation t h a t  ffoutdoor 

lavatories, in the winter time especially, is something that 

just shouldnf t be. Without The Cl arion, such observations 

by the black community would not l i k e l y  have had a chance to 

be printed. 

However, Best tended towards an accomodationist approach, 

commenting in the July, 1947 edition that 

sooner or later we will pay dearly for Our neglect 
and dodging our responsibility . . .  Has our conduct as 
a group merited our inclusion in the overall social 
structure of this tom? We must remember that we 
are a definite minority and as such our conduct is 
always open to the severest scrutiny. 518 

Unable to see past the ideology that surrounded her, Best felt 

the black community naturally had to work twice as hard in any 

effort for social and economic equality. 

Walker wrote that, historically, the black cornmunity in 

Nova Scotia had developed a "tactic of non-confrontation and 

self-sufficiency," which meant to prepare them "for full 

517 Clarion, Vo1.2 No.2, p . 3 .  In a City Council meeting in 
1948, the issue of waterlines being extended to Africville was 
discussed when the isssue of moving the community was raised. 
Alderman Sullivan "fel t  that $20,000 directed to a move would 
be more wisely spent than on a waterline extension into the 
community . " Alderman Burgess agreed, "but warned that , if 
nothing could be achieved, another summer should not pass 
without the water service extended to the c~mmunity.~~ There 
were no waterlines extended to the community the next  year or 
any year a£ ter. IfMay Move Africville Community, Halifax 
Herald January 16 1948, p. 18. 

on, Vo1.2 No.3, Ju iy  1947. 
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participation in Nova Scotian society. lt5" Unf ortunately, the 

ideology of race prevented blacks £rom receiving equal status 

as citizens. The actions of Best, Desmond, Oliver and 

numerous organizations such as t he  Coloured Citizens l 

Improvement L e a g u e  and the NSAACP aimed at pressuring the 

white community into letting the black community become a part 

of the society, and to enjoy the same rights and power, were 

unsuccessful. Despite their efforts, the ideology of race 

remained in Nova Scotia. Scott points out that an ideology 

"cari tolerate a remarkably high level of practical 

nonconformity so long as it does not  actually tear the public 

f abric of hegemony . l1 

It was an ideology that was so pervasive that it 

undermined the black communityls own efforts, as the black 

community sought recognition within the existing ideology 

rather than providing leadership in the construction of a new 

one. Scott argues that 

so long as a structure of domination is viewed as 
inevitable and irreversible, then al1 'rational' 
opposition will take the form of infrapolitics: 
resistance that avoids any open declaration of its 
intentions. 5 2 1  

Not the NSAACP, the Church or the black settlements were able 

to take the ideology head on, convinced of the ideological 

wallls impenetrability. Nor were they able to provide a 

'"walker, BI ack I d e n t i t v ,  p .  19. 

520~~ott, p. 204. 

' "~b id ,  p.220. 



counter-ideology, which is the only way to resist ideological 

domination. 

The inability of the black community to achieve 

significant changes in the social, economic and political life 

of Nova Scotia was partially the result of reduced aspirations 

on the part of the black community after achieving limited 

success in the pre-War years. It was also a result of the 

black commuiityls faith in the white community and the Crown. 

Throughout the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth 

century, the black community "emphatically retained a 

conviction of their own equality and they fully expected to be 

recognized as equals . 1,573 This goal of recognition and 

equality remained in the black community, as they held on to 

their belief in their own worth and sought change through 

legal rneans.5'i Maybe that is why the assistance of the white 

community was not discouraged until after 1960, which would 

explain Walker's assertion that the black community 

"demonstrated a confidence . . .  in the good faith of white 

society.. . [and] in the ultirnate fairness of the British 

system . 5'5 

In the early 1960s, frustration in the black community 

had reached a new level, and the time for ideological 

52'~bid, p. 118. 

'"~alker, Black Loyalists, p.xxii. 

" ' ~ a l k e r ,  Black  Identity, p . 6 .  
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leadership began. It was a point that the United States' 

civil rights movement reached by the mid-1960s, with the black 

community realizing that the movement did not sufficiently 

challenge the economic and social structure that marginalized 

the black community there. In Nova Scotia, the black 

community had made little progress economically, socially or 

politically. Black youth were frustrated at an older 

generationls faith in the white community, and the black 

cornmunity as a whole was frustrated at the inaction of the 

white community. 

This can best be illustrated by the change in attitude of 

Dr. William Oliver. One of the strongest proponents of the 

initiatives taken during the late 1940s and throughout the 

1950s, Dr. Oliver did a great deal to forward the economic 

development of the black settlements and to raise awareness of 

t h e i r  conditions, as well as "encourage self-help, self-  

determination and self-confidence.n576 He played a large role 

in the Adult Education programs, implementing and expanding 

them, attempting to improve the conditions of the black 

settlements. He had been a man of action, encouraged by the 

changes initiated in the War, and was not willing to return to 

the pre-War world. 

In 1962, frustrated with the inaction of the NSAACP and 

its integrated membership policy, Oliver said that "in many 

instances projects intended to help our people were merely 

526 Thomson, p.108. 



using us as guinea pigs. u 5 2 7  Oliver also said that l a i f  1 am 

concerned with advancernent of Black people, I want to hear 

what Black people think, not what White people think. In an 

integrated organization, self-interests prohibit people from 

getting at the basic issues. n 5 2 8  He argued that 

Blacks must be allowed to make their own decisions 
and their own mistakes, without the aid O the 
white liberal, who, he claims, is an individual who 
wants to help, who feels he has no prejudice, but 
who does not really know what the fundamental 
problems are. "' 
In the end, Oliver was right to be wary of the 

cooperation of the white community. It was white reform 

e£forts that fed t o  the dernolition of Africville in 1964, an 

event which ended a long history of neglect and indifference 

by the white politicians and citizens towards the residents of 

Africville. The severity of the neglect can be seen in a 

l e t t e r  sent to the United Church Observer in 1963, which gave 

an account of what the residents of Africville wanted from 

the city council: 

[they] have always maintained that they do not want 
to move. The only thing they ask is that they 
should receive what is rightfully theirs, namely 
fresh water, a sewage system, paved streets and 
sidewalks, a school, to have the dumps removed, and 
al1 the other tax-resulting privileges that other 
Haligonians en j oy . 530 

5'B~lairmont and Wien, "Blacks  and Whites, p. 50. 

"'letter by F. Ian Gilchrist, The IJnited Church Observer, 
February 15, 1963:6. 



B u t  by the t i m e  the first house had been dernolished in 

Africville, the black community had already lost t h e i r  faith 

in the white community. The ideology of race had infiltrated 

the political, social and economic life of every black Nova 

Scotian since the arriva1 of the £irst black slave. Since t h e  

beginning of their struggle, the black community in Nova 

Scotia had sought support and refuge in the black settlements 

and neighbourhoods . With t h e  destruction of Africville , the 

white community had physically invaded the last place of 

refuge the black community had, t a k i n g  £rom the bfack 

community their last tie to a system that they once believed 

in. The settlernent was a symbol of what the white community's 

Crown had given them for t h e i r  loyalty; a symbol that the 

white  community chose now to take away. From that point on, 

the black comrnunity sought a new ideology, an ideology that 

would usher in real change and that would be worthy of their 

faith. 



 ter Five 

The failure of the black community to launch a successful 

challenge to the ideology of race that they faced from their 

arriva1 in Nova Scotia was not one of their own making, but 

had more to do with deeply held asssumptions about black 

inferiority. The black community faced a social system that 

left few opportunities for social, economic or political 

advancement. Blacks were seen, at the very least, as slaves 

or former slaves, and, at most, cheap labour. As the 

scholarship of Walker, Smith, Winks, Pachai and others has 

revealed, Nova Scotian society was "conditioned to thinking of 

blacks as slaves. u53' 

This lingering attitude affected the economic 

opportunities of the black community, barring them £rom secure 

employment in many cases and forcing them to seek seasonal and 

menial labour. When opportunities arose for more steady work, 

such as in the transportation industry, blacks took them, even 

if it meant long periods away £rom home. Even then, black 

workers faced split labour markets on the railways as they 

competed for low-paying, low-status jobs with American blacks 

or with other white workers. 

United by the ideology of race, white workers blamed 

blacks for their poor economic conditions rather than the 

elite that benefitted f rom pitting black and white workers 

'"~alker, wEstablishment of a Free Black Community, l' p.209. 



against each other. Working- class whites embraced 

' whiteness, ' distancing themselves from blacks in an effort to 

make economic and social gains in a province with a "sluggish, 

depressed economy1I where there was lfunderemployment and f ierce 

competit ionu for work. '12 Accepting the assumptions of black 

inferiority and tslavishnessl, the white working class helped 

not only in maintaining the class structure, but in 

constructing an ideological world that marginalized the black 

community. 

The black community continued to face such obstacles over 

two centuries, as the 'slavish1 black stereotype was fashioned 

and refashioned to suit the attitudes of the period. When 

slave- lost its legimitacy, and its public sanction, the 

belief that blacks were inferior w a s  supported by popular 

notions of scientific racism. Although notions of racial 

superiority were discredited by the end of the 1930s~ they 

were quickly refashioned in the post-Second World War period, 

substituting economic explanations for differences in social 

and political conditions in place of biological or scientific 

explanat ions. 

These assumptions about the black community were 

reinforced and reconstructed in the social life of Nova 

Scot ia. It was common practice to segregate the black 

community in the military, schools, churches, neighbourhoods, 

social organizations, public celebrations, sports clubs and 

'3'~lairmont and Wien, I1Blacks and Whitestf1 p.155. 
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public facilities. In places where blacks and whites shared 

the same building, blacks were provided with their o m  seating 

area, such as in the New Glasgow theatre where Viola Desrnond 

and other blacks were banished to the balcony- There were 

also tirnes when the black community would not want to be 

integrated, such as during minstrel shows, when blacks w e r e  

mocked and ridiculed, and where negative stereotypes w e r e  

further entrenched. 

It was a significant enough achievement that the black 

community was able to survive at all. The fact that the black 

community persistent ly protested their treatment and sought 

equality throughout this period is remarkable. What limited 

the effectiveness of their resistance was the black 

community's inability to liberate itself from the constraints 

of the racial ideology, its belief that the principles of 

justice that the white community had enshrined in its legal 

system would be extneded to them, and its belief that 

accomodationisrn would be successful in helping the black 

community achieve economic advancement. While efforts such as 

the Home for Colored Children and the NSAACP were important 

black inititatives, the former was based on a pedagogy with 

limited ideological aspirations while the latter re l ied  

heavily on faith in the white community to bring about change 

on i t s  own. 

The black community of Nova Scot ia  was not alone in its 

inability to see beyond the ideology that surrounded it . Even 
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the high-profile civil rights movement in t h e  United States 

failed to tear down the ideological wall that barred the black 

community £rom social and economic equality in America, 

despite the large population base and legislative gains  made 

by that movement. After the passage of the Voting Rights Bill 

in 1965, the American civil rights movement shifted to the 

northern United States, which "heralded a new set of goals 

[and] . . .a focus on class and raceu that sought ''a 

redistribution of wealth and power . "533 AS Martin Luther King, 

Jr. admitted before his death, 

for years 1 labored with t h e  idea of reforming the 
existing institutions of t h e  society, a little 
change here, a little change there . . .  now I feel 
quite differently. 1 think you've got  to have a 
reconstruction of the entire society, a revolution 
of values. 5 3 4  

Bloom believes that this new direction of the movement, which 

called for rlsocial and economic alternatives not just in the 

South but throughout American society,' caused 

a move by whites away £rom support for black 
needs . . . [and] the tendency of the movement to make 
demands regarding racial issues that were no longer 
limited to the caste system in the   ou th.^'^ 

Once the civil rights movernent began to challenge not only the 

ef fects of the ideology but its underpinnings as well, the 

white community retreated. As McAdam points out, the white 

'"~avid J. Garrow, 
and (New York: 
William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1986): 562. 
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communityts involvement in the civil rights movement 

throughout the 1950s and t h e  first part of the 1960s meant 

that "only limited reformsv could be achieved, which would 

ultimately do little to "challenge the status quo. 1'536 It was 

only in the second half of the 1960s that the movement began 

to search for a counter-ideology, beginning with the Black 

Power movement and such organizations as the Black Panther 

Party in Calif ornia. This departure left behind the 

mainstream white community and the black community's faith 

that equality could be found within American socisty as it 

t h e n  existed. In this same period, in Nova Scotia, Oliver and 

others had re j ected t h e  integrationist approach t o  change, 

having lost faith in the white community. The Black Panther 

Party even vis3ted Nova Scotia in 1968, guests at the largest 

exclusively black meeting in the history of the province. 

This is where the historical record can begin to be 

corrected* Clairmont and Winks have both made the argument 

that a civil rights movement in Nova Scotia began only in the 

1960s, influenced by the American experience. While the 

presence of 

the partial 

demonstrates 

is. 

the Black Panther Party in Halifax demonstrates 

influence of the American black community, it 

as well how historically inaccurate this argument 

If such a movement really was the inspiration for black 

resistance in Nova Scotia as scholars have claimed, then the 
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black community must have lived in an historical vacuum, 

paralyzed victims of a racism that they refused either to 

recognize or fight against until the American black community 

awoke them from their deep slumber. But the history of t h e  

black community proves that they did not sit back and accept 

their marginalization. Instead, from their first arrival, the 

black community began a tradition of protest which used 

Canadian approaches to tackle Canadian racism, challenging 

t h e i r  designation as cheap labour, demanding land, education 

and rights that were promised to the Black Loyalists, the 

Black Refugees and every other black citizen that arrived in 

Nova Scotia. 

The Panthers' presence in Nova Scotia reveals a search by 

the black community in this province for a new approach t o  the 

racism they faced, a new way of demolishing the ideological 

wall that held them back. Their presence of the Panther 

members is an indictment of a system that marginalized the 

black community, and demonstrates t h e  frustration of t h e  

black community i n  Nova Scotia after a nearly two hundred 

year-old struggle for equality. Despite the constant 

petitions for rights, land, justice and educational, political 

and social opportunities, regardless of the willingess to 

praise and defend the Clrown in public celebrations and in 

battle in sp i t e  of ridicule and possible death, looking past 

the discrimination, the rioting and the constant mockery, the 

black cammunity continued to have faith in the white community 
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and in the possibility of equality within the present society. 

The failure of the black community to gain the respect it 

deserves, then, lies heavily on the shoulders of the white 

community. Not only has the white community in Canada 

maintained a society that keeps the black community and other 

minorities, on the periphery, but it has not even recognized 

the efforts of the black community to initiate and encourage 

change. Historical scholarship has largely denied the black 

community agency in the shaping of Nova Scotiafs history, 

present ing them as victims of inevitable racism. Such 

scholarship has perpetuated the steeotype of tslavishness' of 

the black community, reaf£irming the belief that the black 

population has been historically docile and satisfied in the 

marginal position they have been offered in the Canadian 

mosaic. 

This thesis has demonstrated instead that a tradition of 

protest by the black community has existed in Nova Scotia 

since the arriva1 of the Black Loyalists. The black community 

has also demonstrated their determination to be recognized as 

loyal citizens. Petitioning f o r  schools and land was just the 

beginning, followed by demands for fair representation, equal 

education, compassionate justice, adequate housing and roads 

and political recognition. Churches and other organizations 

also helped to raise concerne of the black community and to 

provide f o r  the spiritual, physical and mental strengthening 

of the population. Sports and public celebrations also 
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provided the black community with opportunities to demonstrate 

their abilities and their loyalty, and when possible, t o  

defeat the white commuiity. 

Following the Second World War, the black community 

renewed its efforts. The NSAACP protested economic, social 

and political injustice, while at the same time providing 

educational programs for  the black community. The New Glasgow 

newspaper, The Clarion, provided an opportunity for the black 

community to be heard and informed about regional and national 

events and incidents. Originally published in July 1946 with 

a regional focus, it became a national publication in 1949, 

retitled The Nearo Citizen . , and remained in print until 1956. 

Taking advantage of government legislation, the black porters 

fought for fair wages and against discriminatory practices 

that limited their career opportunities. 

These years of protest laid a foundation for what was to 

come. The disillusionment that the black community in Nova 

Scotia f e l t  by the tirne of Africvillefs destruction would not 

have been possible had the  black community not made such an 

enormous effort to affect change. If there had not been a 

tradition of protest and a concomitant faith in the principles 

of Canadian justice, the black community would not have 

recognized the ideology that incarcerated them and the need to 

find a counter-ideology. 

What this tradition of protest reveals is that the racism 

experienced in Nova Scotia for two hundred years did not come 
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£rom other places. Instead, the racism came out of a social 

framework that was constructed in Nova Scotia and which 

pemeated black-white relations in this province for two 

centuries. Racism is a social construction, built over this 

historical period to maintain the black community in a 

marginal position. Such an understanding helps to answer 

saxtonls question of h o w  racism has I1reproduced patterns of 

racially differential behavior for more than three centuries." 

T t  also provides an opportunity for change. '37 

If an ideology such as this is constructed, then 

obviously it can be deconstructed or disrnantled. Anderson 

argues that "exposing the susceptibility of racial beliefs to 

change [demonstrates] . . . the potential therein for their 

ultimate annulment. Il53e Roediger is also optimistic, pointing 

out that "seeing race as a category being struggled over and 

remadeu reveals " t h e  possibilities of political action in 

particular and human agency in general. m539 For Nova Scotia, 

a tradition of protest provides the foundation for a new 

ideology, preparing the way for the construction of a social 

system that will hopefully liberate rather than limit the 

black community i n  the social, economic and political life of 

Nova Scotia in the future. 

'"~axton, p. 1 6 .  

538~nderson, p. 7. 

539 . . Roediger, i , p . 2 -  
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